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ABSTRACT

This thesis examines the public debate on homosexuality in New Zealand in the

period 1960-86. Its focus is primarily on male homosexuality because the central

issue was the continued criminalization of male same-sex sexual acts. The thesis notes

irresolvable problems of definition of homosexuality involving discussions of

behaviour, orientation and identity. Nevertheless, the debate proceeded on a binary

basis, that homosexuals and heterosexuals were two clearly defined groups of people.

The thesis begins by noting the repression and invisibility of homosexuals in the

1960s. It then explores the origins and significance of the New Zealand Homosexual

Law Reforrn Society and the gay liberation movement. Because of the significance of

religion in regard to the debate, a chapter is devoted to major change and cleavage

that occurred within the churches relating to homosexuality in the period teviewed.

Finally the intense fifteen months of debate that occurred prior to decriminalization of

male homosexual activity in July 1986 is studied at depth. The thesis highlights the

intensity of feeling that the debate engendered. This was the result of the clash of

fundamentally different worldviews and value systems. Behind the particular issue lay

the question of the moral and social status of homosexuals and homosexual acts. So

fundamental was this division that from both sides the very future of society seemed

to be at stake. Worlds were in collision.
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TNTRODUCTION

Atl the world is queer scNe thee and me, and even thou art a little queer'l

My thesis will focus on the public debate on homoseKuality in New Zealand 1960-86.

A huge shift took place in public attitudes towards homosexuality in this period. By

the end of that time the tides of public opinion were nmning strongly against the

conservative position, beginning to push it to the margins of social and intellectual

acceptability. Yet this same position was what most people believed 25 years earlier.2

Such a major shift provokes the question, 'Why the change?' Probing the public

debate over male homosexuality provides a way of exploring this remarkable shift of

perspective.

This chapter will begin by considering the problematic nature of the term

'homosexual'. Is it a term that has a clearly defined referent? After discussing this

point I will justiff my decision to limit the discussion to male homosexuality only.

This thesis wili then argue that the New Zealand debate must be understood in the

context of international debate on that topic. At the same time, the broader New

Zealand context, and movement for change in relation to other New Zealand issues,

will be emphasized. After a brief preview of the various chapters of the thesis, I will

finally in this chapter draw attention to the primary issue that underlay so much of the

debate - the social and moral acceptability of homosexuality and homosexual

behaviour.

t Attributed to Robert Owen: A. Partington (ed.), The Oxford Dictionary of Quotations, Oxford, 1992,

p.503.i G.uhu- Willett has made a similar observation in relation to the shift in Australia during a similar

time period: C. Willett, 'o'ln Our Lifetime": The Gay and Lesbian Movement and Ausfalian Society',

PhD thesis, University of Melboume, 1998, p.2.



There is a paucitv of literature on the history of homosexuality in New Zealxd,.3

Internationally the last quarter century has produced a flood of writing on

homosexuality, but almost none of this is Nerv Zealand material. There are some semi-

popular articles on the Ner,v Zealand experience.o A few theses, articles, and research

essays also cover aspects of the New Zealand situation.s The writing that does exist

has tended to focus on gay liberation as a social movement. Apart from a few articles,

there has been no major historiography on the specific focus of my thesis - the public

debate that occurred in the period 1960 - 1985.6 My research has therefore drawn

heavily on primary research material, aired for the first time in major academic

discussion. A distinctive feature of the thesis is an attempt to hear all the voices in the

debate and to understand the context and perspective from which they emerge. My

thesis will not be the last word on the topic, though it may claim a path-finding role as

the first.

' S"e similar commenr on lack of New Zealandmaterial in C. Daley & D. Montgomerie (eds), I&e

Gendered Kiwi, Auckland, 1999, pp.12-13.a Several of the more significant ones are B. Pickering, 'Where Have All the Perverts Gone? The Gay

Movement in Auckland, 197l-1981', Pink Triangle,23,May 1981, pp. 4-5;24, June 1981, P.6; E.

Greaves, P. East, P. Molloy, & G. Young, The Gay Rights Movement: It's [sic] Past and lts Future,

Wellington, l98l: LAGANZ, MS papers 61; 'Ten Years Out Celebrating l0 Years Since the Passing of
the Homosexual Law Reform Bill', Express: New Zealand's Newspaper of Gay Expression,4 July 1996'

pp.9-16; 'Twenty Years', Out!, 129, October/ November 1996, pp.24-33; L. Turner, 'Gay Politics in
New Zealand', Gay Left,lX., 1979, pp.7-10.5 These include N.L. Baumber, 'Gay Liberation: A Movement for Social Change - Auckland 1972-

1975', MA research essay, Universily of Auckland, 1978; J.W. McNab, 'A Social Historical Overview:

Male Homosexualiry in New Zealand', MA thesis, University of Auckland, 1993.
6 Aspects of the debate are to be found in C. Atmore, 'Drawing the Line: Issues of Boundary and the

Homosexual Law Reform Bill Campaign in New Zealand.(Aotearoa), 1985-86', Journal of
Homosexuality,Xxx, l, 1995, pp.23-52; T. McCreanor, "'.Why Shengthen the City Wall When the

Enemy Has Poisoned the Well?" An Assay of Anti-Homosexual Discourse in New Zealand', Joarnal of
H omos exualt'ty, XXXI, 4, 1996, pp.75- I 05'



Problems of definition:

Public debate on homosexuality has commonly assumed that there is a fixed group of

people, with clearly demarcated identity-boundaries, called 'homosexuals' or 'gay

men'. Criminal sanctions against male homosexual behaviour in New Zealand until

1986 intensified such an assumption. The law 'fixed' identities by claiming to speak

about them.7 This sense of fixity, of binary homo/hetero opposition, has, in fact, been a

crucial aspect of much of the homosexual pro-reform argument, that homosexuals are

a precisely defined group of people, just as left-handed people can be precisely

defined.8 Such a perspective justifies the demand for acceptance and for-rights.e

Underlying pro-reform argument on homosexuality 1960-86 lay an essentialist

assumption of the binarism of sex, that people were either homosexual or

heterosexual.lo Closer analysis indicates, however, that defining homosexuality in

binary fashion is problematical.ll The comparative image of left-handedness, though

much less problematical, points to the difficulty - how does one classiff ambidextrous

people? Similarly, how does one classiff bisexual people?

t W. Morgan, 'Queer Law: Identity, Culture, Diversity, Law', Awtralasian Gay and Lesbian Law

Journal, V, 1995, pp. l-41 at p.9.8 In arguing for human rights, reformers used the parallel of left-handedness as perhaps the most

common image to argue for the injustice of criminalizing male homosexual behaviour and of
discriminating in regard to homosexual orientation.e For comment on this see M. Mclntosh, 'The Homosexual Role', in K. Plummer (ed.), The Making of
the Modern Homosexual, London, 1981, pp.30-49 at pp.32-3.
r0 For the assertion that prevailing opinion assumed that sexual orientation was essentially a

dichotomous phenomenon see J.C. Gonsiorek, 'An Introduction to Mental Health Issues and

Homosexuality' , American Behavioral Scientist, )C(V, 4, 1982, pp.367-84 at p.368. For a critique of a

framework based on the binarism of sex, see J. Butler, Gender Trouble: Feminism and the Subversion of
Identity,New York, 1990, p. 149; also S. Seidman, 'symposium: Queer Theory/ Sociology: A
Dialogue', Sociological Theory,XIL l, 1994, pp. 166-77 atp. 174; also W' Morgan, 'Queer Law', p.10.
tr See, for example, R. Padgug, osexual Matters: Rethinking Sexuality in History', in M.B. Duberrnan,

M. Vicinus, & G. Chauncey Jnr, Hiddenfrom History: Reclaiming the Gay and Lesbian Past, Markham,

Ontario, 1989, pp.54-64 at p.59; M.S. Van Leeuwen, 'To Ask a Better Question: The Heterosexuality-

Homosexuality Debate Revisited', Interpretation,Ll,2,l997, pp.l43-158 at pp.l44'6.
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One solution is to move from two categories to three - people are heterosexual,

homosexual, or bisexual.l2 The question must, however, be asked: is bisexuality

aiways a clear and fixed category, or is it sometimes a convenient 'rag-bag'

description, an afiempt to resolve the categorisation problem by providing a simple

descriptor for a complex grouping of people? Recognizing the problem raised by

bisexual behaviour means that one may argue that bisexualiry is not so much an

identity as a vantage point from which one can examine and deconstmct the bipolar

tiamework of gender and sexuality.'t Bisexuality points not so much to a third

category as to the malleabilify of sexual desire.la In 1985 Max Abbott, then director of

the Mental Health Foundation of New ZeaTand, was one of the few voices stressing the

flexibility of sexuality: 'Many people, including scientists, assume that there are two

main kinds of people in the world: homosexuals and heterosexuals. It makes life easier

and less confusing to think in terms of simple categories, in terms of opposites - black

and white, good and evil, us and them. But reality is far more complex.'15

Given the striking influence of American researcher Alfred Kinsey on many aspects of

the subsequent debate, it seems surprising that his categorization warning of 1948 was

so seldom heeded: '[]t [is] apparent that the heterosexuality or homosexuality of many

individuals is not an all-or-nothing proposition. . . . Males do not represent two

different populations, heterosexual and homosexual. The world is not to be divided

tr This seems ro be an assumption of the NZ Family Planning Association booklet, S. Liggins et al.,

Afirming Diversity: An Educational Resource on Gay, Lesbian, and Bisexual Orientations, Auckland'

I994. One aspect of the booklet is an emphasis that there are three fixed orientations (four if one

distinguishes between male and female homosexuality), and students need to clariff which orientation

they are.r3 A. Jagose, Queer Theory, Dunedin, 1996, p. 69.
14 L. Duggan, .Making tt Perfectly Queed, Socialist Review, )O(II, l, 1992, pp.l l-31 at pp.l9-20.
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into sheep and goats. . . . The living world is a continuum in each and every one of its

aspects. The sooner we leam this concerning human sexual behaviour the sooner we

shall reach a sound understanding of the realities of sex.'16 Kinsey's own solution was

to have seven categories in relation to sexuality - the famous 'Kinsey scale' - with each

individual categorized against the numbers 0 - 7, depending on the relative proportions

of their heterosexual or homosexual behaviour.

Those arguing for a sharply defined classification may seize on the fact that Kinsey

was studying behaviour, and not orientation or identity. Sexual behaviour is certainly

complex: adolescent experimentation, lack of prefened sex (as in prisons and the

army), and social conditioning delaying the recognition of one's state, all contribute to

a fluidity and variability in the sexual behaviour of many individuals. But, the

argument goes, what is being classified in the modern debate on homosexuality is not

behaviour but orientation (which may then result in a sense of self-identity, and

possible identification with a distinct community). It is orientation that is fixed, certain

and unvarying.

What then is orientation? This has typically been classified as sexual attraction to

and/or sexual preference for members of the opposite sex, the same sex, or both

15 M. Abbott, 'Homosexuality: An Overview of Research and Professional Opinion', Mental Health

Foundation of New Zealand, ms, 1985, p.3. Also transcript of interview of Max Abbott by Laurie Guy,

l5 June 1999,p.3.
16 A.C. Kinsey, W.B. Pomeroy, & C.E. Martin, Sa,cual Behaviour and the Human Male, Philadelphia,

1948, pp. 6:8-i. See similar comments by Kinsey in A.C. Kinsey et al., 'The Causes of Homosexuality .

. . a Symposi um', Sexologt, XXI, 9, 1955, pp.558-62 at pp.558-9. For a rare voice outside the Kinsey

Instirute ttightighting this point see E. Hooker, 'Homosexuality', in E.S. Genn€ & W.H. Genn€,

Foundatioisfor CnrXtfai Famity Policy: The Proceedings' of the North American Conference on

Church and Family, New York. n.d. [961], pp.l66-189 at p.169.
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sexes-17 How then is that assessed? Simon Le Vay has indicated four possible ways of

doing ro.'8 Th" f-rrst is physiological response to potentially erotic stimuli. For males

this means penile wiring to a meter, something which may be possible for one

individual, but hardly applicable for assessing society as a whole, and also not

necessarily predictive of a person's affections. The second method of determining

orientation is to assess fantasies. However, a Masters and Johnson sfudy indicated that

same-sex imagery is one of the most trequent fantasies of heterosexuals, and cross-sex

imagery is even more frequently reported by the homosexual goup.le The third

approach is to base orientation on people's actual sexual behaviour. However, this then

destroys the originally-made distinction between behaviour and orientation. The final

approach is that of self-labelling. Since this may vary at different times of a person's

life, this also erodes the concept of a fixed orientation.

One way of dealing with the difficulty of fixed orientation is to distinguish betrreen

conscious orientation and subconscious orientation that is subsequently recognized.

Bill Logan's story in 1988 illustrates this.2o Despite having been married for a number

of years, Logan argued that he was 'ineversibly homosexual' long before he started

high school even though it was an ounconscious homosexuality'. What evidence did he

have for this? Logan referred to going around the playground at ages seven or eight

with his arms ffound other boys' shoulders. In his words, 'There is no doubt there was

r? Many references support this. Two examples are C. Parkin, The Queer taw, Wellington, 1968, p. 2;

M.R. Saia, Counselling the Homosexllal, Minneapolis, 1988' p. 35.

'' S. Le Yay, Queer Science: The use and Abuse of Research into Homosexuality, Cantbridge, Mass.,

1996, pp. 4445.re Vt.f. S.tt*urtz&.W.H. Masters,'The Masters & Johnson Program for Dissatisfied Homosexual

Men' , American Journal of Psychiatry, CXLI, 2, 1984, pp. I 73-8 I at pp. 174' I 80'
?o B. Logan, 'Never Exactly One of the Lads . . .', h M. King (ed.), One of the Boys? Changing Views

of Masculinity in New Zealand, Auckland, 1988, pp. 189-209 at pp. 196-8. Quite quickly after his
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something sexual in it, although entirely unconscious and non-genital.' Though

homosociability may be a better pointer to homosexual orientation than liking the

colour green and being unable to whistle,2l nevertheless Logan's criterion for self-

assessment, if applied to the conduct of schoolboys generally, might leave very few

without a basic homosexual orientation.

The notion of subconscious orientation also appeared in the submissions of the New

Zealand Homosexual Law Reform Society (NZHLRS) to the Statutes Revision

Committee dealing with the Homosexual Law Retbrm Bill (HLRB) in 1985. Though

the society included a number of eminent academics, and was therefore normally very

careful in its statements, this quality was not altogether present in the 1985

submission. Despite asserting, 'All the evidence suggests . . . that basic orientation in

any direction is inherently robust and can almost never be changed', the only evidence

referred to was an extract from the autobiography of a gay Anglican theologian, H.R

Williams. The reproduced extract included the following statement:

'It wasn't surprising really [that I had no genital response to women]. When I
was six or seven and we were still living in France, I had my only two pre-

adolescent erotic dreams, at least the only two I can remember. I felt a warrn,

glowing and delightful love in the first dream for a sergent-de-ville who used to
be on point duty not far from our house, and in the second for a conductor on a

tram we used sometimes to take. Thus in my case homosexual feeling proceeded

puberty by a number of years.'22

On such a basis all childhood same-sex hero worship would be a certain pointer to a

fixed homosexual orientation.

coming out as gay, Logan became a major figure in the Gay Task Force (Wellington) at the time of the

1985-6 debate.?r See G. Ngaei, 'Homosexualiry (And It's [sic] Social lmplications'), 56 year preventive medicine

dissertation, University of Otago, 1967 , p.20 regarding comments concerning case 3, a fifth year

university student, of his sense of orientatidn at age 13: 'Not long after this he read somewhere that
n,Homosexuals prefer green and they can't whistle" - This applied to him and convinced him beyond any

doubt that he was a homosexual.'



What this discussion shows is that a precise classification of people according to fixed

sexual orientation is extremely problematical. Whichever way the matter is tackled,

major difficulties emerge. Careful reflection may well suggest that 'a clear and

unambiguous method of classifying people as homosexual or heterosexual does not

exist'.2i Miriam Saphira perhaps thought she had found away through the thickets of

definition - by fudging the issue: 'Homosexual orientation is defined as having sex,

and/or a sexual attraction to, and/or an emotional preference for people of the same

sex, and/or identification as a homosexual.'24 Because different answers may well be

given to the different aspects of her definition, and because the outcome of this means

that a person may well be homosexual according to some criteria and heterosexual

according to other criteria, her definition of homosexuality is arguably worthless.

Our discussion indicates that the very concept of a sharply defined body of people who

can be identified by orientation is problem-laden. This is something that has very much

come to the swface in relation to AIDS prevention. Because AIDS in New Zealand has

primarily, though not exclusively, affected gay men, preventative targeting has

signiticantly focused on the gay community. The problem is that a significant number

of men engaging in at-risk homosexual practices do not identif, with the gay

community and/or do not self-identifr as gay. Such men, according to their own self-

assessment, simply happen to have sex with men. As a consequence, much AIDS

z? NZHLRS submission 1985: LAGANZ: MS Papers 098.
2? Heather Looy, quoted in M.S. Van Leeuwen, 'To Ask 4 Better Question', p.146.
24 M.E. Saphira, 'Children's Understanding of Sexual Orientation', PhD thesis in psychology,

University of Auckland, 1990, p.3n.1.
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educational material has to be targeted in that way - at men who have sex with men - at

a behavioural level, rather than at an orientation or group identification level.2s

Study of the lilbstyle of homosexual men indicates a tremendous diversity of pattern.

Why should we assume that people who have one aspect of their lives in common, in

this case a certain sexual preference, are therefore to be categorized as if most of their

life had a common pattern to it, that there is in fact a homosexual lifestyle?26

Researchers responding to this issue have been inclined to refer to 'homosexualities'

rather than to 'homosexuality'.27

The diversity of homosexual behaviour and identity has been recognized also in social

construction theory. The argument is that it is the social context which determines so

much of the meaning of a term such as ohomosexual', that homosexuality, as the West

now knows it, is a product of history, and has come into existence in a specific 
"ru.28

Rather than there being a single, basic, uniform pattern ordained by nature itself, what

25 See, for example, the late-1990s New Zealand AIDS Foundation (NZAF) pamphlet senes: Proiect

Mate Call. The series is further described as 'a study of New Zealand men who have sex with men':

NZAF library.
26 For example, F. Suppe, 'Explaining Homosexuality: Who Cares Anyway?' in J. Corvino, (ed.), Same

Sex: Debating the Ethics, Science, and Culture of Homosexuality,Larttart Maryland, 1997,pp.167-75

at p.170.
27 See especially, M.S. Weinberg & C.J. Williams, Male Homosexuals: Their Problems and

Adaptations,New York, 1974, p.4; Bell & Weinberg, Homosexuqlities: A Sndy of Diversity among Men

oni Wo^rr,New YorK 1978, pp.2l7-8; J. Weeks, Sexuality and its Discontents: Meanings, tttyths &

Modern Sexualities, London, 1985, p. 197; A. Bell, 'Homosexuality, an Overview', in H.L. Twiss, (ed.),

Homosexuality and the Christian Faith: A Symposium, Valley Forge, PA, 1978, pp.9'22 at p.9. See also

the complaint of the Gay Task Force (GTF), that the opposition presented a misleading stereotype:
.There ii no such thing as a typical homosexual lifestyle, any more than there is such a thing as a typical

heterosexual lifestyle. Different homosexuals have different lifestyles': Gay Task Force, Rebuttal of a

Handbook of Homophobia: A Response to the Coalition of Concerned Citizens' Booklet: The Social

Effects of Homosexuality in New Zealand, Wellington, 1985, p.8.
tg- S". i. D'Emilio, Making Trouble: Essays on Gay History, Politics, and the University, New York,

1992, p.5 where he rejected 'the myth of the eternal homosexual', and p.l0l where he denied that those

practising homosexual behaviour in ancient Greece and Rome were the ancestors of the modem

i,omosexual. See also Gagnon's statement that 'scientific concern must be tempered by an awareness that

the numbers we obserye are an outcome of the peculiar conditions of sexual leaming and development in
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we know as 'homosexuality' is a product of many influences and social

interventiorrs.te Thi* means that twentieth-century Western homosexuality should not

be equated with that in ancient Greece.3o or that expressed among the Sambia of Papua

New Guinea,i' or even that of modem Thailand.s2 Recognizing this fact then raises the

issue as to whether there is even a uniform homosexuality that can be spoken of

throughout the West. or even within one particular country. Does homosexuality mean

the same thing for different ethnic communities, different genders, different

generations within New Zealand?

The problematic nature of identifying gay men has also been highlighted by the late-

twentieth-century emergence of queer theory. Essentially queer theory, wrestling with

issues such as I have already discussed, is a critique of the very concept of sexual

identity. It is a challenge to a rigid heterosexuality/homosexuality paradigm, a

loosening of identity categories.33 One reason for this challenge to binarism is that one

U. S. culture, and not some natural 'rate' from which there are deviations or corrections': J. Gagnon,

Human Suualities, Glenview, Illinois, 1977, p.254.
2e J. Weeks, Sexuality, Chichester, 1986, pp.15, 3 |.
i0 K.J. Dover, Greek Homosexuality, Cambridge, Mass., 1989, passim; M. Foucault, The Use of
Pleasure: Volume 2 of the History of Sexuality, New York, tansl. R. Hurley 1985, passim; M. Foucault,

The Care of the Self: Volume 3 of the History of Sexuality, transl. R Hurley, New Yorlg 1986, passim;

D.F. Greenberg, The Consmtcilon of Homosexuality, Chicago, 1988, passim; D.M. Halperin, One

Httndred Years of Homosexuality: And Other Essays on Greek love, New York, 1990, passim;

Plummer, The Making, preface p.12. For a contrary view which assumed sigrificant correlation between

classical and modern homosexuality see J. Boswell, Christionity, Social Tolerance, and Homosuuality:

Gay Peopte in Western Europe from the Beginning of the Christian Era to the Fourteenth Century,

Chicago, 1980, p. 28 and passim.rr F-.M. Mondimore, A Natural History of Homosexuality, Baltv\ore, 1996, pp. l7-18. See also C.S.

pord & F.A. Beach, Patterns of Sacual Behovior, London, 1952, p.2 andpassim; W.J. Gadpaille, 'Cross-

Species and Cross-Cultural Contributions to Understanding Homosexual Activiry', Archives of General

Psychiatry,X)C(Vll, 1980, pp.349-56 at p.355; J. Money & A. Ehrhardt, Man & ll/omen, Boy & Girl:

Diferentiation and Dimorphism of Gender ldentity from Conception to Maturity. Baltimore, 1972' pp.

iS-qS:J. Weeks, Against Nature:Essays on History, Saruality and ldentity, London 1991, p'10.
3? M. Diamond, 'Homosexuality and Bisexuality in Different Populations', Archives of Sexual

Behavior, XXII, 4, 1993, pp.29l-310 at pp.300-1. For comment on homosexuality as a term which is

meaningful only in affluent countries of the First World, see D. Altman, The Homosacualization of
America: The Americanization of the Homosexnal, New Yorlq 1982, pp'50-l'
33 D. Penn, 'Queer: Theorizing Politics and History', Radical History Review, LXII, 1995, pp.2442 at

pp.30,36.
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side of the dichotomy is thereby likely to be privileged. Much current lesbian and gay

theorizing attacks this privilege by destabilizing these categories, to show that the

borders are fluid, not fixed.3a

Queer theory rejects bipolar models of gender that lead to homosexuality being defined

in terms oppositional to heterosexuality.ls It shaners old assumptions that identity is

stable, coherent and amenable to neat classification by homogeneous grouping.36 It

makes the boundaries between identity categories problematic.3t ln the words of

Annamarie Jagose, 'Queer is always an identity under construction, a site of

becoming'.38 ldentity, then, is fluid and provisional, subject to change and

renegotiation.3e David Halperin articulated similar perspectives: "'The homosexual"

[in discourse] . . . is . . . an incoherent construction that functions to stabilize and to

consolidate the cultural meaning of heterosexuality by encapsulating everything that is

,oother" than or "different" from it. o'The homoseKual" is def,rned by negation and

opposition as everything the heterosexual is not. ln short, "the homosexual" is an

identity without an essence.'4o

It is not to be thought that queer theory creates the problem of sexual identity. Rather it

examines the realities of sexuality, and the unexamined contradictions of much of the

understanding of that sexuality, and brings this into the academic spotlight. Concepts

34 W. Morgan, 'Queer Law', pp. l0-l l; L.C. Schneider, oHomosexuality, 
Queer Theory, and Christian

Theology', Religious Studies Review, XXVI, l, January 2000, pp.3-12 at p'3'
35 O. ilorton,;the Politics of Queer Theory in the (Post) Modern Movement', Genders, XVil, 1993,

pp.12l-50 atp.l?l.id H. Matinowitz, 'Queer Theory: whose Theory?" Frontiers, XIII, 2, 1993, pp. 168-84 at p. 173.
31 W. Morgan, 'Queer Law', p.3 l.
38 Jagose, Queer Theory, P. l3l.le W. Morgan,'Queer Law', P.33.40 D.M.. Halperin, Saint Foucault: Towards a Gay Hagiograplry,New Yorh 1995, p.61.
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of sexuality in 1985 were already problematic. They have nov'' become more patently

problematic.

Signiticantly, despite the increasing academic recognition that cut-and-dried

categorization of people as homosexual is extremely problematical, almost the entire

debate over homosexualiry in the period examined by this thesis proceeded on the

basis that homosexuality was a clearly defined state or identity. The voice of Dr Gerard

Wall, MP, in 1975 was a notable exception:

In the course of the evidence brought before the committee I was greatly

distwbed by the constant assumption by people who should, professionally and

educationally, have known better, that all homosexuals were of one type - that

they were a homogeneous group whose problems, whose tendencies, and whose

difficulties were identical. Now nothing could be further from the truth, and a

moment's reflection, without any knowledge of this problem but with just a

knowledge of human beings, must cause members to realise how absurd that

proposition is. Yet that was the basis of a great deal of the scientific evidence put

before the committee.a I

Wall's voice was very much a lone one, swamped by the unceasing waves of binarist

speech. During the period studied by this thesis, a binary approach to sexuality was

very important to those arguing for reform. The concept of homosexuality as a fixed

and clearly defined state was a powerful one, very crucial to political argument, and

therefore very persistent. Plummer, for example, in highlighting the way the label

'homosexual' was misleading and distorting, noted also that homosexual 'liberation'

was unlikely to have been achieved without that label and identity.a2

We should note that the concept of a fixed homosexual nature is a relatively recent one.

prior to the late-nineteenth century, homosexuality had been regarded as simply an

{r Dr wall, NZPD, 1975,399,p.2786.
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aberrant behaviout. Only in 1869 did the Austrian writer, Karl Maria Kertbenny coin the

term homosexualitcit to describe a more or less permanent state as opposed to a specific

behaviour.a3 This term passed into the English language as 'homosexuality' fwenty years

later through the writings of Havelock Ellis.lr However, late-nineteenth century

sexologists quickly drew a distinction between two types of homosexual: those who were

inherently, perhaps congenitally, homosexual - the 'inverts'; and those who were

basically heterosexual but behaved in homosexual ways from lust - the 'perverts''45

Such terminology iargely disappeared in the later part of the twentieth century, along

with the medical model of the previous hundred years. Even the term 'homosexual'

went out of t'ashion, at least as a self-description, being largely replaced by the terms

'gay' (in relation to men) and 'lesbian' (in relation to women)' However, the

underlying concept of a fixed group of people, previously thought of as inverts, the

genuine homosexuals, remained, though now understood in terms of the more modem

classifi cation of ' orientation' .

Despite the problematic nature of fixed sexual orientation, most of the modem debate

took place on the basis that sexual orientation was fixed. Certainly the matter was

disputed by some voices, especially some opposing reform, but the dominant public

voice assumed fixity of orientation, and debate largely took place on that assumption.a6

4? K. Plummer, 'Building a Sociology of Homosexuality', in K. Plummer, (ed.), The Making, pp'l l-29

atp.29.
*, ' M. Herzer, 'Kertbeny and the Nameless Love', Journal of Homosexuality, XIl, l, 1985, pp-l-26 at

pp.l ff.44 Weeks, Against Nature,P. t6'
15 lbid., p. 59; J. Tosh, What Should Histprians Do with Masculinity? Reflections on Nineteenth

Cennrry Biitain', History l{orluhop Journal, XXXVII, 1994, pp.l79-202 atp.l9l.
46 

For example, even the main anti-reform publication rif tggS, rather than contesting the concept of
orientation, to some extent accepted it in making the statement that 'there is in fact no law against
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This was a crucial matter, because the side that is successful in defining the issue at

stake is halfway to winning the argument. To have the major strand of public opinion

largely accepting the concept of a firmly fixed orientation was a significant building

block in the campaign towards homosexual law reform.

Despite the concept of fixed sexual orientation being very much subject to challenge,

especially since the advent of queer theory, nevertheless, the historical debate, from the

1960s onward, proceeded largely on the basis that it concerned a fixed and clearly

definable group, that 'we know what we are talking about when we are referring to

"homosexual" or 'ogay" men'. Because this thesis is dealing with public debate, it uses

terms such as 'homosexual' as if they had a clear referrent, because that was the

assumption of most public discourse.

The reasons for focusing on male homosexuatity only in this research:

The focus of this thesis is the gay debate in New Zealand. While the term ogay' came

to refer to (male) homosexuals in widespread fashion only during the l970s,I will use

it freely to refer to male homosexuals throughout the period under examination.

Although the term 'gay' may relate to both genders, commonly its use is restricted to

males - gay males over against lesbians.aT The term 'gay' is used in this way in this

thesis. This then indicates that the thesis examines the debate with regard to male

homosexuality only. The thesis will include reference to lesbians because their

situation at points impinged on the gay debate, for example, in relation to medical and

homosexualiry, i.e. the orientation'. C.J. Bacon (ed.), The Social Effects of Homosacuality in New

Zealand, Christchurch, 1985, P. 23.
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psychological theories regarding homosexual orientation and also in relation to their

role within gay liberation. However, the focus will basically be on the debate regarding

male homosexuality.

There are several reasons for limiting the thesis to debate over male homosexuality

only. The first is the perennial one asserted by doctoral candidates: reasons of space

and word limitation. That alone, however, is not suffrcient to justify omission of a

significant part of the homosexual population. Such an excuse simply perpetuates the

invisible-woman dimension of earlier historiography. This omission is not acceptable

in the modem Westem world. It is primarily for deeper reasons that my research does

not address the issues of female, as well as male, homosexuality.

A stronger reason for the restiction of the focus to male homosexuality is to recognize

fundamental difference between the homosexual acts of men and of women. Lesbian

behaviour is not the mirror-image of male homosexual behaviour.as This has

significant implications in relation to medical aspects of homosexual behaviour,

particularly relating to the high incidence of some sexually transmitted diseases among

male homosexuals, especially in regard to AIDS which became a crucial dimension of

the homosexual law reform debate from the mid-l980s onwards. This was accentuated

in the New Zealand debates by the insistence of anti-reform forces on focusing the

argument on anal intercourse.a9

47 Exemplified in the name 'Lesbian and Gay fuchives' in Wellington.
48 E. Blickwood, 'Breaking the Mirror: The Constnrction of Lesbianism and the Anthropological

Discourse on Homosexuality', in E Blackwood (ed.),The Many Faces of Homosacual Behavior,New
york, 1986, pp. l-17 at p. 6. See also Weeks, Suuality and lts Discontents, p.203, rejecting the view

that lesbians and gay men are two genders within one sexual category-
're Norman Jones, M.P., repeatedly referred to Fran Wilders bill as 'the sodomy bill'. Graeme Lee,

M.P., at the time of the public presentation of the Hay-Tait petition to parliament, stated'New Zealand
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There was a widespread perception in Westem society that male homosexual

behaviour was somehow more abhorrent than female homosexual behaviour. This

perceptual difl'erence stands out in a 1986 speech of Lord Halsbury to the House of

Lords: 'Lesbians are not a problem. They do not molest little girls. They do not indulge

in disgusting and unnatural acts like buggery. They are not wildly promiscuous and

they do not spread venereal disease.'50

Conservative focusing of the debate on anal intercourse was aided by the fact that adult

consenting female homosexual relationships have never been subject to_ criminal

sanctions in New Zealand,. Thus the principal focus of public debate up into the mid-

1980s was on the decriminalization of behaviour which, in a direct sense, penalized

men only. The debate was essentially a debate over male behaviour. Only with the

non-discrimination debate was there significant focus on lesbian orientation and/or

behaviour as well.

In addition to the distinction between male and female acts, it is often asserted that

where male homosexual relations commonly focus strongly (and perhaps

predominantly) on the directly sexual, female homosexual relations commonly have a

broader focus on the total relationship, with the sexual dimension not necessarily being

so central. What this means is that not only may the experience of the sexual acts be

people are opposed to the normalisation of sodomy' (as reported inthe 
-Dominion,25 

September 1985,

ir. f j. f" a sutmission accompanying the presentation of that petition, Keith Hay and Sir Peter Tait

rtutaa, .We refuse to accept iodomy, a cause of disease, as part of our natural family and way of life''
pahicia Bartlett's written iubmission on behalf of the Sociery for the Promotion of Community

Standards in regard to the reform bill, claimed (wrongly) that 'it is not homosexual tendencies but anal

intercourse which is the criminal act'.
50 

Quoted in W. Morgan, 'Queer Law', p. 18.
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radically different, but the broader experience of homosexual identity may also be

radically different between homosexuals of different genders. Jeffery Weeks observed:

'Ivlale homosexuality and lesbianism have different social implications. For men, male

homosexuality is seen as a rejection of maleness, with all its socially approved

connotations. For women, it can be an assertion of femaleness, of separateness from

men, and of identity.'51 While this comment may be an over-generalization, and while

it may be truer for the 1970s than for the present, nevertheless such aspects of

homosexualify have significantly influenced public discourse so that it has commonly

been conducted quite difflerently with regard to homosexual men, in contrast with that

with regard to homosexual women. On this basis, to discuss both sexes in this thesis

would be to take the discussion in significantly divergent directions.

Furthermore, not only may the experience of homosexual men and homosexual women

be significantly difFerent, but also the politics of the gay and lesbian movements has

been markedly different. Lesbian women have had a double battle, not only against

heterosexism, but also against male patriarchy. Often this was not appreciated by pro-

reform men. As American gay historian, John D'Emilio, commented n 1973,'Rarely

do gay men understand that the lesbian's oppression stems as much from her

womanhood as from her gayness; rarely do they couple their expectations for lesbian

cooperation in the gay movement with a commitment to women-related issues, rarely

do gay men appreciate the interconnectedness of the feminist struggle against

traditional sex roles and rigid gender identification and the gay male's fight for

5t J. Weeks, Coming Out: Homosqual Politics in Britai| from the Nineteenth Ceruury Io the Present,

London, 1977, p.l0l.
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acceptance.'sz Thir has meant that gay men and lesbian women have not always

presented a united front in relation to reform. For such women the 'enemy' has often

been men in general, and that 'enemy' could even include gay -"n.53 It is significant

that when New Zealand Gay News became Om! in 1976, there was a policy change

that the renamed magazine would no longer attempt to covet equally both gay male

and lesbian issues, but would focus on male issues only; to attempt to cover both

would involve a conflict of interest.ia

For a number of reasons such as these, it seems inappropriate to deal with public

debate on homosexuality as if it were equally, or in the same way, covering

homosexual men and homosexual women. Furthermore, it would certainly be totally

inappropriate to discuss issues of homosexuality with regard to men only, but with the

implicit assumption that the discussion applied equally to lesbians.5s This thesis

focuses on male homosexuality while recognizing that an analysis of the historical

debate on lesbianism needs to be told elsewhere.

s2 Originally written 1973, but reproduced in J. D'Emilio, MakingTrouble,1992,p- 123-
53 ao-"xampte of gay/ lesbiantensionsistheannualgeneralmeetingoftheNationalGay Rights

Coalition (NGRC), 
-1980. 

There, a proposal to grant lesbian groups a right of veto over all NGRC

decisions was rejected. This led to a walkout by some lesbians and the subsequent resignation of some

lesbian groups from NGRC (1980 NGRC Annual Report, LAGANZ: MS Papers 79, Box 51NGRC

l0/2). An even more extreme example of lesbian feeling against males is shown in a split of Wellington

lesbians, leading to the subsequent iormation of the Lesbian Froject in 1978. The split was over the issue

of malechildren being preseni at lesbian-only events. Lesbians of the new group included members with

male children (Wellington Lesbian Network Newsleffer, Jan. 1980, as reported in J' Glamuzina, Oar

Front: Lesbian Political Activity in Aotearoa 1962 to 1985, Hamilton, 1993, pp' 5?'53)' See also the

statement of SHE (Sisters for Fiomophile Equaliry) that'in certain areas of our lives we are as oppressed

by gay men as we are by straight men.' Reproduced in Glamuzina, Out Front,p.48'
s't -'1*rnq, 

Years'n Out! lTg,October/November 1996, pp-24-33 atp'24
55 See, foi example, Fuss's criticism of Foucault for effecting a complete and total silence on the

subject of lesbianism while implicitly coding homosexualiry as male. D. Fuss, Essentially Speaking:

Feminisn, Nature and Nurturi,New York, 1989, p. I10. See similarly, W. Morgan, oQueer Law', p. 17'
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The significance of overseas influence on the New Zealand situation:

While the focus of this thesis is on the New Zealand debate, it would be narve to

examine this debate in isolation from its intemational context. New Zealand's relative

geographical isolation kept the country less influenced by international social and

moral developments than most other Western nations from the colonial period until the

1960s (though there was still significant influence from such developments). However,

the degree of New Zealand's isolation lessened significantly from about 1960 with the

advent of large jet aircraft, leading to an immense increase in overseas travel and to the

resultant exposure of a much larger proportion of society to direct influence from other

countries. More potent still was the introduction of television to New Zealand in 1960.

International entertainmento different lifestyles and alternative attitudes were all

brought into household living rooms. By 1969 there were 628,017 television licence

holders.s6 Increasingly New Zealand was becoming a part of Marshall Mcluhan's

.global village'. It became much more exposed to intemational trends. One

consequence was a shift towards liberalizing laws and attitudes in relation to

homosexuality.

Not all Western countries had legislation in place against male homosexual behaviour

at the start of the twentieth cenhrry. Most, nevertheless, did so. Increasingly, however,

the trend was tow4rds decriminalization, especially after World War Two, and even

more so in the 1960s and 1970s. By 1985 New Zealand was an isolated hold-out in the

Western world, lumped in with countries like the Soviet Union, Romania, Chile, South

55 p.S. Smith. Twist and Shout: N*v Zealand in the I 960s, Auckland, 199 l, p. I I .
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Africa, and Ireland in still criminalizing adult, consenting, male homosexual acts.s7

While this thesis focuses on the distinctive New Zealand situation and debate, all this

took place against a backdrop of liberal change internationally.

Much of New Zealand's debate is reflective of international change, as can be seen, for

example, in the tremendous influence in New Zealand of Britain's Wolfenden Report.

Constant appeal was made to this report by those seeking reform, especially in the

early years of the debate when articulating the case for reform was a risky thing to

do.58 The Wolt'enden Report, emanating from eminent leaders of British society who

expressed themselves reasonably and persuasively, gave respectability to what was

potentially a disreputable position. The significance of that report can be seen in the

way NZHLRS was known for a few months as the Wolfenden Association until it

adopted its permanent name. Intemational influence generally, and this report

specifically, clearly had enormous influence on the New Zealand debate.

Much of the raw material of the debate was sourced in international data. There was a

tremendous amount of appeal to Kinsey's statistics on sexual behaviour in the

parliamentary debates, 1985-6. Likewise, there was strong appeal to more recent

Kinsey Institute materialse in pro-reform submissions to parliament in 1985.60 Most of

57 Report of the Departrnent of Justice on Part t of the HLRB, 1985: LAGANZPan729.75.
58 It is significant that when parliament debated the 'no recommendation' decision of the Petitions

Committee in relation to the ti68 petition of NZHLRS, and only two M.Ps were prepared to show any

sympathy for the petition, that sympathy fell far short of endorsing the call for decriminalization. Yet

on." h, 
-had 

ceasea to be an M.i., br Marryn Finlay, one of those rwo speakers, indicated support for

reform in the 1980s to the extent that he became a vice-president of NZHLRS. For the original debate

see NZPD, 1968, 358, PP. 29804.
5e Material contained in Bell & Weinberg, Homosexuahrles; and A.P' Bell, M'S. Weinberg, & S.K.

Hammersmith,sexual Preference: Its Development in Men and ll'omen, Bloomington' 1981.
60 Examples include thelubmissions of the Gay Task Force,25 signatures from the Victoria University

of Wellington Faculty of Law and Institute of Criminotogy,'the New Zealand Association of Social

Workers,ihe New Zealand Sociological Association, the New Zealand Psychological Society, and ten
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the discussion of the behaviour of male homosexuals, and of the incidence of

homosexuality in society, was American material. Only belatedly, in 1985, did gay

activist Phil Parkinson, facing the exigencies of the reform debate, provide some data

on the behaviour of New Zealand homosexual males.6l The interviewees were not

selected randomly, but rather recruited through gay networks, and the total number in

the survey was only 179. Despite these limitations, the survey was the best New

Zealand material available to the pro-reformers. Scarcity of New Zealand' data meant

that almost all the data needed for the debate was drawn from overseas'

This feature applied just as much to the anti-reform forces. This is very evident in

relation to the 1985 submission to parliament of the Coalition of Concerned Citizens

(CCC).62 The pro-reform movement closely compared statements made in that

submission with statements made in the homophobic writings of the American

psychologist, Paul Cameron.63 Setting samples of the two documents side by side

indicates that the CCC submission drew heavily from Cameron's writings, even to the

point of using Cameron's language in referring to 'fisting' practices which include

insertion into the rectum of 'bottles, canots, or even gerbils'.64 Materials such as this

signarures from the staffof the University of Auckland Philosophy Departmenl LAGANZ: MS Papers

098.6r p. parkinson, ,Homosexuality Debate', NZMedJ, XCVIII, 1985, p.867. Parkinson, in 1985, was the

administrator of the Lesbian and Gay fughts Resource Centre, and a prodigious researcher, writer and

propagandist for the reform cause. Comment about being a, or the, chief propagandist for the reform

movement is a self-description made by Parkinson in a conversation with the author, 20 October 1997,

and earlier affymed by Fran Wilde in an oral interview by Laurie Guy, 18 October 1997.
62 LAGANZ; MS Papers 098.6l I am reluctant to use the word 'homophobic' because it is often misapplied pejoratively, and for

propagandistic reasons, against anyone not fully supportive of homosexuality. Strictly, use of the word

,noita u. limited to situaiions where there is marked irrational fear or hatred of homosexuals. Despite

my extreme caution in use of such a termn t have applied it to Cameron because of the extreme nature of
significant parts of the style and substance of his argumentation'
fl" Italicization has been done by me to highlight reference to a rodent that is not present in New

Zealand. Comparison of the CCC document and extracts of Cameron's writings was done by a member

of the pro-reform position in 1985. See New ZealandAlDSFoundation (NZAF) library, 'Paul Cameron'

hle.
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show that both sides to the debate fought with weapons manufactured in, and imported

from, overseas. Accordingly, the international dimensions of the New Zealand debate

must always be kept under consideration.

At the same time, holvever, aspects of the intemational dimension of the debate need

to be treated with caution. Uniformity with other countries cannot be assumed in

relation to all aspects of homosexual behaviour, experience and community. There was

huge difference between America and New Zealand, for example, over the impact of

AIDS in the 1980s. Because the disease had gone undetected for so long in America, it

had much more widely infected the gay community there. Assuming that New

Zealand's situation was the same as America's led to the Health Department producing

figures which, if extended in projection, would have meant the wiping out of the entire

population of New Zealand. in a decade.6t What this means is that while intemational

dimensions must be considered if one is to obtain a comprehensive gtasp of the New

Zealand gay debate, this consideration needs to be done carefully, reflecting in each

case as to whether the overseas situation applied to New Zealand-

The retationship of homosexual law reform to other reform issues:

The gay debate cannot be studied satisfactorily as a one-off reform movement- Other

major, often related, reform issues were simultaneously stirring the country.

Effectively, major public debate over homosexual law reform began with the petition

of NZHLRS to parliament in 1968. That time was a hinge period in New Zealand

65 See more on this point in chapter 6 of this thesis.
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history.66 All sorts of movements emerged in a relatively few years, and all sorts of

debates fired with intensity around that period: military involvement in Vietnam,

abortion, Maori issues, second-lvave feminism, film censorship. Michael King

expressed the w-atershed nature of the change with the words, 'If the 1940s and 1950s

could be regarded as hinged moulds of conformity for most New Zealanders, then the

1960s were to see these moulds smashed . . . . The decade ended in a maelstrom of

diversity on a scale the country had never seen before . . . . It was as if New Zealand,

after fwo decades of somnolence, was suddenly advancing on dozens of fronts

simultaneously.'6? Homosexual law reform issues need to be considered in the context

of that broader ferment.

This was the time when gay liberation movements started. Choice of the term

.liberation' suggests that supporters of gay liberation saw significant parallels to, and

had strong empathy with, a number of other 'liberation' movements that had sprouted

about the same time,68 Numerous commentators have drawn attention to the significant

identification with 'New Lefl' thinking which underlay many of these radical

66 1968 was the year of race riots in the United States and student ferment around the world. I retain

memories of being a full-time student at the University of Auckland 1965'7 and 1970, and being initially

stunned on ,etu*tg in lgz0 by the radical shift in the outlook of university students. I therefore found

the comment of Bill Logan, .l im a child of 1968' in my interview with him most illuminating (transcript

of interview of Bill Logan by Laurie Guy, l9 October 1997, p. t ). Logan became a Trotskyite Marxist at

that time, a position he stilt adhered to at the time of my interview with him. In the early 1980s he ran the

radical Spartacist Bookshop which served as a focal point for the Wellington gay community. He had a

key role in the pro-reform movement in 1985-6 as one of three co-ordinators of the Wellinglon Gay Task

Force.
67 M. King, After the lI/ar: New Zealand Since 1945, Auckland, 1988, p' 9l'
6E Rs one-of numerous assertions of solidarity with othermovements, one can note Suzanne Phar's

article, 'Fighting Homophobia', Broadsheet, CXXXII, September 1985, pp. 34-36 at p' 35' In the article

she drew ui"ntion to similarities between homophobia and other forms of oppression: 'The Norm, those

with power in Western cultures, are usually male, rich, white, owners' Or managers, Christian,

heterosexual, able-bodied, and adult. Those without power' the Other, are usually women' poor, people

of colour, homosexual, workers, disabled, Jews, and children.' She urged that 'identification with each

other and alliances among members of the Other would change the balance of power''
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movements, including the gay liberation movement.6e Factors such as these illustrate

the point that agitation for homosexual law reforrn was not an isolated issue. but part

of much larger agitation for change on a number of apparently quite disparate issues.

The fact that social shift in regard to homosexual lar,v reform, and in regard to social

acceptability of homosexual people, was part of broader shifts in society, is

particularly pertinent with regard to shifts in the broader area of sexuality generally'

Clearly massive changes were taking place in New Zealand (as in most of the rest of

the Western world) concerning sexual outlook and sexual behaviour in the period

under study. University of Waikato psychology professor James Ritchie referred to the

'permissiveness' of the 1960s.70 futchie put the matter bluntly: 'We got with sex in the

sixties'.7l The extent of shift in sexual behaviour may be exaggerated, but was still

very marked. There were high rates of ex-nuptial births and of pregnant brides even in

1960,72 but there was much less open occurrence of de facto relationships, unmarried

69 B.D. Adam. The Rise of aGay and Lesbian Movement, Boston, 1987, p.68; J. D'Emilio,Sexual

Politics, Sexual Communities: The Making of a Homosexuality Minority in the United States, 1940'

t970,Chicago, 1983, p.231; G. Greer, The Female Eunuch, New Yorh 1970, p' 2; Weeks, Coming

Out, pp. 185-6; Glamuzinq Out Front, p. 20; Pickering, 'Where Have All', p.4; M. Waghorne,
,Comparison befween the Homosexual Law Reform Society and the Gay Liberation Front', ms written

lg74: LAGANZ, Pam 213.75 WAG. Note, too, the overstatement, 'Virtually all gay activists in New

Zealand are, in general, "left wing"': L. Taylor,'Aspects of the Gay Liberation Movement in New

Zealand', Australian and New Zealand Journal of Sociologt, XIII, 1977, pp. 126-32 at p- 130. Eileen

Morgan & Russell Johnson articulated a sense of solidarity between left wing views and gay rights with

the Jtatement, 'It is immensely progressive [for socialists] when any oppressed group organizes itself

politically to fight for its rights, and we are duty-bound to support their stnrggle" E. Morgan & R

iohnson, The Homosexual Law Reform Bitl - a (Jnion Issue' n.p., n.d', c. 1985, p.5: LAGANZ: MS

Papers 0403, box 4, folder 5.
to ' J.E. Ritchie, 'Morals and Social Habits; N.Z. in the Sixties', N..2. Listener, 16 January 1970, p. 6,

col. l. See also M.H. Holcroft, 'After Liberation', NZ Listener, 16 July 1913, p. 5, col' 2.
7r lbid., p. 6, col. 5.
72 Keith 

'sinctair 
in 1969 quoted an illegitimacy rate for frst babies to mothers in the age gloup sixteen

to twenty-five at twenty-seven per cent, and the rate of fnst babies born to married women within that

ug. group less than eight months after marriage at forty percent. K. Sinclair, A History of New Zealand'

2no edn, London, 1969, P.288.
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cohabiration, and couple partnerships at that time. The biggest shift though was in

publicly accepted standards of sexual morality. T3

A significant distinction needs to be made betw'een those public standards and private

behaviour. There was diversity in the latter, but very little in the former. Jesson, Ryan

and Spoonley assert of the 1960s, 'In terms of sexual relations, there was an

overwhelming acceptance of only one form of sexuality - that of monogamous

heterosexuality within marriage.'74 Marked social attitudinal shift took place in the

1960s, partly because of the advent of the birth control pill which led to an increasing

separation of a link between pleasurable sexual activity and the often-unwanted

outcome of pregnancy. For many, consenting sexual behaviour, at least in a

heterosexual context, ceased to be a moral issue and came to be regarded as 'just

another body activity like wearing clothes or eating'.75 Such change in general sexual

mores had enormous implications in terms of social perspectives on homosexual

behaviour. If sexual activity was primarily recreational,T6 if it was no longer primarily

linked with procreation, and if it was increasingly unconstrained by moral perspectives

in relation to mutually pleasurable heterosexual activity, then why should such a

perspective not also apply to homosexual behaviour??7 This led to the observation of

Nyberg and Alston that liberal anitudes to homosexuality are dependent on more

73 peter Davis, for example, noted 'research conducted elsewhere indicating growing liberalisation of
sex nonns since the early 1960's [sic]'. P. Davis, 'Early Sexuality and Serualisation: Some Recent Data

for New Zealand', Ausnalian and Na,t Zealand Journal of Sociologt,)fJll,1977, pp. I 19-25 atp. 122-
74 B. Jesson, A. Ryan, & P. Spoonley, Revival of the Right: New Zealand Politics in the 1980s,

Aucktan4 1988, p. 27. Such a view was still reflected in Roberta Page's comment in 1975 that 'New

Zealandlaw and iociety is, in general, opposed to premarital sex and the use of contraceptives by single

young people.' R.A. Page, 'The Sexual Behaviour and Attitudes of Young People', MA thesis,

University of Auckland, 1975, p.156.
75 Sunday Times, editorial, 6 September 1970.
16 

See B. Gidlow et al., 'Leisure', in P. Spoonley, D. Pearson, & I Shirley, Nav Zealand Society: A

Sociotogicallntroduction,PalmerstonNorth, 1990,pp.2:42-58atp.245 inrelationtotheuseoftheterm
'recreationaI sex'.
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Iiberal attitudes toward sexual behaviour p"r se.t8 Consequently the homosexual

debate needs to be assessed within the broader context of debate in relation to sexual

behaviour generally.

The central argument of this thesis:

This thesis explores the public debate over homosexuality. Chapter one investigates

the strong social stigma and condemnation attached to homosexuality in the 1960s'

Social pressures were such that homosexuals were largely invisible. This was partly

attributable to minimal discussion of homosexuality in the media. It was also partly

because so many homosexuals were in the closet. Given the heavy criminal sanctions

against homosexual acts at that time, their secrecy is not surprising. It took the

radicalism of the late 1960s to bring the issue of homosexuality into the arena of public

controversY.

Chapter two argues that the role played by NZHLRS was crucial to the early years of

the debate. Cautious and respectable, NZHLRS kept to a single focus: irrespective of

what one might feel about homosexuatity, the current law was bad, and needed reform

to d.ecriminalize private consenting male-adult homosexual acts.

The succeeding chapter shows how the advent of gay liberation cut across the

unfolding debate. It argues that gay liberationists were not simply a youngel and more

radical version of NZHLRS. Their foundations and goals were significantly different.

77 See the gay liberation argument along these lines articulated by L. Taylor, oAspects', p. 121 '
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They were part of a movement concerned with identity, self-worth and social

acceptance. Reform on any basis other than full standing in society was largely

rejected. This uncompromising, angular, socially-challenging movement, cut across

NZHLRS gradualism, and increasingly became the driving force for legislative and

social change.

Chapter four considers shift and conflict within New Zealand's churches over the issue

of homosexuality. The thesis views the churches as having a crucial role in the debate.

At the outset the churches buttressed anti-homosexual feeling. Significant sections of

the churches were subsequently at the forefront of revisionist thinking. This u-turn

provoked deep division with fellow Christians whose views had not changed.

Chapters five and six examine the heated debate that occurred during the legislative

reform period March 1985 - July 1986. For gay liberationists, dignity and social

acceptance took the issue way beyond the narrow question of whether their expression

of sexuality should remain criminal. For many of their opponents the well-being of

society itself might collapse if legislative change occurred. These chaptbrs seek to trace

the strategies of the two camps and to identiff their arguments and motivations.

A major theme that emerges in the thesis is that of complex conflict' The conflict was

not just a conflict of values between two camps. There was conflict of both ideology

and strategy within gay liberation, and between gay liberation and the pioneer reform

78 K.L. Nyberg & J.P. Alston, 'Analysis of Public Attitudtis to Homosexual Behaviour', Journal of
H omosexuality, II, 2, 197 6-7, pp. 99- 1 07 at p. 1 04.
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advocares. NZHLRS. Values con{lict within and between the Christian churches is

another expression of the conflict motif.

The complexity and intensity of the conflict is partly to be explained by the

fbundational convictions of the debate combatants. Fundamentally different

worldviews underpinned the conflicting arguments. Whether gayness was determined

or chosen, whether it was good or evil, whether it was identity or behaviour, all led to

radically different conclusions. Within the complexities of the debate, foundational

beliefs were often not articulated and examined. As a consequence the debates

involved people commonly talking past each other, not hearing each other, simply

acting as two ships passing - colliding - in the night-

The gay debate really began in public with the NZHLRS petition to parliament in 1968

seeking decriminalization of consenting male homosexual acts in private. The struggle

for decriminalization was so prolonged, and fought so vehemently immediately prior

to its implementation, that it fostered a perception that the issue in the homosexual

debate was simply one of decriminalization. There were, however, two other issues

that also had great importance.

One of these issues was legislating for human rights (non-discrimination) to protect

those of homosexual orientation. Because decriminalization occurred prior to human

rights protection for homosexuals in New Zealand, and because one might assume that

no government would give special rights against discrimination to a group of people

who were in breach of the criminal law (ignoring lesbians, and ignoring any distinction

between orientation and behaviour), there is a tendency to see human rights legislation
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as a second and less significant step than decriminalization. A perspective

downplaying the importance of the human rights legislation is accentuated because

there was much less focus in the 1985-6 debates, on Part II of the bill (the human

rights issue), than on Part I (the decriminalization issue). Furthermore, the 1993 debate

(focusing on human rights protection) was tar less heated than the 1985-6 debate

(largely focusing on decriminalization). This seems to confirm the impression that the

decriminalization issue was the primary issue in the period under discussion.

However, the sequence of events in New South Wales showed that governments could

seriously consider implementing human rights protection prio_r to decriminalization-7e

Moreover, some thinking, at least in the gay rights movement, argued that human

rights legislation rather than decriminalization should be the priority for the

movement.so Such a view would commend itself to lesbian activists, for whom this

was the key aspect of Fran Wilde's bill.sr These points show that we should not view

the debate as first 'a' (decriminalization), then 'b' (non-discrimination). In many

people's minds the two iszues were bound together, and priority of one over the other

was debatable. The two matters should not viewed as sequential issues, simply because

that is the way the legislation was effected in the end.

7e New South Wales passed antldiscrimination legislation in relation to sexual orientation on 25

November 1982. but did not decriminalize in relation to male homosexual acts (with age of consent at

l g) until 22 May 1984: 'New South Wales Finally Joins Australia's Progressive States', Pink Triangle,

48, July/August 1984, P.4'
to ' See the-argument in New Zealand Gay Liberator, April/May l9?5, p. 9 that decriminalization at 20

would not rnali. much difference, and the immediately subsequent demand 'that all discrimination be

made illegal'. Note" too, the focus on non-discrimination rather than decriminalization n Wellington Gty

Liberatioi Newsletter, April 1978, LAGANZ, MS Papers 0?7, Series 2, Folder 27 . Fot his part Bruce

Morrison argued in 1986 that the proposed.amendments to the Human Rights Act were as important as,

or more important than, decriminalization: B. Morrison, 'Political Implications of the Homosexual Law

Bill' , Race, Gender, Class, [II, Juty 1986, pp' 50- l at p. 50.
8r Atmore, 'Drawing the Line', P.39.
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The other issue, apart from decriminalization, was that of social acceptance. The issue

was not simply whether homosexuals should go to jail. Undemeath that issue lay

another - the standing of homosexual peopte and their behaviours in society. [n the

1960s there was clearly little social acceptance of homosexuals. This is patent in 1966

in the New Zealand-circulation edition of Time magazine:

Even in purely non religious terms, homosexuality represents a misuse of the

sexual faculty and, in the words of one Catholic educator, of 'human

construction'. It is a pathetic little second-rate substitute for reality, a pitiable

flight from lif'e. As such it deserves fairness, compassion, understanding and,

when possibte, treatment. But it deserves no encouragement, no glamorization,

no rationalization, no fake status as minority martyrdom, no sophistry about

simple dffirences in taste - and, above all, no pretense that it is anything but a

p e ini c i ous s i c l*te s s.82

This article in an influential magazine shows that even in the mid-sixties, at least in

America, the issue of social acceptabiHty was beginning to emerge. The vitriolic nature

of Time magazine's attack indicates a determination to chop the emerging plant off at

ground level. In hindsight, movement not only towards reform but also towards social

acceptance was already so significantly established that such onslaughts could not root

out the trend towards change.

The issue of social acceptance weighed strongly with those opposing legislative

reform. And it weighed strongly with those most supportive of reform: gay activists.

At its deepest level the law reform debate on homosexuality, at least from about 1980

onwards, was not over decriminalization or over human rights. Rather the debate was

fundamentally about the social and moral acceptability of homosexuality. Ostensibly

this was often not the case. Nevertheless, this was the sub-text of the debate. This

explains why early pro-reform protagonists like Don Mathieson, who could not accept
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the more radical liberation message, ceased to be major agents for reform in the years

immediately preceding the Wilde bill. It also explains why moderate voices on the

conservative side were not the primary voices of conservative argument. Values for

and against social and moral acceptability were felt so deeply that public controversy

was often not at the level of rational reflection, but more at the level of an all-in bar-

room brawl.83

On the back of this issue rode a whole raft of fundamental values and issues' On the

one side was the value of human rights and of the individual human person, the need

to allow a plurality of values in modern pluralistic society, and the essential neutrality

of consenting sexual behaviour of whatever form. On the other side was the need to

preserve universally valid moral values, to preserve society from disease and

destruction, to incur the blessing and avoid the wrath of God - hence the caption on the

front page of the Hay-Tait petition to parliament, 'For God - For Family - For

Country'.

What was at stake was a struggle for supremacy between two different value systems

erected on different axioms. Fundamental values were at stake on both sides of the

debate. [t was this factor that explains the incredible passion of the debate, a passion

matched in the 1980s only by the passion of the 1981 South African rugby tour, and

82 Time,,Essay: The Homosexual in America', Ausfialian edition, 2l January 1966, pp. 52-3 atp' 53

(emphasis added).r': For similar rlflection on the bitter debate arising from irreconcilable value systems see L. Scotf
.public perverts: Politics and Polemics: The Cultural Construction of Homosexuals in New Zealand,

l983-1993', BA (Hons) research essay, University of Otago, 1994, p.6. For similar reflection on the

New Zealand debate 1983-4 between liberal and conservative perspectives over ratifoing the United

Nations convention on the elimination of all forms of discrimination against women (a major precursor

of the 1985-6 debate), see R. Low, 'The United Nations Copvention on the Elimination of All Forms of
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leading to the same depth of national division. The struggle was not primarily over

decriminalization; it was primarily over acceptability.

The values underlying the homosexual law reform debates made the debates a

touchstone for other issues. If homosexuality was acceptable, then numerous other

matters were acceptable. [f homosexuality was not acceptable, then neither were a lot

of other things. For conservatives the homoserual law reform issue was a kind of test

case. Could the moral landslide be stopped? Could New Zealand be rescued from its

precarious position teetering on the edge of a moral precipice?84 Histoticully, the

debate in New Zealand seemed successively to concem decriminalization, non-

discrimination, and social acceptability. ln fact the third debate underlay the other two,

and explains the depth of feeling generated during those first two debates. Moreover,

the debate was not just over homosexuality. It was a broader skuggle over values? over

worldviews. The earth tremors that took place at that time cannot be explained by

surface factors. It was the pressure of colliding tectonic plates that explains the

cataclysmic shaking. The homosexual debate signalled the collision of two

worldviews, two visions of the world. One would become dominant, the other

marginalized. Which would prevail?

This perspective explains the choice of title for this thesis: 'Worlds in Collision'. The

remainder of this thesis to a great extent is a fuller exploration of this theme. Certainly,

the thesis looks at organizations and events, their social and intellectual contexts, their

Discrimination Against Women (UNCEDAW) Debate; A Clash of ldeologies', MA research essay,

Massey University, 1994, pP. 1, 3 l-2.
E4 Eipressed foi example in the statement of Patricia Bartlett, founder and secretary of the Society for
promoiion of Community Standards, 'society may still be pulled back from the brink.' Quoted in A.
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tributaries and outcomes. But as the forces marshalled for the legislative struggle, the

backdrop was 'The Great Struggle' - Armageddon. Worlds were indeed in collision.

Woodhouse, 'Homosexuality and the Law: Who ts for Reform? Who Is Against?' NZ Woman's Weekly,

l7 June 1985, pp. 35-8 at P. 36.
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CHAPTER ONE: 'POOR DEVILS': MALE HOMOSEXUALS IN

NEW ZEALAND IN THE 1960s

I believe that 'we mu:it set our face very sternly against it [homosexuality], not because we are not

sorry for the poor devils who are caught up in this mess, but because the moral standards of
society must be protected.t

Examining the situation of male homosexuals in the 1960s several decades later

highlights the very marked shifts that have taken place in New Zealand society since

that decade. The language of the quotation above is extremely significant.

Homosexuals were 'poor devils', at once pathetic and evil. Were they in control of

themselves? Could they change? Could they be healed? Some said yes; many said no.

The quotation captures that uncertainty. If the sad and bad 'poor devils' were 'caught

up' in a 'mess', then maybe there was inevitability with regard to homosexual

orientation. Nevertheless homosexual behaviour must be rooted out of society, or it

would cause its downfall: owe must set our face very stemly against it'. What were the

views of society in relation to homosexuality in the i960s? Why did society hold such

perspectives? Such questions are the basis of inquiry in this chapter.

The 1961 Crimes Act:

The starting period for investigation by this thesis is the 1960s. The year 1961 saw a

major revision of New Zealand's criminal legislation with the passing of a new Crimes

Act. Since indecency of a male with a male, and since sodomy with either sex both

remained criminalized under the new legislation, one might have expected focus on

this continued criminalization during the legislative debates. Especially is this the case

t J.T. Watts, NZPD, 1960, 232,p.669.
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given the strong continuing New Zealand focus on British law, and the prominence in

Britain of the Wolfenden Report 1957,2 which argued persuasively for the

decriminalization of consenting male adult homosexual acts done in private.

The issue of homosexual criminalization had been given the attention of the previous

Minister of Justice, H.G.R. Mason, before 1961. Saddened by the suicide of a

homosexual friend, Mason had sought to lessen the penalty for male homosexual

offlences in 1959. That minor move towards reform provoked strong societal opposition

with consequent political embarrassment for Mason.3 That is the implication of Jack

Mnrshall's comments from the Opposition benches when Mason's bill was reported

back to the House:

I wish particularly to refer to the provisions relating to homosexual acts which
caused considerable public comment at the time. It is fair to say that the

Attomey-General was unfairly and inaccurately accused of wishing to amend the

law to permit homosexuality between consenting males. What he in fact
proposed was that such acts should be dealt with merely as indecent assaults and

carry a lighter penalty. As I have said, however, he was unfairly accused of
wishing to adopt the recommendations of the Wolfenden Report in England

when such was not the case."

Prior to the bill being reported back to parliament by the Statutes Revision Committee,

the original sanctions against male homosexual behaviour were reinstated in the bill.

To seek any sort of homosexual law reform seemed to be out of the question at that

2 Formally entitled the report of the Committee on Homosexual Offences and Frostitution 1957.
3 For the controversy stirred up by Mason's proposals see 'Holy Name Society Concerned over Crimes

Bill', Dominion,23 September 1959, p.l3; 'Correspondents views on Crimes Bill', Dominion,Z9
September 1959, p.6; 'Rushing lt', NZ Truth, 15 September 1959,p.22. For discussions of the

controversy see C.J.F. Parkin, 'The Gay Rights Movement in New Zealand', unpublished public lecnue

delivered at Victoria University of Wellington on 28 June 1979, LAGANZ: MS papers 9; J. McNab,

'Gay Sub-Culrure in New Zealand: A Social and Political Movement', in C. Bell (ed.'), Community

[ssues inNew Zealand, PalmerstonNorth, 1997, pp. I l7-38'at p. 120.
o NZPD, 1960,322, pp.659-72.
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time. As the NZ Herald commented, 'perversion remains perversion, and it is well that

legislators should know that the counhry rvill not condone it'.5

After a general election and a change of government, revision of the Crimes Act as a

r,vhole came before parliament in 1961. On this occasion, re-enactment of criminal

sanctions for homosexual acts went through with no parliamentary debate. Maybe it

was the lesson of Mason's bill - that mud would stick to anyone arguing for any sort of

homosexual law reform. Maybe it was simply the fact that there was a strong consensus

in society that male homosexual behaviour was a dastardly offence, requiring heavy

penal sanctions. The focus of debate with regard to the Crimes Bill, 1961, was the

matter of capital punishment, not homosexuality.

The silence of 1961 is startling, given the extent of debate in the succeeding decades.

Why was there no debate in 1961? To address this issue I will examine the New

ZeaIand, social context generally in the early 1960s before examining perceptions of

homosexuality at that time and highlighting the extremely negative public perception of

homosexuals as 'poor devils'.

Conformity in New Zealand society in the early 1960s:

My topic focuses on homosexuality in New Zealand,not on society and social attitudes

generally. Despite this narrower focus, it is important to recognize that attitudes to

homosexuality and debate thereon, did not occur in a vacuum. The broader social

5 ,Wisdom of Second Thoughts on Crimes Bill' , NZ Herald editorial, 23 September 1959, p.12.
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context cannot be ignored if one is to understand the more specific matter of public

debate on homosexuality.

One of the most striking aspects of mainstream New Zealand society at this time was

its sense of uniformity.6 Post-war New Zealand society was marked by strong patterns

rrf conformity. Michael King refened to New Zealand of the 1940s as a 'single-culture

society'.7 Ln comparison with England, the United States, and even Australia, New

Zealand had been the country most actively and consistently emphasizing

equalitarianism.s This pattem was intensified through the climate fostered by the far-

reaching social welfare legislation passed under the first Labour Govemment,1935-49.

A tendency towards equalization of income, notwithstanding markedly different skill

and training levels, together with the development of a social welfare net 'from the

cradle to the grave', led to historian Keith Sinclair's boast that New Zealand 'must be

more nearly classless . . . than any advanced country in the world'.e

Equalitarianism often fosters conformity.lo Being the same as others can become a

virtue. Pride in equality of income can easily become pride in similarity of customs and

intellectual outlook. Even in 1969, Sinclair showed sympathy with the suggestion of

political scientist R.S. Milne that New Zealarrd was 'a counbry without issues'.ll

6 For the author's earlier reflection on this matter see L.D. Guy, 'The Cinematograph Filn Censorship

Debate in New zealand,1965-76" MA dissertation, university of Auckland, 1992.
t M. King, Being Pakeha, Auckland, 1985, p.9.
s D.A, Hinsen, isocial Institutions', in A.L. Mcleod (ed.), The Pattern of New Zealand Culture,

Ithaca, 1968, pp,49-67 at p.58.e Sinclaiq A History,p.285.r0 See, for examplg drae*" Dunstall's stress on New Zealand after World War tI having a'high

degree of uniformity' and an 'ethos of equaliry': G. Dunstall, 'The Social Pattern', in G.W. Rice (ed.)'

fhZ Oqora nXrcry of New Zealand, Oxfor.d, 1992, pp.45l-81 at p.452. For comment on the significance

of this for the gay rights movement in the 1970s see Turner,. 'Gay Politics', p.7.
tt lbid., p.:OS. noislmilar perspectives see C. James, Nev' Territory: The Transformation of New

Zealand 1984-92, Wellington, 1992, pp.9, I1,34,35.
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Sinclair's 1969 work is significant in its perception of New Zealand's homogeneity in

the 1960s, while also hinting at change in the offing:

Ten years ago. in the first version of this chapter, the writer agreed with an

American journalist that the European New Zealanders were a remarkably

homogeneous people. Clothing, for instance, seemed uniformly dowdy. This is
now less true. Young people are attractively and colourfully dressed, if in the

fashionable international unifbrms. Nor do young (or middle-aged) men choose

the traditional local short-back-and-sides haircut. Still, a certain sameness

persists. Country people cannot be distinguished from 'townies' by their clothing

or manners. People mostly speak alike, with few regional variations. If we ignore

. the Maoris, customs differ liitle from one locality to another.lz

Sinclair's perceptions are significant in highlighting the degree of uniformity and

conformity of the earlier part at least of the 1960s. One aspect of that conformity was in

relation to gender roles. For example, historian Michael King recalled his gender-

stereotyped upbringing in post-war New Zealand "'Girls were girls and men were

men" in the words of the popular song, and each sex was allocated a set of

predetermined values'.I3 An aspect of this was the image of the stereotypical Kiwi

bloke who lived a sharply defined gender role. Such a standardized outlook intensified

negativity towards homosexuals.ra Conformity meant that one way wls right and the

other wrong. As the editor of Thursday expressed such a viewpoint as late as 1969, 'A

heterosexual way of life is accepted by the great majority of people as "normal".

Deviations from this are considered, by the majority as'oabnormul':.r15

Uniformity encouraged homogeneity of intellectual outlook - a 'country without

issues'.16 Noteworthy was the failure to consider minority positions. 'If we ignore the

It tbid., p.286.

't Kitrg, Being Pakeha,p.9.r't l. pfiitfips,7 Man's Cottntry? The Image of the Pakeha Male - A Hktory,2nd edn, Auckland, 1996,

p.284.

't 'Memo from the Editor', Thursday,4 September 1969, p.3.
16 See footnote I I above.
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Maoris', said Sinclair, in the passage just quoted. Conformity, yes, if one shut one's

eyes to minorities. it was a case of ignoring Maoris, ignoring women, ignoring

homosexuals - mainstream society rules. Minorities then become largely invisible -

stvept under the carpet. As retired Methodist minister Selwyn Dawson recalled of that

period, 'homosexuality lvas never mentioned [in preaching]. It would never have

occurred to us that some in our congregation might be fighting a lonely battle, their

sexual orientation hidden from all'.I' Guy activist Bobby Pickering claimed that

homosexuals were invisible until the emergence of Gay Liberation in 1972.t8 While

this is an overstatement, there was certainly a tendency, at least in the 1950s for people

to avoid discussion on homosexuality. Moreover, social and legal pressures kept most

homosexuals underground. When medical student, G. Ngaei, sought to interview

homosexuals for a research project in 1967, he encountered a lot of reluctance to co-

operate because of fear of possible exposure to friends, to police, and to blackmail.le

Ngaei's experience led him to the conclusion: 'Most homosexuals are constantly pre-

occupied with disguising their homosexual behaviour.'2o Invisibility made debate over

the circumstances and status of homosexuality difiicult. The tendency towards

homogeneity was strong and favoured. Expression of diversity in such a society was

very difficult.2l Thus writer, Noel Virtue, recalled his return to his New Zealand

family in the mid-1960s after participating in the gay community in Sydney for several

months: 'To be truly accepted back into the family I was expected, bluntly, to stop even

t't S. Dawson, Appointment on Sunday: The Calling and Craft of a Preacher, Auckland, 1993, p.157.

'8 Pickering, 'Where Have All', p.4.
le Ngaei,'Homosexuality', pp.2, 31.
20 [bid., p.3 I . Also p. 17.2r I retain a strong personal memory on this point. I was in an undergraduate law class at the University

of Auckland lecturid by Emeritus Professor Davis in 1966. One student came in late while Davis was

lecruring. Contrary to the very conservative and homogeneous appearance of law students at that time,

the late itr.rdent had long flowing hair, duflle bag, and sandals. The place was quiet as Davis stopped his

lecturing, eyeing the student until he had taken his place. Tlien Davis spoke, 'Not in the traditional legal
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mentioning anything to do with my being gay, never to talk about it in the matter-of-

i'act way to r,vhich I had grown accustomed, and to think seriously, now I was back in

New Zealand, about marriage'.22

An outworking of the conformist situation was a tendency for homosexual discourse to

be beyond earshot of public consciousness in most Western countries. American

psychiatrist Edmund Bergler could write in 1958 of a 'conspiracy of silence' by

newspapers, magazines, radio, and television on the topic of homosexuality.23 Tbe New

Zealand Methodist in i967 noted that until a few years previously the word

homosexuality 'had all the overtones of pomography' and 'was explosively loaded

with emotional feeling'.24 An expression of the almost total marginalization of

homosexuality at that time was the way that convicted homosexuals could not even

have their incarceration in mainstream prisons until the mid-1950s. For over thirty

years, beginning in 1977, osexual deviates and perverts' were largely sent to their own

special prison at New Plymouth lest they contaminate others.25 Such an atmosphere

meant that it was exceedingly difficult for pioneer advocates of homosexual law reform

to present their case in a climate where antipathy, apathy and ignorance predominated.

manner'. The student body erupted with laughter at the late student's expense. [t would be a brave law

student who would challenge dress norms after such treatment.
22 N. Virnre, Once a Brethren Boy: An Autobiograp,fui, Auckland, 1995, p.l4l '
23 E, Bergler, 'What Every Physician Should Know about Homosexuality',lnternational Record of
Medicine, CLXXI, I 1, 1958, pp.685-90 at p.690.
24 .Changing Opinion on Homosexu ality' , New Zealand Methodist, 17 August 1967 , p'2'
2t g.f. Datlara, Fettered Freedom: A Symbolic Society ol Anarclry? Wellington, 1980' p-64. A

decision to phase out the practice was made in 1952 and the phasing out was completed in 1954 '
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Collectivity in New Zealand society in the early 1960s:

Linked with its uniformiqv, New Zealand society in the early 1960s displayed a strong

sense of collectivity. There was a sense that without the glue of shared values the

nation would degenerate. Presbyterian minister, J.G. Matheson, expressed this type of

thinking in Lanclfalt in 1961.26 Matheson argued that the philosophical, religious and

moral fbundations of Western civilization had crumbled. He claimed that any coherent

society needed to have 'a commonly held religion or mystique', a sense of identity, and

an accepted code of morals.?? He lamented a lack of religious content in New Zealand

life. This, he perceived, would lead to a 'more or less rapid disappearance of morals''28

Matheson was not arguing for Christianity: 'It would be better for a child to be brought

up in a false faith than in none', he argued - even if that false faith were Communism'ze

What Matheson was arguing for was collectivity, expressed in a common set of values

and morals: oThere has to be an accepted code of morals, shading out into a standard of

manners. There cannot be community without recognizable right behaviour and

wrong.'30

The consequences of losing a strongly-held, shared ethic were viewed in quasi-

apocalyptic terms - the collapse of society as currently experienced. Arthur Herman, in

examining the concept of decline in relation to society, noted the persistent influence of

Edward Gibbon's The Decline and Fall of the Roman Empire (1776): 'Gibbon's

26 J.G. Matheson, 'New Zealandsince the War, Part 3: Where there Is No Vision', Landfall, XV, l,
1961, pp.58-67. One should note that the second half of the title is a biblical quote which is succeeded by

the wolds, 'the people perish' (Proverbs 29' l8 King James Version)'
21 bid., pp. 58-9.
28 rbid., p.63.
?e lbid., p.61.ro Ibid., p.59.
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conception of the Roman Empire as doomed to self-destruction by its olvn success had

a protbund impact on the modern historical imagination. All great empires and

societies reach an end point. it suggested, a point of no retum, after which they must

inevitably be replaced by something else. 'oThe course of empire" necessarily embodied

a cycle of growth, decay, and destruction'.31 Gibbon's continuing influence is evident

in the assertion of Rev. John Brinsley of the Presbyterian parish of North Invercargill in

1985: 'I do not want to be part of a nation which is being blindly led by politicians who

ignore the Laws of God, and who govern as if the fall of the Roman Empire didn't take

place for the reasons which Edward Gibbon clearly identified 200 years ago in his

majestic history of that awesome collapse of the most powerfirl nation the world has

ever seen'.32

Herman went on to note the loss of confidence in Westem civilization's powers of self-

renewal in influential sections of the twentieth-century mainstream intellectual

community - hence the ready market for overarching historical schemes pointing to the

almost inevitable decline of the West, by writers such as Spengler and Toynbee.33

Moreover, such theses of decline seemed to be confirmed in major events of this

century, such as the two world wars, and the rapid loss of Western colonial empires.

3r A. Herman, The ldea of Decline in Western History, New York, 1997, p.21 .

32 Letter, J.R. Brinsley to N. Jones, MP, l5 March 1985 (private collection of Rev. Brian Kenning,

Invercargill).
33 While such views may be less fashionable today, they had sufftcient influence for Keith Sinclair to

give them prominent consideration in his History III Special class at the Universiry of Auckland in the

1960s and early I 970s (personal knowledge of the author). One who held and promoted these views was

E.M. Blaiklock, who had a long and influential chair in the classics department at the University of
Auckland until his retirement in 1967, and who wrote weekly columns 'nthe Weekly News and later in

the Ngw Zealand Herald for forty years altogether under the pen-name 'Grammaticus'. For the influence

of Toynbee on him, see E.M. Blaiklock, Between the Foathills and the Ridge, Palmerston North, 1981,

p.32, and E.M. Blaiklock, Between the Morning and the Afternoon,Palmerston North, 1980, pp.35-6. A

fi.rther significant figure holding such views was Judge Devlin, whose debates with Professor Hart on the

proper function of law were studied by a generation of New Zealand law students: See P. Devlin, I&e
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A conflation of the theses of Gibbon and Toynbee could lead to the notion that the

seeds of decline rvere located in the area of sexual licence. One who had marked

influence in linking a sociefy's standing rvith its degree of sexual restriction or

permissiveness was J.D. Unwin.3o In his view, societies with sexual freedom occupied

'the highest position on the uncivilized cultural scaleo.35 Conversely, societies which

reduced sexual opporfunity to a minimum for at least three generations would begin to

display 'such energy as the world has seldom seen'.36 Clearly Freud's ideas on

sublimation shaped Unwin's views to a significant degree, as is shown by the following

material directly quoted from Freud:

We believe that civilization has been built up by sacrifices in gratification of the

primitive impulses, and that it is to a great extent for ever being recreated as each

individual repeats the sacrifices of his instinctive pleasures for the common good.

The sexual are among the most important of the instinctive forces thus utilized:

they are in this way sublimated, that is to say, their energy is turned aside from its

sexual goal and diverted towards other ends, no longer sexual and socially more

valuable.3T

ln an often-quoted dictum, Unwin wamed that a society could not both have its cake

and eat it: 'Any human society is free to choose either to display great energy or to

enjoy sexual freedom; the evidence is that it cannot do both for more than one

generation'.38

Enforcement of Morals,New YorK 1965, at p. 13 where he'states that history shows that the loosening

of moral bonds is often the first stage of disintegration.
3'r J.D. Unwin, Sex and Cttlture, London, 1934.
15 lbid., p.24.i6 bid., p.430. Unwin asserted that thoughout history there had been only three indisputable instances

of societies demonstrating such a pattern of behaviour - the societies of the Athenians, the Romans, and

the Engtish: ibid.
37 S. Freud, Inffoductory Lectures on Psychoanalysls, quoted by Unwin at p.3 14.
3t Unwin, p.412. As an example of usage of this claim, see submission of the Associated Pentecostal

Churches of New Zealandon the 1985 HLRB: LAGANZ: MS Papen 098.
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While such views may be debunked today, they had a powerful effect on the generation

after World War Trvo. Thus John Reid, president of the New Zealand Film Institute

(and later professor of English at the University of Auckland), after expressing concem

at the seductive influence of cinema in 1949, noted that this raised waming bells from

history: 'our whole sociefy is now becoming closely parallel with that of the Roman

Empire, when the gladiatorial spectacle replaced living drama'.3e Likewise, Dame

Hilda Ross, in expressing concem at 'the unclean literature which is flooding the

country and debasing the minds of young people', gave warning in parliament in 1954,

'We cannot afford, spiritually and for our national welfare, any importations which will

lower our morale and debase our youth, for in their hands and in theirs alone is the

New Zealand of tomorrow. This grave menace which is in our midst today threatens to

destroy the very basis of our Christian civilization'.40

Such tinking of concerns about sexual morality and about the future of Westem

civilization or of New Zealand society, can be seen in the comments of J.T. Watts,

already referred to in part at the start of this chapter, in parliamentary debate in 1960, as

to the appropriate punishment for certain homosexual offences: 'On my reading of

history it seems that a greater prevalence and toleration of such offences is either a

symptom or a cause of decay in civilisations. . . . I believe that we must set our face

very sternly against it, not because we are not sorry for the poor devils who are caught

up in this mess, but because the moral standards of society must be protected'.al

3e J.C. Reid, Cathalics and the F/ms, Auckland,
'ro NZPD, 1954,303, pp.377,318.
4r NZPD, 1960,232,p.669.

1949, p.7.
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Tl're notion that the fabric of society would be destroyed by tolerance of homosexuality

was to persist in conservative quarters throughout the period of this study. It was the

basis of the parliamentary submissions of the Sociery for the Promotion of Community

Standards (SPCS) in relation to the Venn Young decriminalization proposal in 1974.42

Similarly, Rev. Tom Woods of St Andrew's Presbyterian Church, New Plymouth, in

fulminating against homosexual behaviour in 1975, claimed that permissiveness was

the cause of the collapse of the great Roman and Grecian civilizations, and that unless

society steered clear of becoming obsessed with pleasure it was doomed.a3 On such a

basis, sexuality generally, and homosexuality in particular, were not stand-alone issues:

the fate of society rested on adherence to traditional Judeo-Christian values.aa

New Zealand communicator, Winkie Pratney, popular with Christian youth audiences,

expressed such views with extreme force. Calling homosexuality 'the final horror', he

asserted:

The real horror of homosexuality is the utter bondage it makes on the will. It is
harder to break free from deep homosexuality than from almost any other selfish

lust. A Sodomite becomes a worshipper of human flesh. He defiles and profanes

the God-given sexual relationship between man and woman. EVERY
CryILIZATION freely misusing sex has degenerated by the result of
continuously re-lowered standards until almost the entire society has become

reprobate. At EVERY POINT of such history God has quickly allowed the total

DESTRUCTION of this civilization before its perversion spread to others. It was

so in the days of the Flood, Sodom, and Rome. It will be so asain in our

generation,-1"r, the tide is checked by a revival of purity.as

42 
See article, 'Homosexual Law "Would Destroy Society"', Dominion,28 November 1974, p-3. This

view was reiterated in the SPCS newsletter l8 March 1985: LAGANZ MS Papers 0403, Box 8, Folder 8.

'f3 .The Church and Morals: "Stand Up and Be Counted"' , Outlook, August I97 5, p.17. For similar

views see Baptist Union of New Zealand Public Questions Committee, 'Homosexual Relationships: A

Letter to the Minister of Justice', NZ Baptist, October 1970, p.l l.
44 Hence the statement of Arthur Herman, 'It is this assumption - that modern Western civilization

functions as a whole, and that its problems require holistic, not piecemeal solutions - which lies at the

heart of , . . the pessimistic persuasion. . .'A. Herman, The'Idea of Decline,p.448.
'f5 W. Pratney, YouthAfiame, Manurewa, 1967, pp.BT-8-9. Emphasis original'
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Expressed in less colourful form, views like this were foundational for a significant

number of members of parliament opposing decriminalization in 1974-5.46 Thus K.R.

Allen asserted: 'Any law which proposes to legalise acts between members of our

communiqv which are indecent, abnormal, and immoral can be nothing but the

forerunner of the cancer that rvill destroy our corrununity. I will not wear it. History

gives us many examples'.47

Such thinking persisted in Keith Hay's written submission supporting the 1985

HaylTait petition. Hay used the popular history of Will Durant to make the point that

both ancient Greece and ancient Rome collapsed from within, that owhen the family

arrangement broke down because of sexual immorality, the [Roman] empire went into

decline'. On such a view, at stake were not oniy aspects of sexual behaviour, but also

the breakdown of the family and the nation. While such a view might have been

increasingly passd in 1985, it was a powerful shaper of much public response to

homosexuality in the 1960s: homosexuality must be controlled for the sake of society.

Such was explicitly articulated in an article title of 1962 that warned 'Unless Moral

Standards Rise, the West Will Fall Like Ancient Rome'.48

46 L.R. Adams-Schneider,NZPD, 1974,392,p.3167,NZPD, 1975,399,pp.2781-2; H.L.J. May,

NZPD, tg74,392,p.3174; K.R. Allen, NZPD, 1975,399,p.2785; A. McCready, NZPD, 1975,399,

p.27 89 ; R. L.G. Talbor, NZPD, lg7 5, 399, p.280 8 ; J.R Marshall, NZPD, 197 5, 399, p.2826.
t7 K.R. Allen, NZPD, 1975,399,p.2785.lt J.L. Jenkins, 'Unless Moral Standards Rise, the West Will Fall Like Ancient Rome', Management,

lX,6, lg62,pp.l8-19, 52-55. This article, though originating rnthe Tribune in Tulsa, Oklahoma, was

reproduced *ith approuul in the New Zealand Institute of Management journal. Bemoaning the 'gobs of
sex' appearing onihr r"r."tt, it went on to state, 'Recently the screen industry solemnly announced that

trenceiorth peivenion and homosexualiry would no longer be baned from the screen provided the

subjects were handled with "decency and taste". Good Lord!' (p.52). For similar views on the national

imflications of sexual 'perversions' see Dallard, Feuered Freedom,p.l05. Dallard was Controller-

General of Prisons in New Zealand 192549.
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The continuing influence of Christian ethics in the early 1960s:

Implicit in the above discussion is the continuing strength of traditional Christian ethics

in New Zealand society into the 1960s. There lvas commonly an affirmation that

society was based on Christian values. The Currie Report on education in 1962, for

example, stated: 'The ethical values and attitudes of what is best in our society are for

the most part identical with the ethical values and attitudes of Christianity. These are

inevitably reflected in the teachers in our schools, whether they themselves are active

members of churches or not.'4e It is significant also that the earlier Mazengarb Report

(1954) could take for granted the value of religion, and urge the practice of family

religion as a major antidote to the problem of underag" se*.50

Such strong continuing Christian influence may seem surprising, as church attendance

has never been a majority activity in New Zealand. Church attendance is difFtcult to

measure accurately. Hugh Jackson produced figures indicating that from an early lower

percentage, church attendance peaked at 48.3 per cent of the adult population of New

Zealand in 1886 (about 28 per cent of the total population).sr By 1926 usual attendance

had droppe d, to 27 per cent of the adult population,52 reducing further to about twenty

4e Report of the Commission on Education in New Zealand [The Cunie Report], Wellington, 1962,

o.683.
3o Report of the Special Committee on luloral Delinquency in Children and Adolescenrs [The

Mazengarb Reportl, AIHR, 1954,IV, H-47,pp.44,65; S.G.M. Glazebrook,'The Mazengarb Report

1954: lmpotent Victorianism', M.A. research essay in history, University of Auckland, 1978, p.9. For

similar sentiment by Mr Drummond, SM, see 'SM's Advice to Parents of Hutt Offenders', Dominion, 14

June 1958, p.13.5r Among reasons for early figures lower than those in Britain, Jackson highlighted remoteness and low

populationi leading to inadequate access to church buildings and/or clergy. H. Jackson, 'Church-Going

in irlineteenth Century New Zealand', NZJH, XVI[, l, 1983, pp.43-59 at pp.51, 53; 'The Late Victorian

Decline in Churchgoing: Some New Zealand Evidence', Archives de Sciences Sociales Des Religions,

LVI, l, 1983, pp.97-106 at p.99.
sz Jackson, 'Church-Going', p.51.
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per cent of the adult population in the 1960s.53 On the basis of such figures, Hill and

Zwaga commented that 'the notion of a "golden age" of religiosity seems singularly

inappropriate to New Zealand'. Their perspective with regard to religious attendance is

'a picture of gradual disengagement from religious involvement, with a large

percentage of the population having always been prepared to adopt a nominal religious

label while being otherwise inactive'.54

Holvever, while measurable church affiliation shrank after the mid- l960s,tt *d while

the statistics for the century as a whole are figures of decline, we need to recognize that

the period immediately post-war was one of relative strength for the church, with many

of the denominations recording growth in the 1950s.56 The Presbyterian Church of

New Zealand, for example, increased from 358 parishes to 442 parishes in the decade

195 1-61 . Only in 1967 did that church experience its first annual decline in the number

of its communicant members since 1939.s7 Sitttil*ly, the Baptist Union of New

Zealand experienced a 6.6% increase in membership in 1960, with slight membership

decline occurring, as with the Presbyterians, only in the late 1960s.5E While the

Methodist Church has suffered the greatest decline of all the major churches in the

5r J.J. Mol, 'Religion', in Mcleod, The Pattern,p.l72.
5't M. Hill & W.2waga, 'Religion', in Spoonley, Pearson & Shirley, New Zealand Society, pp-218'92

at p.281.

" 
- 

Jim Veitch noted that the Presbyterian denomination, for example, suffered a 26% decline in

membership, anda46o/odecline in attendance at worship in the period 1967'1984: J, Veitch, A Church

in Mid-Life Crrsrs; The Debate of 1966-1970, Dunedin, 1984, p.2.
s6 J.A. Evans, 'Church State Relations in New Zealand 1940-1990 with Particular Reference to the

presbyterian and Methodist Churches', PhD thesis, Universiry of Otago, 1992, p.88; J. Veitch, 'Lloyd

Geering and the Great Debate: A Water-shed in New Zealand Religious History', in lnternational

Religious Studies Conference, August 1983, Religions and Change, Wellington, 1983, pp.568-93 at

p.57-l; Veirch, '1961-1990: Towards the Church for a New Era', in D. McEldowney (ed.), Presbyterians
'in 

Aotearoa 1840-lgg0, Wellington, 1990, pp.144-82 at p.144; H. Mol, The Fixed and the Fickle:

Religion and ldentity in New Zealand, Dunedin, n.d. [1982]' pp- 81, 84.
s7 Froceedings of the General Assembly of the Presbyterian Church ofNew Zealand,1967,p.306a-
58 S.L. Edgar, A Handfut of Grain: The Centenary History of the Baptist Union of N.Z', Volume 4 -
I 9 1 5 - 1 982, Wellington, 1982, p.34.
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twentieth century in New Zealand,se Methodist membership underwent major increase

in the 1950s.60 Church membership increases in the 1950s, and on into the early 1960s,

provide w'arning against underestimating the influence of the church in New Zealand

society in that period.6l

In the broader context of Western society, British criminologist, D.J. West, writing as

late as 1977,in noting Christian condemnation of homosexual behaviour, commented,

'The effect of this religious condemnation must not be understated. Although formal

religious affrliations have declined, and attendance at churches has fallen away, the

ethical ideas propagated by religion live on in the population. Christian teachings must

be held to a considerable extent responsible for the automatic and unthinking revulsion

towards homosexuality in any shape or form shown by so many otherwise gentle and

tolerant people'.62 New Zealand television interviewer, Lindsay Perigo, similarly noted

the religious underpinning of the criminalizing of homosexual acts in 1973: 'Any law

prohibiting a certain form of conduct has an implied moral basis and the moral

opposition to homosexuality seems to have been based over the past thousand yeard

[sic], on grounds of religion, specifically Jewish and Christian beliefs,'63

5e p.J. Lineham , Nan, Zealanders and the Methodist Evangel: An Interpretation of the Policies and

Performance of the Methodist Church of New Zealand, Auckland 1983, p.5. See Methodist comment on

the church's decline in E.W. Hames, Coming of Age: New Zealand Methodism 19l3'1972, Auckland,

1974,pp.132-3, 154.
60 lbid., pp.26, 45. W.S. Chambers, The Winds of Change: A Short History of the Methodist Church in

North and South Canterbury -from t 950- 1975, n.p., 1976, p.10, indicated that Methodist membership

was at its peak in North Canterbury in 1967, while the membership in South Canterbury peaked nine

years earlier.6t For growing church attendances in Auckland see 'Growing Church Attendances: Return to Religion

in Auckland' , NZ Herald,Zl April 1960, p. 16. For the view that Christchurch attendances were not

markedly increasing, but were keeping up with population growth, see 'No Marked Return to Church

Found in City', Press, 6 MaY 1960, P.22.62 D.J. West, Homosquality Re'aeamined, London, 1977, p.3 l0-l l.
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One aspect of the continuing influence of the churches in 1961 may be seen in the low

percentage stating that they had no religion or objecting to state that religion in the

national census of that year. Only 9.1% of the population stated either that they had no

religion (0.7%) or objected to state their religion (8.4%). This is in marked contrast to

the 1991 census when 27.7% stated either that they had no religion (20.1%) or objected

to state their religion (7.6%). Wilson has rightly cautioned against making a simple

correlation betlveen statistics for 'no religion' and increasing ineligion. Other factors

contributing to the marked change may include different wording of the census

question on religion, people who previously objected to state their religion later listing

themselves as having no religion, and parents increasingly being reluctant to state a

religion for their infant children.6a Despite such cautions, the change is so marked that

Wilson viewed the study as supporting the notion that New Zealand society was

becoming more secular.6s

The idea that Westem society became increasingly secular in the twentieth century has

become almost a truism in many quarters. Urbanization, technological progress and

material affluence seem to have gone hand in hand with a decline in Christian

influence.66 MacDonald appears to have noted this in claiming that the 'obsolete

Christian compact' of the 1950s broke down in the 1960s, leading to the abandoning of

a'Christian world of postponed pleasure for a hungry secularism fed by technological

63 Transcript of National Radio programme September 1973. Interviewer Lindsay Perigo. Included

interviews witn fim Robb, Anthony Taylor and others: LAGANZ papers MS 65 (date in September 1973

unspecified).e 'J. 
Wilson, 'Religious Afiiliation - Change Over Time: An Analysis of lntercensal Change in

Religious Affiliation of 5 Yearly Age-Cohorts in Recent New Zealand Census [sic]', rVew Zealand

Sociologt, VIII, l, 1993, pp.60-94atpp.624.
65 lbid., p.62.
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conveniences'.67 While such assertions may be overly simplified, there has been a fair

degree of consensus that a process of secularization has been occurring in the

tlventieth-century West. In fact, many writings take the matter for granted.6s

More recently the claim that secularization has continually been increasing in the

modem West has been subject to a signiticant amount of rigorous criticism.6e Hadden,

for example, noted the situation in the United States of America, drawing attention to

Gallup polls 1935-85 which inter alia showed belief in God, church attendance, and

the practice of personal prayer to be about the same at the end of the period as at its

start.To

One outcome of the debate sparked by sociologists like Hadden has been clarification

of the term 'secularization'. A problem of past analysis has been looseness in the use of

the term.Tl One insight from the debate is that secularization does not necessarily mean

a decline in religious beliefs or religious observances, but rather a decline in the scope

66 See, for example, H. Cox, The Secular City: Secularization and Urbankation in Theological
perspective, London, 1965, pp. l-2; also his Religion in the Secalar City: Toward a Postmodern

Theologt,New York, 1984, pp. 12, 39.
61 I. Ir,iacDonal d,, Revolution in the Head: The Beatles' Records and the Srxties, New Yorh 1994'

pp.27,29. See also A. Ryan, oo'For God, Country, and Family": Popular Moralism and the New Zealand

Moral fught', New Zealand Sociologt,I, 2, 1986, pp.l04-l l2 at p.109'
68 See, ior example, Cox, The Secalar City, pp.l-3; Religion in the Secular City, p.l2; B' Wilson,

Religion in Seculir Society, Harmondsworth, 1966, p.ll Religion in Sociological Perspective, Oxford,

l91i., p.46; p. Berger & T. Luckmann, 'Religion and the Problem of Meaning', in R. Robertson (ed.),

Sociologt of Religion,Harmondsworth, 1969, pp.6l-73 atpp.67,69; J.K. Hadden,'Toward

Desacralizing Secularization Theory', Social Forces, LXV, 3' 1987, pp.587-61I at p'588.
6e For an oierview discussion of the issue of secularization see A.K. Jamieson, 'A Churchless Faith:

Faith Outside the Evangelical PentecostaUCharismatic Church of New Zealand', PhD Thesis, Universiry

of Canterbury, 1998, PP.l l0-l15.
70 J.K. Haiden, .Toward Desacralizing', p.601. See also Hadden,'Desacralizing Secularization

Theory', in Hadden and Shupe, Secularization, pp.3-26; Hadden & A. Shupe, Secttlarization and

Fundimentalism Reconsidered: Religion and the Political Order, Volume III" New York, 1989,

introduction xi.: also R. stark & L.R. lannaccone, 'A Supply-side Reinterpretation of the

"secularization' of Europ e', Journalfor the Scientific Sndy of Religion, XXXII, 3,1994,pp'230'52'
1t Hadden, for example, challengedsecularization theory bn the basis that it involved 'a hodgepodge of
Ioosely employed ideas rather than a systematic theory: Hadden, 'Toward Desacralizing', p.598.
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of religious authority.T2 The focus of secularization theory is not the decline of religion

but rather its transfbrmation.T3 Pressures of secularization result in religion ceasing to

be foundational to sociefy, so that it is utilized to a much lesser extent in providing

legitimation for social stmctures.To Religion is now relativized to being one of a

number of competing intluences in a pluralistic society, and it is increasingiy relegated

to having a role only in the private spheres of life.75 In the words of Richard Fenn,

'secularization . . . does not drive religion from modem society, but rather fosters a

type of religion which has no major functions for the entire society.'76

Dobbelaere's emphasis on secularization being a multi-dimensional concept has helped

bring clarity. He noted three dimensions to secularization:

. a process of 'laicization' whereby social institutions such as politics and education

are withdrawn from the religious sphere

o 'intemal secularization' whereby attempts to modernize religion lead to religious

groups becoming part of and like the world

o changes in religious involvement, such as less attendance at church services.TT

72 M. Chaves, 'secularization as Declining Religious Authority', Social Forces, DOOI, 3,1994,
pp.1 49-7 a at pp.1 49 -52.
1; n. Yamani. 'secularization on Trial: In Defence of a Neosecularization Paradigm', Journalfor the

Scientific Study of Religion, X)O(VI, | , 1997 , pp.l09-22 at p. I 13 't* Chaves,'secularization', p.756.
75 lbid., p.752; K. Dobbelaere, 'secularization: A Multi-Dimensional Concept', Current Sociologt,

XXIX, 2, [981, pp.1-216 at p.l7; R. Ireland, The Challenge of Secularisation,Melbourne, 1988, p.8.

See also B. Wilson, Religion in Sociological Perspective,p.53, where he stated, 'In western countries the

process of secularizatioJis well documented. Men's diminished concern with the supernatural, and its

ieduced sigrrificance for the organization of contemporary sociery, illustates the growing irrelevance to

modern life both of conceptions of a transcendent order and concern with ultimate issues.' Also J.A-

Evans, 'Church State Relations', pp.32-4.
76 R.K. Fenn 'Toward a New Sociology of Religion', Journalfor the Scientific Study of Religion,XL

1972, pp.l6-32 at p.31. Emphasis original..
77 K. Dobbelaere, 'secularization: A MultlDimensional Concept', pp.5-10. Also his 'Secularization

Theories and Sociological Paradigms: Convergences and Divergences' , Social Compass, XXXI, 2' 1984'
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The issue then is not simply one of how many people still attend church.78 For

Dobbelaere. the basic test of whether a society is undergoing a secularization process is

the answer to this question, 'To what eKtent does religion still integrate, and provide

legitimation for modern societies?'7e On the basis of such a test, and considering

Dobbelaere's categorization of three dimensions of secularization, the reality of

secularization trends in twentieth-century New Zealand seems patent. There has been a

decline in religious practices, evidenced inter alia by waning church attendances. There

has been internal secularization in the church, a feature commented on by Knox

Theological College lecturer Ian Breward in 1967: 'All churches have been profoundly

secularised. Even when they retreat into a hardshell sectarianism, the shape of-this is

deeply influenced by what a secular society will allow to religion and by the disturbing

question posed by other bodies which lay equally firm claim to the possession of

ultimate truth.'80

Along with internal secularization there has also been a waning of religious influence

in society at large.sr Religious studies lecturer Colin Brown highlighted this waning of

religious influence in various areas of society in 1982: 'A simple test is to ask, 'oAt

pp. 199-Zl9 at p.200. See also O. Tschannen, 'The Secularization Paradigm: A Systematization',

Journalfor the Scientifc Study of Religion,XXX,4,1991, pp.395-415 at p.395 and passim'
7t Thii point is especially important when high continuing church attendance has persisted in the

United States of America. While this has commonly been noted as a sign that the West has not as a

whole become secular, sociologists have commonly observed the white-anting of old Christian

perspectives, the process of internal secularization in the American church. For example, Bryan Wilson

has observed that 'in America, secularizing processes appear to have occuned within the church, so that

although religious institutions persist, their specifically religious character has become strictly

attenuated.' B. Wilton, Religion in Sociological Perspective, p.152. See also T. Luclanann, 'The Decline

ofChurch-OrientedReligion'inRobertson,Sociologtof Religion,pp.l4l'51atpp.149-50;alsoB.R.
Wilson, 'Religion in Secular Society' in the same book, pp.l52-62 atp.l53'
7e K. Dobbelaere. 'secularization: A Multi-Dimensional Concept', p.38.
60 I. Breward, Godless Schools? A Study of Protestant Reactions to Secalar Education in New

Zealand, Christchurch , 1967, p. I 18. See also discussion on 'secular Christianity' post in chapter 4.
8r See comments of Michael Hill: M. Hill, 'Religion and Society: Cement or Ferment?' in C. Nichol,

& J. Veitch, (eds), Relrgion in New Zealand, Wellington; 1980, pp.204'37 atp.222; also C. Brown,
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what point. now, do relatives and friends of the critically ill summon a clergyman?"

More and more, perhaps. he or she is summoned by the funeral director.'82

An aspect of this process of secularization and of rvaning religious influence has been

the pro-qressive detachment of sexual values from religious values.83 tn this and in other

areas, secularization processes were starting to cause Christianity to lose its crucial role

in defining the public norrns of society by 1960, a process that has accelerated since

that date. Rowan lreland's judgment of the 1980s has significance also for the early

1960s: 'There are no signs in modern societies that religious institutions will ever be

able to restore "the sacred canopy" and integrate social life under noffns derived from

the sacral cosmos of religious faith. On the contrary, all the signs suggest that religious

institutions may hope only to compete in the marketplace of norms and values, even for

the hearts and minds of the faithful.'84

Even with increasing secularization, the churches still had marked residual influence in

New Zealand society in the early 1960s.85 Significant aspects of New Zealand

legislation continued to bear the influence of Christianity as a shaping and preferred

religion in the country. Law's giving churches a privileged position with regard to rates,

.Christianiry: Mainline Denominations to the 1960s', in P. Donovan (ed.), Religions of New Zealanders,

Palmerston North, 1992, pp.58-7 4 at p.7 l.
82 C. Brown, 'Religion in lg.* Zealand: Past, Present and Furure', in K.J. Sharpe (ed-), Religion and

New Zealand's Future, Palmerston North, 1982, pp. t5-21 at p. 16.
83 Weeks, Sexuality,p,92.
84 lreland, The Challenge, P.23'85 The terms 'residual' and'vestigial' Christianity were used by the historian Bill Oliver. See W.H-

Oliver, 'Religion in New Zealand: Christianity among the New Zealanders', Landfall, XX' 1966' pp.4-

20; also L.H. Barber, 'The Historical Aspect: The Religious Dime,nsion of New Zealand's History', in B.

Colless & P. Donovan (eds), Relrgro n in New Zealand Society,2"o edn, Palmerston North, 1985' pp. 15-

29, quoting Oliver at p. 27 . Bryan Witson, Religion in Sociological Perspective, p.149 referred to

Western culture living off'the borrowed capital of its religious past'.
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and laws restricting commercial activities on Sundays, are extlmples of that situation.s6

Church views remained dominant in relation to collective public ethics concerning

sexual behaviour in the Westem. English-speaking w'orld. The 1954 Mazengarb

Report, in addressing the issue of underage sex, could take it for granted that New

Zealand's codes of behaviour were 'based upon the Christian faith'.87 Tbe amount of

discussion devoted to the importance of religion in that report is remarkable today,

indicating the strong levels of societal consensus regarding the importance of Christian

values at that time. tn the words of Janet Soler, 'Of all the o'moral campaigners" the

church with its strong traditional base and expressed anxiety over moral welfare, had

the greatest influence upon the content of [sic] Mazengarb Report.'88 Christian

influence in New Zealand still had sufficient strength in 1968 for Margaret Wilson,

General Secretary for the New Zealand Council for Christian Education, to assert that

'the Christian religion furnishes the groundwork for almost every element in Western

civilisation, its literatule, art, philosophy, ethical values and history'.8e

ln relation to sexual matters, American writer, Ira Reiss, noted religion as a key factor

in providing some restraint in the trend towards sexual permissiveness in the 1960s.e0

Harrison Wright similarly noted that influence from a British perspective. In arguing

for acceptance of liberal sexual behaviour, he stated, 'ln order to clear the field of

thought so that new ideas can take root and grow, it is necessary to be certain what of

86 See t.L.M. fuchardson, Religion and the I,aw, Wellington, 1962, generally, and his summary on

p.61, on this point.iu tU-rnguiU Report, p.43; also p.46. For similar sentiment see report of talk by H. Miller, librarian at

Victoria University Colllge, 'Factors Which Influence Our Character', Evening Post,3l October 1957,

p.14.is J.M. Soler, .,.Drifting towards Moral Chaos": The 1954 Mazengarb Report - a Moral Panic over

"Juvenile Immorality"', M.Phil. thesis, Massey University 1988' pp.244-5.
8e M. Reid, ,Do We Give the Best Training for Life in a Secular Society?' National Education,L, I

August 1968, pp.299-300 at P.300.
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the old mental prepossessions have to go. We must',wench our minds free from the

domination of religion over sexual matters.'el

There was not a totally unitbrm church position rvith regard to sexual behaviour and

sexual moralitv in the early 1960s. Nevertheless, the mainstream position, held by most

churches, was that sexual activity outside of heterosexual marriage was sin. A corollary

was that homosexual behaviour was sinful.e2 Dr Fisher, then Archbishop of

Canterbury, spelt this out very directly in 1953, 'Let it be understood that

homosexuality is a shameful vice and a grievous sin from which deliverance is to be

sought by every means'.e3 This view was echoed by Bishop Gowing, Anglican bishop

of Auckland, in the 1960s when supporting decriminalization: 'I desire to state most

emphatically that such recommendations in no way involve the slightest mitigation of

the Church's condemnation of sin and moral evil.'ea Though such denunciations might

later be deemed 'quaint and unscientific',es they provided a strong religious

underpinning for the continuing criminalization of male homosexual behaviour.

Sexual values in New Zealand society in the early 1960s:

I have already argued that there was strong and continuing influence of Christian ethics

in New Zealand society in the early 1960s, and that such views included a perspective

e0 I.R. Reiss, The Social Context of Premarital Sexual Permissiveness, New York 1961 , p.119.
er H. Wright, Sex and Sociefy, London, 1968' p.82.
s2 West, f{omosexuality Re-uamined,p.3 10. Despite an increasingly liberal view in many Western

countries such as New Zlaland, the 1998 international Anglican bishops Lambeth Conference continued

to endorse traditional views on sexuality in general and on homosexuality in particular by a four to one

majority. See D. Eaton, 'Biblical Norms Upheld at Lambeth', Reality, XXIX, OctoberAlovember 1998'

p-39.ir Reported inThe Times.25 November 1953, as recorded by D.J. West, Homosuuality, Chicago'

1967,pp.96-7.
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that the only legitimate expression of sexual activity was sexual intercourse within

marriage. As late as 1975 Roberta Page could assert that'the church is a social

institution with a strong condemnatory attitude towards premarital sex' and that 'New

Zealand,larv and sociely is, in general. opposed to premarital sex While Page

may have been overstating the situation for 1975, her perspective was significantly

accurate with regard to 1960.

A consequence of religious influence on publicly held sexual ethics was that any

homosexual behaviour was comrnonly regarded as wrong or sinful. ln addition,

because of the strong sense of conformity in society at that time, even if there was not a

moral judgment leading to the label 'sin', there was yet a strong sense of departure

from the normal. So homosexuality was a 'deviation', a 'perversion'.e7 It was

commonly lumped in with other 'perversions'. Association of homosexuality with

some of those more abhorred behaviours increased the abhorrence of homosexual

behaviour. Thus Wellington professor of psychology Ernest Beaglehole could explain

'sex perversions' in 1950 as being 'homosexuality, "interference" by men with young

boys or girls, and the like'.e8 Similarly, William Rowe could write an article in

Australia on othe treatment of homosexuality and associated perversions'.ee Likewise

the editorial staff of ,sexologt, in identiffing homosexuality as a deviation in 1951, then

listed other deviations: 'masochism, sadism, flaggelation [sic] (whipping),

e4 .church says Prison No Answer to Homosexualily" Evening Post,2l June 1966, p.t2.
e5 D. Herman, Righs of Passage: Strugglesfor Lesbian and Gay Legal Equality, Toronto, 1994, p.8'
e6 Page,'The Sexual Behaviour', pp.l49, 156.
nt For-example, Medlicott, 'sociopathic Personality Disturbance', in P.J. Lawrence (ed.), Mental Health

and the Community: The Proceedings of a Conference for Professional Groups Organized by the

Canterbztry Mentai Heatth Council as a Contribution to the lTorld Mental Health l/ear, Christchurch,

1961, pp.373-5 at p.373 (re 'deviation'),.and Bevan-Brown, The Sources of Love and Fear,3'd edn,

Christchurch, 1960, pp.5-6, 6l (re'perversion').
eE E. Beaglehole, Mental Health in New Zealand, Wellington' 1950, pp.6-7'
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common belief was that 'most homosexuals dicidedly [sic]

they were a menace to children - child predators. The notion

that homosexuals rvere potential paedophiles appears in a 1962 thesis examining the

aetiology of paedophilia.r02 While the thesis itself did not substantiate this claim (only

two of the hundred paedophiles surveyed were apparently homosexuals), in reviewing

academic literature the author noted that *latent homosexuals' were one of the thirteen

types identifred in the literature as a whole as having a propensity towards

paedophilia.'O3 This highlights the strong persisting association in the public's mind

between homosexuality and paedophilia irrespective of the scientific data on the

matter. Even when scientific literature did not make a direct linkage between

homosexuality and paedophilia, implicit tinkage was common, for example through

mention of homosexuals sublimating their urges by leading scout groups or boys'

choirs.loa Such perspectives meant that homosexuality evoked a widespread response

of horror and disgust in early post-world-war-two New Zealand.los

Because homosexual behaviour is located in the broader context of sexuality generally,

it is important to consider that broader perspective, md not just homosexuality in

isolation. It was the increased sexual freedom of society that helped open the way for

ee W.S. Rowe, 'The Treatment of Homosexuality and Associated Perversions' , The Medical Journal of
Austr al ia, Il, 1 4, 1967, Pp.637-8.ro0 Sexologt'sEditoriai Staff, 'What Makes a Sexual Deviate?', Suologt, XVII, 7, 195 l, pp.4l2-9 at

p.413.iot N. Nielson, 'What Is Homosexuality2' International Journal of Suologt, VI, 3, 1953, pp.l88-9.
to2 R.F. patchett, 'The Etiology of Paedophilia: A Descriptive Study of Two Groups of New Zealand

Paedophiles', MA thesis, Victoria University of Wellington,1962.
ro3 lbid., pp.37,64.
ro4 f.R.'dtalwo rthy, The Facts of Mental Health and lllness,3d edn, Christchurch, 1961, p'67;

Stallworthy, A Manwal of Psychiatry. 5th edn, Christchurch, 1961, p.73; H.J' Wily & K.R. Stallworthy,

Mental Abnormality and the law, Christchurch, 1962, pp.35,239,241,243,250-l'
r05 Beaglehole, Mental Health,p.T; Staltworthy, The Facts, pp'61,66; Nglei, "Homosexuality', p'40;

H.E. Williams, 'Homosexuality: Aspects of Thij Problem Aboard Ships', 5h year preventive medicine

dissertation, University of Otago, 1962, p.49.
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an increased toleration of homosexuality.l06 Conversely, if homosexuality came into

increasing acceptance, this would encourage permissiveness on a broader front.

Sexuality in general, and homosexuality in particular, were two very intertwined issues.

Much gay liberation rhetoric came to argue for a sexuality based on pleaswe without

restriction, so long as there was mutuality.'ot An exampte of this is Allen Young's

statement, 'Gay, in its most far-reaching sense, means not homosexual, but sexually

free. This includes a long-range vision of sensuality as a basis for sexual relationships'.

The implications of this were clearly much more far-reaching than for homosexuality

alone. As Carter Heyward observed, oOne of the methodological problems in

attempting to study an issue like "homosexuality" or "marriage" is that, like a domino,

once touched it affects everything else'.108 Greenberg commented on the relationship of

various sexual issues as follows:

Not without justification, moral conservatives see the various sex and gender

issues as linked; permissiveness about homosexuality therefore implies equal

permissiveness on abortion, premarital and extramarital sex, pornographY, and

the role of women in society. Alarm about liberalization on one of these issues is

consequently heightened by the perception that it carries implications for other

issues. Antigay campaigns thus become invested with the anxieties and agendas

associated with sexual permissiveness in all its machinations. It is not just normal

heterosexuality they defend, but a whole way of life.l0e

Because of the intertwining of issues of sexuality broadly, ffid of homosexuality

specifically, this section of the thesis looks in more detail at the broader sexual values

of New Zealanders in the early 1960s. Such examination confirms public adherence to

the mainstream Christian position on sexuality at that period in time.

106 See, for example, J. Weeks, Sexuality, p.92ff. drawing attention to liberalization of attitudes broadly

with regard to sex, and the locating of anitqdes to homosexual behaviour within that broader context.
r07 A. Young, 'The Opposite to Gay Is Sad', Craccwm, XLVI, I l, I June 1972'p'4'
r08 C. Heywara, 'sexuat Ethics and the Church: A Response', in Becher, J., (ed.), //omen, Religion and

Sexuality:-studies on the Impact of Retigious Teachings on Pllomen, Geneva, 1990, pp.260-3 at p.260-
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In considering mid-twentieth-century sexual values in Ne'"v Zealand, we need to cast

our minds back to the nineteenth century. To some extent the notion of a rigid, tightly

controlled sexual code in Victorian New Zealand is a myth.ll0 Furthermore, far from

sex being a taboo topic of conversation, Foucault has drawn our attention to the

tremendous extent of Western discourse on sexual matters in the nineteenth century,

albeit within certain defined channels.l ll Nevertheless, the dominant public view was

that marriage was a prerequisite for sexual activity.l12 ln keeping with such a view the

New Zealand Chief Justice cotrld freely speak out in the 1930s against 'the alarming

extent of the promiscuity of sexual intercourse that 
_apparently 

exists amongst

unmarried persons'.lI3 tmplicit in this statement is the sense that decent mainstream

society accepted this perspective: sex was off-limits for the not-yet-married.

Marriage itself did not mean unbridled licence. There was a widespread belief in the

nineteenth century that too much sex was damaging, especially to the nervous

system.lla Most dangerous was non-procreative sex, particularly masturbation and

homosexual acts.l15 John Money, an American sexologist (originaily a New

Zealander), put the blame for the spread of these sorts of ideas especially on Simon

toe D.F. Greenbe rg, The Consffuction of Homosexuality, Chicago, 1988, pp'47 l-2'
I ro See, for examp-le, S. Eldred-Gri gg, Pleasures af the Ftesh: Sex & Drugs in Colonial New Zealand

lB40-tgl5,Wellington, 1984,pp.248-g.However,whilearguingthatcolonialNewZealandhadanew
freer sexiral morality, Eldred-Giigg still observed, 'Heterosexual marriage certainly remained the only

respectable sexual partnership.' Ibid., p.249.
I I I ' M. Foucault, ih" nXtory of Sexuality: Volume I: An Introduction, transl. R. Hurley, New York,

1978, passim.
rr? V.L. nutlough, Science in the Bedroom: A History of Sex Researc&, New York, 1994, p. 18.

I rr Reported in ;Serious Social Questi ons' , Evening Post, 17 February 1937, p.I 0.
r14 Builough, ScienceintheBedroom,pp.22-3.SeealsoR.Barton,'SocialAftitudesto
Homosexuaiify', a report prepared for the Mental Health Foundation 1982, p.5: Mental Health

Foundation, Auckland.It5 V.L. Bullough,'Homosexuality and the Medical Moddl', Journal of Homosacuality, l, l,1974,
pp.99-109, passim.
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Andr6 Tissot's 1758 / Treatise on the Diseases Protluced by Onanism.ll6 That work

argued that degeneracy was brought on by semen wastage and semen depletion, the

result both of masturbation and of excessive conjugal relationships. In Money's

perspective, Tissot's views 'released a two-hundred-year cascade of medical, moral,

and religious antisexual mania'.1 l7

Insanity was commonly attributed to masturbation.t't Baden-Powell contended, in his

Scotrts for Boys, that masturbation led to hysteria, insanity, blindness, and loss of

memory."e Thitt"".t years later Truby King argued that chronic constipation needed

careful monitoring as it led to catarrh of the rectum, which led to thread worrns, which

led to intolerable itching, which led to sexual excitement, which led to masturbation.

King's exposure of the linkage between chronic constipation and masturbation ended

with this waming in relation to masturbation: 'This interferes with proper cerebral

evolution, and the entire individual is thereby altered.'I20 Vi"ws such as those of

Baden-Powell-and Truby King illustrate the extent to which sexuality was viewed as a

dangerous force in the nineteenth century and the earlier part of the twentieth

century.12l

It is important to recognize society's high level of concern in relation to sexual ethics at

the start of the 1960s. For many, sex was perhaps the most crucial moral issue. Around

t16 J. Money, Gendermaps: Social Constructionism, Feminism, and Ssosophical History, New York,

I995, pp.67-8.
rr? bid.lr8 See, for example, 'Inhabitants of Lunatic Asylums Number 2480: 100 Years Ago fromHerald

Flles, , NZ Herald, 7 August lggg, A2. The article reported masturbation as the cause of insanity in 26

cases.
I te Noted in Greenberg, The Construction, p.365'
f 20 Discussed in E. Ofsen, 'Truby King and the Plunket Sociery', NZIH, XV, l, 1981, pp"3-21 at p'15'
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this time there were several 'moral panics' in relation to sexual licence, for example,

the storm of concern over teenage promiscuity in Lower Hutt in 1954.t22 Even in

1975. Colin tvlcGeorge could note the tendency for "'moral education" to be equated in

the popular imagination witl'r sexual morality or religious instruction'.123

Homosexual acts were a particularly grave breech of sexual morality. Maurice Gee

brought this out graphically in imaginatively portraying a father's discovery of his son

in homosexual activity in the 1920s:

I saw what it was inevitable to see. It stunned me. I had a moment of utter

blackness. I almost fell. When I came to my senses I found I had gripped the

branch of a tree to hold myself on my feet. And my mind became full of a
clamorous boiling rush, full of Old Testament bloodiness. I cried that they were

unclean, that they were filth. And I called down death upon them, I called down

brimstone, fire; I smote them so they died. It is true. I saw life go out of their

eyes. I saw a death come on them. Their flushed men-faces grew white and

bestial. They croaked like toads. And I fled from them, I fled back through the

orchard, but it was an orchard no longer, I ran through the slimepits of Siddim,

where the kings of Sodom and Gomorrah fled and fell. I ran on the plain and did

not tum my eyes, for behind me the smoke of the evil cities went up as the smoke

of a furnace.l2a

In Gee's Trilogy Alfred's sister restored relationships with him in the 1960s, but with a

great deal of diffidence:

I meant to come up gradually on his world. I had the idea that the whole of a

homosexual's life was sex. When they were not actually oat it' (Rebecca's

phrase) they were getting ready, or recovering from it, or circling round each

othur, passing signals and intriguing. I never lost my nervousness of
homosexuals. Touching between them, words of affection, made me

tzr A. Gray, Expressions of Sexuality, Auckland, 1985, p.3. See also Unwin, Sex and Culture, passim,

linking the iise oisocieties with sexual expression and their fall with sexual freedom.
t?2 Fir full discussion of the term'moral panic' see Soler, "'Drifting"', pp.13,34, andpa.ssin- See also

R. Shuker et al., Youth, Media and Moral Panic in New Zealand (From Hooligans to Video Nasties),

Palmerston North, 1990, passim
r?r C. McGeorge, .Somi Old Wine and Some New Bottles: Religious and Moral Education in New

Zealand', Journal of lvloral Education, IV, 3, I 975, pp.2 I 5:23 at p'21'l'
r24 M. Gee, The Plumb Trilogt, Auckland, 1978, 1981, 1983, Plumb, p'200'
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uncomfortable. I was afraid they might start enjoying their sex lives in front of
me. like dogs.'25

One legacy of widespread anrieties about sex generally was to reinforce beliefs about

the need to maintain a rigid standard in relation to sexual behaviour. This matter came

to a head in 1954. Extensive under-age sexual activity came to light in Lower Hutt.

Police comment on the matter was that there was a 'shocking degree of immoral

conduct among adolescents in the Hutt Valley'.126 New Zealand's Prime Minister, Sid

Holland, called it a'grave social problem'.I2i [n the 'moral panic' that followed, the

government rushed to set up a special committee to report on moral delinquency. Its

terms_of reference were'To inquire into and to report upon conditions and influences

that tend to undermine standards of sexual morality of children and adolescents in New

Zealand., and the extent to which such conditions and influences are operative, and to

make recommendations to the Government for positive action by both public and

private agencies or otherwise'. 128

The resulting Mazengarb Report was quite direct in opposing any social acceptance of

pre-marital or de facto relationships: 'Such a view is opposed to all the ideas of chastity

which are inherent in ou( morality.'l2e It described 'sexual immorality' as a

.clandestine vice'.130 As Alison Gray noted, 'Implicit in the report is the idea that

marriage is still the only legitimate arena for the expression of sexuality and that young

people's curiosity and desire to explore their sexuality is abnormal, dangerous and

r25 M. Gee, The Plumb Trilogt, Meg,pp.l74,180.
126 'Inquiry on Adolescent Conduct', NZ Herqld, l3 July 1954, p.8.
127 lbid.
r2E Mazengarb Report, p.10.
r2e lbid., p.48.
rro lbid., p.13.
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perverse.'rll This perspective was not peculiar to the report writers. An Auckland Star

editorial on the Mazengarb Report, for example, began with the heading, 'Helpful

report on moral delinquency'.t32 The solidariqv of society in this matter can also be

seen in the way the Presbyterian church, in looking at 'maladjusted and anti-social

youth' a few years later, could recommend the need for 'simple, consistent practical

teaching of legal and moral codes by family, school, Church, trade unions and

employers'.'t' An assumption in such a statement is that all sectors of society were in

lock-step on matters of moralitY.

Certainly there was an occasional voice of dissent to that perspective. One such was an

anonymous writer in Here & Now in 1954. However, his concern was not so much with

the public's morality but with the fact that this morality was so often observed in the

breach rather than in the observance.'34 His solution was to have more organized

leisure, on the principle that 'Satan finds work for idle hands to do'.t35

The high standing of the Mazengarb Report can be seen in the fact that the Government

had it printed and distributed free to each of New Zealand's farnilies.l36 Redmer Yska

commented, '[T]he morals committee had served the National Government weU. By

r3l A. Gray, Expressions,p.4.
t32 Auckland Sla4 .Helpful Report on Moral Delinquency', 22 September 1954.
r3i S.C. Francis, Repori on Miladiztsted and Anti-social Youth(prepared by the Special Committee of
the Assembly's Sociil Service Committee, for presentation to the meeting ofthe General Assembly at

Invercargill 1959 (Sfuart C. Francis: convenor)), Christchurch, n.d. [c.1959]'
134 enon., .Young Sex and Otd Society', Here & Now,4l, August 1954, pp.5-6 at p.5.
r35 lbid., p.6.
136 Glazetrook, 'The Mazengarb Report', p.3; 'Juvenile Report for Palents', Evening Post,23

September 1954, p.20.
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spelling out the conventional values it felt New Zealand was abandoning, it fired a

warning shot that echoed tbr the rest of the decade.'137

Rigidity in relation to maintaining sexual standards can be seen too in relation to film

censorship. Much of that censorship was a self-imposed one by the film industry itself'

The revised American Hays Code, which regulated this self-censorship, asserted in its

1956 version that 'the sanctity of the institution of marriage and the home shall be

upheld. No film shall infer that casual promiscuous sex relationships are the accepted

or common thing.'138 Off-limit subjects included explicit treatment of adultery, clear

identification of brothels, open-mouthed kissing and lustful embraces, anything more

than a suggestion of seduction, and specific references to abortion.l3e In 1956 the New

Zealand censor, Gordon Miram, excised from the filrn Rock Around the Clock the

words of one jiving teenage girl to another, 'Have fun, you'd be amazed at the number

of men around the country who don't want to get married'.I40 If diversity of sexual

expression was not publicly acceptable with regard to heterosexual behaviour, what

chance was there for such diversity to be acceptable for homosexual behaviour?

The result of such attitudes was a markedly uniform public view of sexual morality - a

view that only heterosexual marital activity was legitimate.t4l Deparfinent of Health

material in 1955, for example, asserted, 'Sex can be a very beautiful thing, but it is very

ri7 R. yska, Att Shook Up: The Flash Bodgie and the Rise of the New Zealand Teenager in the Fifties,

Auckland, 1993, p.82.
rr8 

Quoted in J.'Trevelyan, I(hat the Censor Saw, London,19'73,p'246. See, generally, Guy, 'The

Cinematograph Film Censorship Debate', pp' I -2.
r3e U. Cibson, 'Censors and the Cinema', NZ Listener, I 3 September 1971, p.6, col.2.
r{o R. Yska, All Shook up,p.lo9.
14r See, for example, Stailworthy, The Facts, pp.72-3. New Zealand's public perspective probably goes

back to the Victorian era. For the pubtic/ private distinctionin regard to sex in the Victorian era' see

Tosh, 'What Should Historians Do', p.182.
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easily spoilt. It is only in the sanctity of marriage that it can be enjoyed freely,

unashamedly, and ,"vith the sanction of society.'la2 Such perspectives led Olssen to

make the observation that betw'een 1900 and the 1950s, it was 'clear to all but the

un-regenerate . . . what behaviour was tolerable and right'.'o' Th. unregenerate might

include bodgies and widgies - A.E. Manning disclosed that some of them disagreed

r,vith the Christian ethic that sex outside maniage \,vas wrong - but Manning set his

readers' thinking straight in the title of his book: The Bodgie: A Study in Abnormal

psychologt laa While Wily and Stallworthy's assertion in 1962 that'some aspects of

the law reflect the Puritan view that sex under any circumstances is regrettable',I4s is

an overstatement, it nevertheless highlights public strictness in relation to sexual

matters in mid-t'wentieth-century New Zealand-

The model social unit was the two-parent family in which all sexual activity was to

take place. Reinforcement of this model can be seen in the Social Security Amendment

Act 1945 granting a universal family benefit in New Zealatd. Despite the 'universal'

language, the benefit was not granted in respect of children bom out of wedlock and

raised by single mothers - such children were not considered part of a family.la6 Such a

iegislative decision to exclude situations that failed to conform was part of a pervasive

reinforcement of family and sexual values.

14? New Zealand Deparrment of Health, Sex and the Adolescent Boy, Wellington, n.d. [1955]' p.5; also

New Zealand Deparfment of Health, Saz,r and the Parent, Wellinglon, n.d. [1955]' p.5'
r4r E. Olssen &A. Levesque: 'Towards a History of the European Family in New Zealand', in P-G.

Koopman-Boyden (ed.), Fimities in Nqw Zealand Soc'|e4l' wellington' 1978' pp'1-25 at p'19'
t* 'A.8. 

Manning, The Bodgie: A Sndy in Abnormal Psychologt, Wellinglon, 1958' pp.14-15-
t45 Wily & Stallworthy, Mentat Abnormality'p-249.
146 M. McClure, A Civilised Community: A History of Soiial Secttrity in New Zealand 1898'l,998,

Auckland, 1998, p.106.
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This is not to say that all, or even most, conformed to this socially accepted pattem of

sexual behaviour. The behaviour of private citizens has commonly diverged markedly

from public standards, especialty with regard to sexual ethics. As Kingsley Davis

asserted, 'an orderly integration of the sexual drive w'ith social life taxes to the utmost

the normative machinery'.14? Similarly we have the observation of Kardiner that

'Kinsey has taught us that sex convention is one thing and practice another'.I48 'I-he

always-significant levels of non-marital sexual activity may have increased in

twentieth-century Westem society as early as the l920s.rae Certainly, a major shift was

taking place with regard to non-marital sexual activity after World War Two.

The change stemmed from a host of factors, including increased urbanization, the

emergence of adolescent identity and autonomy, the conceding of control over their

courtship patterns to young people, their greater access to private motor vehicles,

increased higher education, and women gaining more social freedom, especially

through their greater participation in the paid work-force.l50 Such changes also affected

patterns of homosexuality. Jock Phillips has drawn attention, for example, to the

t47 
Quoted in Reiss, The Social Context, preface.

t48 A. Kardiner, Sex and Moraltry, London, 1955, p.24. On the general point of distinction of public

sexual moraliry and private behaviour see also S. Eldred-Grigg, Pleasures of the F,lesh, p'249;-Adam'

The Rise,p.2;L. Stone, ?"le Family, Sex and Marriage in England t5A0-1800,2"d abridged edition,

New York, 1919, passim.
149 

Reiss, i.he Social Context, p.8. However, note caution with regard to New Zealand in the 1920s in

G.A. Carmichael, 'Aspects of Ex-Nuptualiry in New Zealand: Towards a Social Demography of

Marriage and the Family since the Second World War', PhD thesis, Australian National University,

1982, pp.57, 155.
r50 V. Packard, The Sexual Wilderness: The Upheaval in Male-Female Relationships: The Breakup of
Traditional Morality: New Trends in Sexual Behaviour Among the Young, London, 1968' pp.l9-30; J.

Costello, Virtue under Fire: How World War II Changed our Social and Sexual Attitudes, Boston, 1985,

pp.258,274; Reiss, The Social Context,p.t67; Gidlow,'Leisure', p.245;H. May,'Postwar Women

ib+S-tqOO and their Daughters 1970-1985: An Analysis of Continuity, Contadiction, and Changes in

Two Generations of Pakeha Women as Mothers, Wives, and Workers', PhD thesis, Victoria University

ofWellington, 1988.
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gowth of large Nerv Zealand cities as a post-world-r,var-two phenomenon that enabled

gay sub-groups to emerge and provide sotidarity for gays against societal pressures.lsl

The American sociologist. Ronald Inglehart, developed a comprehensive explanation

for post-World-War-Tr.vo values changes.l52 Drarving from the ideas of Abraham

Maslow, he argued that there was now unprecedented affluence and security in most of

Westem society.lsl Because these basic needs were satisfied, intergenerational shift

was now occurring, with younger people increasingly moving from 'acquisitive' or

'materialist' values to 'post-bourgeois' or 'post-materialist' .ralues.l5a The result was a

much greater focus on the 'subjective aspects of well-behg','tt on the 'qualitative

aspects of society',ttu on giving priority to fighting 'the dehumanizing tendencies

inherent in Industrial [sic] society'.Is? The move was away from authoritarianism and

towards liberal tolerance of diversity.lss This value change had implications for

sexuality: '[T]he rise of Postmaterialism itself seems to be only one aspect of a still

broader process of cultural change that is reshaping the religious orientations, gender

roles, sexual mores, and cultural norms of Western society'.15e Inglehart regarded shifts

in perspectives on homosexuality as part of that liberal shift.t60 A feature of Inglehart's

views has been his stress that change is not immediate or right across society; rather the

15r Phillips, A Man's Country? p.275.
lsz R. Inglehart, 'The Silent Revolution in Europe: lntergenerational Change in Post-[ndustrial

Societies',lrn erican Potiticat Science Review, LXV, 4, 1971, pp'991-1017; also by the same author,

The Silent Revolution: Changing Values and Political Styles among Western Publics, Princeton, 1977;

Culture Shift in Advanced Industrial Societies, Princeton, 1990; also P.R. Abrahamson & R. Inglehart,

value Chaige in Global Perspective, Ann Arbor, 1995; also R. Inglehart Modernization and

Postmodernization: Cultural, Economic, and Palitical change in 43 Societies, Princeton, 1997, p.4.
r53 lnglehart, The Silent Revolution; Changing Values,pp.2l-2.
r54 Inglehart, 'The Silent Revolution in Europe', p.991.
r55 lnglehart, The Silent Revolution: Changing Values, p.l6'
156 lbid., p.365.ts, Ibid., p.366.
r58 Inglehart, Cultur e Sh ift, p.7 0; Modernization, pp -23, 90.
r5e Inglehart, Cultural Shift, p.66; Modernization, pp.4,37 .
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change of values takes place in young people in their formative years, with societal

change as a whole gradually occurring as the new generation takes the place of the

previous generation.l6l While Inglehart's views have not had total acceptance,

especially with regard to a shift towards non-materialism, there is a fair degree of

support for the notion that post-war affluence has significantly altered values in a much

more liberal direction across the globe.r62

Such changes were in their infancy in 1960. The change was intergenerational; and the

first post-war babies were now only in their early teenage years, However, change was

afoot as the new generation matured and increased in numbers and influence.t63

lncreasingly, this created contradiction between public values and private behaviour.

James K. Baxter bitingly satirized the situation in Dunedin in the 1960s:

160 Inglehart, Culnre Shtft, p.l2; Modernization, pp'5, 4l-
16r hglehart, Modernization, p.34'
162 VJdty ewgmann made ttri biting comment, 'Perhaps those who have written with such conviction

about a change fro- u dominant paraOigm of economic values to an alternative paradigm of quality of
life values have been da"z.ledUy the strining political moment of the 1960s and early 1970s, and blinded

to the changes that have occurred since': V. Burgmann, Power and Protest: Movements for Change in

Australian Society, Stleonards, NSW, 1993, p.3. For in-depth critique see R'M' Duch & M'A' Taylor,
.postmaterialism and the Economic Condition', American Journal of Political Science,XXXYll,3,

1993, pp347-79; S.C. Flanagan, 'Changing Values in Advanced Industrial Societies: Inglehart's Silent

Revolution from the Perspeciive of Japanese Findings', Comparative Political Studies, XlV, 4, 1982,

pp.403-44;S.C. Flanagan, 'Measuring Valu" Change in Advanced Industrial Societies - A Rejoinder to

ingletrart', Comparative Potitical Studies, XV, l, 1982, pp.99-128. While all authors queried Inglehart's

viJw of a shift away from materialism, Flanagan gave solid endorsement to the notion that peace and

prosperity lead away from authoritarianism towards more liberal values. For another view, critical of
ingtiiran see H.D. 

-Clarke, 
N.D. Dutt, & J. Rapkin, 'Conversations in Context: The (Mis)Measurement

of Vatue change in Advanced Industrial Societies', Potitical Behavior, XIX, l, 1997, pp.l9-39. For

argument thati complex of factors (parental socialization, familial and societal formative security,

education, contemporary influencesjbe$er explain a materialist-to-postnaterialist shift, see G.N. Marks,
.The Formation of Matirialist and Postmaterialist Values', Social Science Research, )O(VL 1991 ' pp.52'

68.
163 Inglehart noted that it was in the 1960s that postmateriilists 'first emerged as a major political

factor': lnglehart, Culture Shift, p'67 .
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Are all you bastards melancholics?
Have you forgotten that your city
Was founded in bastardry
And half your elders (God be thankit)
Were born the wrons side of the blanket?l6a

D'Emilio and Freedman quoted the reminiscence of one American woman in relation

to the confusion and contradiction of sexual mores of that time, "'Postwar America

was a society with Stop-Go lights flashing everywhere we looked . ' . . Sex, its magic

spell everywhere, was accompanied by the stern warning: 'Don't do it.""165

Change in the incidence of pregnancies occuning out of wedlock signalled changes in

sexual behaviour. The illegitimacy rate in New Zealand (number of ex-nuptial live

births per 1000 never married, widowed, divorced, or legally separated, non-Maori

women aged 15 - 24) increased from 8.0 in 1940, to 20.6 in 1960, while the bridal

pregnancy ratio altered from 12.4% to 20.lo/o in that same period.l65 Changes in

publicly held sexual values started to become evident in the 1960s, especially with the

advent of the contraceptive pill which became a symbol of sexual freedom.l67 As one

writer expressed it in 1965, '[T]he pill requires a rethinking of our concepts of sexual

morality and a thorough re-examination of the motives behind our present crippling

rn J.K. Baxter, A Small Ode on Mixed Flotting: Elicited by the Decision of the Otago University

Authorities to Forbid This Practice among Studenls, n.p., n.d-
165 D'Emilio and Freedman, Intimate Matters, p.264.
166 Carmichael,'Aspects', P.47.
167 The oral contraceptive pill was approved by the American Food and Drug Administration in 1960,

and introduced into New ZeatanO in 1961. See D'Emilio & Freedman, Intimate Matters, p.250; D.C.

Moreau, 'Living with the Pill: Oral Contraceptive Use in New Zealand, 1960-1975', MA thesis,

University of Auckland, 1997,p.4. For a more general viewpoint on shifting sexual values in New

Zealand in the 1960s, see D. Thomas,'Some Aspects of Prdmarital Sexual Behaviour', Science Record,

16, August 1966, pp.3l-3.
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sanctions against those who deviate from the nalrow arbitrary paths imposed by those

who call themselves Christians'. 168

Tlre pill was quickly seen as a crucial factor in New Zealand becoming a more sexually

permissive society. This was evident in a l97l NZUSA publication: '[H]ave you ever

wondered why society has become more "permissive"? The answer is simple: more

efficient contraceptives have removed the main reason for moral taboos.'l6e However,

the significance of the pill may perhaps not have been so much its actual influence on

behavioural pattems, but rather its influence on changing sexual outlook - a revolution

,not in bed but in the head'.170 One outcome of this was that earlier argument that

homosexual acts were wrong because they were sterile, lacking potential for the

perpetuation of the species, ceased to carry force within society.tTl This was now true

also of most heterosexual acts. Such a fact led to sexual acts coming to be considered

within a different frame of reference. An aspect of this change was a basic shift from

sex-denial to sex-afftrmation. 
I 72

While some change in sexual patterns took place in the 1960s, significant change had

already been occurring in the 1950s, albeit in more clandestine fashion.tT3 In fact,

several researchers have identified seeds of the changing pattern in the upheavals of the

t6E pseudonymous ('scientist'),'The Pill', New Zealand Monthly Review, vol. 6, September 1965,

pp.6-7 atp.7.
r6e Anon., Livingwith Sex, (NZUSA publication), n.p., 1971, p'32'
t7o This was u tti4o, emphasis of the thesis of Danielle Moreau. It rebutted views of people like Linda

Grant that a sexual revolution would not have occurred without the availability of the connaceptive pill.

See Moreau, . Living with the Pill', pp.120- l; L. Grant, Sexing the Millenium. London, 1994, pp.l8, 60.
r7r However, the iderly B.L. Dallard was stilt using this argument in 1980: Dallard, Fettered Freedom,

pp. 104-5. For comment on the implications of the birth-control pill for attitudes to homosexuality, see V.

Burgmann, Power and Protest, P.152'
t?2 -Dr 

Evelyn Duvall quoted by L. Kirkendell, 'Teen-Agers Sex Attitudes', in Genn6, Foundations,

p.84.
iz: May, 'Postwar Women', v, and P. 4.
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war years, with an ever-increasing outworking thereafter.lTo Jeffrey Weeks, in rejecting

a focus on a calendar decade in relation to the emergence of Western permissiveness,

argued that the 'permissive moment' [sic] covered a period roughly from the mid-

1950s to rhe mid-1970s, while conceding that this might vary fiom colrntry to

country.lT5 Nevertheless. though behavioural change was taking place much earlier,

publicly held consensus persisted in New Zealand in the early 1960s that sex was for

marriage alone. Such a view put homosexual behaviour altogether beyond the pale of

acceptability.

Especialty was this the case because sexual morality was then a central moral concern.

In mid-twentieth-century New Zed,and this was illustrated by the way newsPapers

would discretely report that a'morals case' was before the courts. Readers of that time

knew that a 'morals case' meant an issue of sexual morality.lT6 While the view that

sexual issues were at the core of moral issues did not persist for society at large into the

1980s, it did for many conservative Christians. For example, anti-reform spokesperson,

Barry Reed, when involved in public debate with Fran Wilde in 1985 in relation to

decriminalization, asked her 'What right have you to inflict upon N.Z. no morals?'l77

Reed's views at this point were no longer those of a majority of society. Back in the

early 1960s, however, such a perspective was much more widespread, and this

intensified pressrres on homosexually oriented people.

r74 Costello, Virtue under Fire, p.274; Packard, The Sexual Wilderness, p'30; Carmichael, 'Aspects',

p.155; D'Emilio, Sexual Politics, p.23; H. May, 'Postwar Women', v'
t1s Weeks, Sacuality and lts Discontents,,p.20.
t76 Personal knowledge of the author-
t77 Transcript of Barry Reed's speech l0 June I 985, p. I . He repeated the 'no morals' Ianguage at p.5

of the transcript. Copiei held by Barry Reed, 92 Marsden Ave, Mount Eden, and by the author.
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Medical understandings of homosexuality in the early 1960s:

In the nineteenth century the church was the main institutional shaper of perceptions of

homosexualitv. However, by the end of that century medicine was challenging the

church as moulder of public opinion. In the words of Jeffrey Weeks, '[I]ncreasingly in

the twentieth century the "medical model" of the homosexual has cast an enveloping

shadow over homosexual consciousness'.178 An outcome of such shift was a tendency

to see the homosexual as sick rather than as sinful.l7e Presbyterian ministerial student

J.A. Elvidge, for example, wrote a five-page article on homosexuality in the Knox

College student magazine in 1965.180 Any suggestion in the article that homosexual

behaviour is sinful was implicit at most. On the other hand the language of osickness'

and 'disease' came through the article forcefully and repeatedly'ttt

In noting the change from an image of sin to an image of sickness, we need to highlight

the enormous influence of Sigmund Freud over the twentieth-cenftry West, including

New Zealand,ls2 in relation to perceptions of sexuality (and homosexuality as a sub-set

178 weeks, Coming out, p.23. See also D'Emilio, Making Trouble, pp.8-9; J. Dollimore, Squal

Dissidence: Augustine to lVilde, Freud to Foucault, Oxford, 1991, pp.231-8; L' Fadermann, Surpassing

the Love of Mei and: Romantic Friendship and Love Between Womenfrom the Renaissance to the

present,l.iew Yorh 1981, pp.20, 314; Greenberg,The Construction, p.403; W. Morgan, 'Queer Law',

p.1 5.i'tg 
See, for example, J. Money, 'Sin, Sickness, or Status? Homosexual Cender Identity and

Psychoneuroendocrinology', American Psychotogist, XLII, I 987, pp.384-99 at p.3 84.
ttd J.A. Elvidge, 'The Anonymous Sex', Theological Review, VI, 1965, pp'44-8'
r8r See, especially, pp.44,45,48'
18? See, foi r*uriti, nr marked influence of Freudian theory in J.B. Denford, 'The Psychodynamics of
Homosexuali ty' in- Forum: A Magazine for Presbyterian Ministers, XX[, 5, 1969, pp'24' Denford was

a psychiatrist ind an assistant lecturer in psychological medicine-at the University of Otago. See also

Freud's influence on Ken Stallworthy (medical superintendent of Tokanui Hospital), on M. Bevan-

Brown (Christchurch psychiatrist and president of the New Zealand Association of Psychotherapists) and

on a number of Universiry of Otago medical students of the 1950s and 60s: Stallworthy, The Facts,

pp.l43-6; Wily & Stallworthy, Mental Abnormality, pp.9-10; M. Bevan-Brown,The Sources, pp'xi, l-3;

i.i. R. penett, 'Homosexuality', 5r year preventive medicine dissertation, University of Otago, 1956,

p. l2: H.E. Williams, 'Homosexuality', pp.9, 48; S'W. Twethlow, 'sociological Pressures on the

Homosexual Male', 5h year preventive medicine dissertation, University of Otago, 1965'p.32'
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of sexuality). One New Zealand psychology lecturer, Ernest Beaglehole, seemed almost

to give messianic status to Freud: 'This change from fear, ignorance, horror and

superstition to science. reason, objectivity and a calm appraisal of relevant causes we

owe more than anything else to the genius of one man, Sigmund Freud.'183 Gagnon and

Simon have well summed up the influence of Freud, 'Freud remains the superego of

nearly all researchers into the sexual, since we must in some measure conforrn to or

rebel against his body of ideas.'l8a

A major feature of Freud's thought was his emphasis on sexuality as embedded in the

core of one's humanity,lss Greenberg expressed the significance of this perspective as

follows: 'In tracing virtually every aspect of human life back to sex, Freud implied a

vast expansion of the sexual sphere. In his writings all roads lead to sex; it provides the

secret of our innermost existence. It follows that our sexual orientations are not merely

one attribute of many that charactettze us, but the key to who we really are.'186

In contrast to earlier theoreticians, Freud viewed this sexual instinct as being present

not just from adolescence but from infancy.lsT While sublimation, resulting in a period

of latency, might characterize much of later childhood, Freud regarded the earliest

years (ages two to five) as full of manifest sexuality, something that was 'accessible to

r83 Beaglehole, Mental Health, p.2;also pp.18,74.
184 

J. Gagnon, & W. Simon, Serual Condua: The Social Sources of Human Suuality, Chicago, 1973'

p.9, also p.6.
r85 lbid., p.12.
r86 Greenberg, The Construction, p.428.
tE7 See S. Filud, The Standard Editton of the Complete Psychological ll/orlc of Sigmund Freud, VII:

Three Essrys on the Theory ofsexuality (1901-1905), transJ. J. Strachey, London, 1953, p'173, where he

claimed that to date, not a single author had clearly recogrrized the regular existence of a sexual instinct

in childhood.
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observation round about the third or fourth year of life'.188 Those earliest years were

auto-erotic, with a wide diversity of experience and manifestation of infant sexuality:

thumb sucking, sucking any part of one's body (even one's genitals [sic])'

det'ecating.l8e Freud's spacious view of the erotic meant that even breast-feeding was

an erotic experience: 'No one who has seen a baby sinking back satiated from the

breast and falling asleep with flushed cheeks and a blissful smile can escape the

reflection that this picture persists as a prototype of sexual satisfaction in later life.'leo

Identiffing such experiences with sexuality, however, is clearly problematical' Is it

appropriate to use adult categories of thought to describe the blurry inner state of an

infant, which the child itself carurot describe, and later maybe cannot remember?lel

However, the purpose of this discussion is not so much to critique Freud as to note his

enornous influence. It was Freud, more than any other thinker, who caused Westem

society to view sexualiry in such a pervasive manner, and to see it as a powerfrrl and

nearly immutable instinct, which could be diverted, if at all, with the greatest difficulty'

The French philosopher, Michel Foucault, has drawn attention to the remarkable

centring of Western focus and discourse on sex: '[T]he west has managed. . . to bring

us almost entirely - our bodies, our minds, our individuality, our history - under the

sway of a logic of concupiscence and desire. Sex, the explanation for

everything.'le2 The outcome of such a perspective is to view sex as being at the core of

r8E lbid., pp.178, 176,232.
rEe lbid., pp.l79-85.
reo lbid., p.182.
rer Gagnon & Simon, Sexual Conduct, p.l4-
tcz t;il; i, p.i8; J. Weeks, Set, Politics and Society: The Regulation of Sacuatity since 1800,2"d

edn, London, tdtq, p.6; D.M. Halperin, 'Sex Before Sexuality: Pederasty, Politics, and Power in

Classical Athens' in Duberman, Vicinus & Chauncey, Hiddenfrom History, pp'37-53 at p'51'
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personl'rood. This clearly stands out in a working paper on homosexuality of the

Cluistchurch subcommittee of the Methodist faith and order committee in 1985: 'We

must be prepared to allorv people to become their true selves, even though that may

mean something different from the majorify. When the church insists on the validiry of

only heterosexual expression, then it is denying the personhood of a very significant

minority.'le3

Foucault vierved the eighteenth-century development of the church confessional, with

its careful and detailed focus on sexual desire as well as sexual ast, as providing an

explanation for the scientica sexualis,with its inordinate amount of discourse, which so

characterizes the West.lea While this may contain a great deal of insight, there still

needs to be an explanation for what Foucault himself observed, the medicalization of

the effects of the confession.tnt Muy it be that Freud is a great part of that explanation?

If this were the case, this would make Freud enormously influential in turning the

attention of the West to the significance of the sexual, and in providing a way of

viewing that pervasive dimension.

part of Freud's thinking on sexuality related directly to homosexuality. Freud regarded

infant sexuality as lacking gender focus, and therefore being innately bisexual:

'Psychoanalysis considers that a choice of an object independently of its sex - freedom

to range equally over male and female objects - as it is found in childhood, in primitive

re3 Reported in K.R.Stephen-Stead, 'The Churches' Response to the Gay Community in Aotearoa New

Zealand', dissertation for the diploma of Scholar in Theology to the Joint Board of Theological Studies'

Aotearoa New Zealand, September 1990, located in the Kinder Library, St John's Theological College'

Auckland. For similar persiective on sexual orientation being 'a fundamental aspect of any person's

being', see Burgmann, Power and Protest, p.139.

'to Foucault, The History of Sexuality: Volume 1, pp.58-65'
re5 lbid., p.67.
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states of socieqv and early periods of history, is the original basis from which, as a

result of restriction in one direction or the other, both the normal and the inverted types

develop.'t96

While Freud acknowledged the inJluence of biological factors in the development of

homosexuality, he primarily attributed such development to environmental psycho-

dynamic factors.reT tn 1915 he added this claim to his original Three Essays,'In all

cases we have examined we have established the fact that the future inverts, in the

earliest years of their childhood, pass through a very intense but short-lived fixation to

a woman (usually their mother), and that, after leaving this behind, they 
_identifr

themselves with a woman and take themselves as their sexual object. That is to say,

they proceed from a narcissistic basis, and look for a young man who resembles

themselves and whom they may love as their mother loved them.'teB Freud's focus was

primarily on the mother. However, he also noted the absence of a strong father in

producing a homosexual outcome. 
lee

In the case of a homosexual person, the 'germs' of the 'pewersion' were located in

childhood, and the outcome was the arrest of a development process: 'A formula

begins to take shape which lays it down that the sexuality of neurotics has remained in,

or been brought back to, an infantile state.'200 Such a person fails to suppress the

te6 Freud, ThreeEssays, pp.145-6. This part of Freud's thought was added tohis Three Ilrsays in the

19l5 edition ofthose essays.
r97 tbid., p.140 for Freud's awareness of both factors, and p.236 for his acknowledgement of the role

of heredity. See also R. Bayer, Homosexuality qnd American Psychiatry: The Politics of Diagnosis,New
york, l9d l, p.25. Bieber noted that Freud cited no clinical or experimental proof for his conclusions on

this issue: I. Bieber etal., Homosexuality,New York, 1962,p.3.
re8 Freud, Three Essays,p. 145n. Emphasis original. See also Greenberg, The Construction, p.425.
ree lbid., p.146. Emphasis original.
2oo lbid., p.172.
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homosexual instinct in adolescence and move on io normal heterosexuality.zol A

homosexual does not become a pervert but remains one.202

While Freud did not profess to have full understanding of the processes that resulted in

adult homosexuality, he regarded that state as typically immutable.2o3 H.ttce he was

pessimistic with regard to'cure'.204

Freud left an enonnous legacy in relation to perceptions both of sexuality generally,

and of homosexuality in particular. While he may have seen homosexuality as

abnormal,2Os he denied that such persons were degenerate or mentally sick: 'lnversion

is found in people who exhibit no other serious deviations from the normal.'206

Nevertheless, the theoretical underpinnings of his conclusions opened the way for

many of his disciples in psychoanalytical understanding to view all homosexuals as

'sick'. Freud's medical language, his terminology of 'neurosir',tot his complex

explanation of distorted early developmental origin,tot *d his view of persisting

homosexuality as an 'inhibition of developmetrt',t0e all gave scope for subsequent

disciples to view homosexuals as being psychologically maladjusted and emotionally

ili. Mondimore drew attention to this point, arguing that Freud's views were

20f lbid., p. 176; Bayer, Homosexuality,p.22-
7o2 Dollimore, Sexaal Dissidence, p.176.
203 lbid., p.182.
204 Buyat, Homosexuality,pp.26-7. See Freud's pessimism in 'Letter to an American Mother', written

in 1935, reproduced in Bieber, Homosexuality,p.2T5.
205 He usia the language of both inversion and perversion with regard to homosexuality, apparently

without always making any sharp distinction between those terms. See Three Essays, which refers to

inverts l.persons with-contrary sLxual feelings') at p. 138, but seems to use 'perversion' in an equivalent

sense at pp.l72, 23 I, 236.
206 Ibid., p.138.
207 Ibid., p.172,
208 Ibid., p.146.
zoe Ibid., p.208.
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catastrophic for homosexuals, his writings being used by psychoanalysts to argue that

homosexuals rvere disturbed in all their relations'210

An example of such perspective is that of American psychiatrist, Edmund Bergler,

who, in 1956, viewed homosexuals as 'sick people', having a'neurotic distortion of the

total personality', and bluntly asserted, 'There are no healthy homosexuals.n2ll Another

psychoanalyst, Gustav Bychowski, drew attention in 1961 to 'deep affinities between

homosexuals and the whole schizophrenic group' and to osome striking parallels

between the homosexual and the adolescent'.2r2 Similarly, British psychiatrist, Clifford

Allen, after referring to the 'immaturity and lack of emotional development' of

homosexuals, asserted that they were 'ill inasmuch as a dwarf is ill because he has

never developed'.2t3

At first Albert Ellis decided that all 'exclusive homosexuals' were 'necessarily

neurotic'.210 Thei, behaviourwas a'fetishistic sickness'.215 He hud straight advice for

homosexuals: 'Let you homosexuals face it, therefore: all of you, every mother's son of

you who is exclusively desirous of homosexual relations, is indubitably neurotic . . . .

[AJll of you are just as neurotic as you could possibly be, and you had better run, not

2r0 Mondimore, A Natural History,pp'5 1,76.
?tr E. Bergler, Homosexuality: Disease or Wry of Life? New York, 1956, p.9. Also his 'What Every

physician Should Know', pp.685-90. An earlier psychoanalyst expressing similar views was Wilhem

St"t"t. His statements inctude the following:'lAJll homosexuals are unhappy. . ' .' '[ see in every

homosexual and neurotic an atavistic element . . . .' 'We will never find a homosexual who has not other

stigmata of a neurosis.' W. Steket, 'Is Homosexuality Curable?' Psychoanalytic Review, XVII, 1930,

transl. B.T. Frohman, pp.443-5 I at pp.444, 446; emphasis original'
2t2 G. Bychowski, 'ftr" Ego and tire OU3ect of the Homosexual', The International Journal of Psycho-

analysis, XLII, 3, 1961, pp'255'9 atpp.255'6.
2r3 -C. 

AlIen, Homosariality: Its Nature, Causation andTreatment, London' 1958, p.34.
?r4 A. Ellis, .On the Cure of Homosexu ality' , International Journal of Sexologt, V ,3, 1952, pp- 13542

at p.136.
2r5' A. Ellis, ,Are Homosexuals Necessarily Neurotic?' in D.W. Cory (ed.), Homosuuality: .4 Cross

Cultural Approach,New York, 1956, pp.407-14 at pp'413.
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walk, to the nearest psychotherapist'.216 Shortly thereafter Ellis expressed the view that

homosexuals who feared 'heterosexual participations' were 'essentially phobic'.217

Later he adopted the view that 'most fixed homosexuals' were 'borderline psychotic or

outright psychotic'.218

The views of psychoanalysts such as Bergler, Ellis, and Allen were very influential

throughout the Western w'orld including New Zealand in the early 1960s'tte This

perspective led to the Australian edition of Time magazine (the primary edition for

New Zealand) describing homosexuality in 1966 as 'a pathetic little second-rate

substitute for reality, a pitiable flight from life', and as 'a pemicious sickness'.2zo It is

also significant that when New Zealander, Bemadette Noble, wrote an article in 1969

sympathetic to homosexuals and to law reform, she could still write of homosexuals:

.many of them are neurotic, unstable, immature and odd'.221 Even for liberals,

homosexuals were poor devils.

The image of homosexuality as mental illness was very much to the fore in the

celebrated Parker-Hulme murder trial subsequent to the murder of Honora Parker in

1954. The two accused, who were found to have battered Honora Parker to death, were

teenage girls who had a close, intense relationship, which was alleged to be lesbian in

216 lbid., pp.4l2-3.ztl e. gifii .The Use of psychotherapy with Homosexuals', Mattachine Review,II, 1956, pp. 14-16 at

p.15.irc A. Ellis, .Homosexualiry: The Right to Be Wrong', Journal of Sex Research,IY,2, 1968, pp'96-

107 at p.99.
zts Kimball Jones, for example, in querying the views of Bergler and Albert Ellis in 1967 noted that
.among the lay public, they are two oithe most widely-read observersof the homosexual problem': H.

rcimbaJl Jonei,-Toward a Christian tJnderitanding of the Homosexual,London, 1967, pp'45'7 '
rzo Time, Eisay: The Homosexual in America', Australian Edition,2l January 1966, pp. 52'3 at p'53'
221 B. Noble, '6ne in Twenty', Thursday,4 September 1969, pp'18-19 at p'18'
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nature.222 One of the accused was Pauline Parker, daughter of the victim. The alleged

motive for the murder was to kill the mother before she could carry through her plan of

separating the two accused and ending their relationship. In rejecting the prosecution

claim that the co-accused were dirry-minded little girls, T.A. Gresson, defence lawyer

for Juliet Hulme, exemplilied the pervasive view of homosexualify as mental illness:

'[T]hey were nothing of the kind, but were mentally sick and were more to be pitied

than blamed. Their homosexuality was a symptom of their disease of the mind'.223

Understandings of homosexuality in the 1960s:

American psychologist, Evelyn Hooker, undertook a very significant, but little noticed,

study in the 1950s to test whether male homosexuals were otherwise maladjusted

individuals.22a Thtough the Mattachine Society, she obtained access to thirly male

homosexuals who were not in therapy, and matched them with thifly controls. She had

them submit to the Rorschach test and submitted the data without identification, apart

from age, to two clinicians who were experts in Rorschach. The purposes of the

analysis were to obtain an unbiased judgment of personality structtue and overall

adjustment and to determine whether the experts could differentiate homosexual from

heterosexual records.

222 The accused were described, for example, in the Mazengarb Report as 'abnormally homosexual in

behaviour': AJHR, 1954,IV, H-47, P.8.
223 

euoted in McNabb,'A Social Historical Overview', p.60. See also J. Glamuzina & A'J. Laurie,
.Sexuil politics in the 1950s: The Parker-Hulme Murder Case', ^9iles, XIX, Spring 1989, pp.33-42; also

L. Loates, 'A Murder Revisited', More: For New Zeqland Women, XCIX, September 1991' pp'54-9'
22t E. Hooker, .The Adjustment of the Male Overt HomoSexual', Journal of Projective Techniques,

XXI, 1957, pp.l8-31.
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No overall differences were found between the two groups with regard to adjustment

ratings. One of the judges was able to identiff conectly the homosexual and the

heterosexual in only 17 of the 30 matched pairs, and the other judge got 18 right.?2s

Hooker noted that neither judge was able to do better than chance. Hooker then

concluded that there was 'no inherent connection between pathology and

homosexuality',ttu that 'some homosexuals may be very ordinary individuals,

indistinguishable, except in sexual pattern from ordinary individuals who are

heterosexu&l'o'2'and that 'if one assumes that homosexuality is a form of severe

maladjustment intemally, it may be that the disturbance is iimited to the sexual sector

alone'.228 The fact that Hooker's language was couched in terms of 'pathology',

'maladjustment', and 'disturbance', even though Hooker was rebutting these

perspectives, indicates the pervasive extent of medical perspectives in academic and

popular thinking in that decade.

So strong was the negative perspective on homosexuals that British psychiatrist

Clifford Allen could write (without supporting data) that it was usually accepted that

all forms of schizophrenia appeared more frequently in homosexuals than in 'normal'

people, that there was some connection between homosexuality and manic-depression,

and that homosexual murder (i.e. murder within homosexual relationships) was

"ommon.229

72s lbid., p.23.
2?6 lbid.
2?1 lbid., p.29. Emphasis original.
zzE lbid., pp.3o-1.
?2e Allen Homosexuality,pp.53-60.
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That negative type of perspective was reflected strongly in a more popular-level study

of six boys involved with homosexuals in New Zealand, reported in 1949 by J.

Ferguson, an employee of the child welfare division of the education department.23o

The six boys were described in strikingly stereotypically terms: 'below average in

intelligence', 'unstable', 'apparenrly lazy but probably lacking interest', unable to form

'any stable relationships with other boys', 'immature', presenting 'a more sorry picture

than most adolescents'. Ferguson included a seventh boy, 'to provide an interesting

comparison', who was known to have rejected the advances of an adult homosexual.

This boy was 'assertive', 'sophisticated', osure of himself , 'alert'. Marked differences

were noted between this boy and the others: 'In one word pictures the exception and

the group may be placed near the extremes of an "alert-apathetic" scale''231

Ferguson, in an addendum, had to sadly report that he had discovered 'a certain

fickleness on the part of the "control"' after the article had been submitted (the

fickleness being the boy's involvement with adult homosexuals several months prior to

Ferguson's investigative period), which would upset certain of his conclusions.23z

Despite this, Ferguson re-affirrred his stereotypes, arguing that his basic conclusion

remained valid: 'if there is amongst boys any susceptibility towards participation in

homosexual practices with adults then the type of boy here described in the first six

cases would appear to be more prone than some to this kind of conduct- If this

conclusion is correct, then it would be advisable for social workers and those having

much to do with children to be aware of this fact and so be on their gu-d."3'

230 J. Ferguson, 'A Study of Six Boys Involved with Homosexuals', New Zealand Science Monthly

Review,VII, 20 May 1949, PP.70'2.23t lbid., p.72.
232 lbid.
2rr lbid.
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Ferguson's conclusions appear to be a case of 'my mind is made up: don't confuse me

with the facts'. The article points to the power that labelling and stereotyping exerted in

relation to homosexuals in New Zealand in the post-rvar period.

Even supporters of homosexual law reform in New Zealard often held significantly

negative vielvs of homosexuals. The standard liberal position, according to writer, Sue

McCauley, was to approve of legal reform while expressing personal abhorrence of

such activities.23a Taranaki Methodist minister, Richard Hendry, for example, in

supporting the New Zeatand Homosexual Law Reform Society petition in 1968,

referred to homosexuality as ounnatwal', a condition which 'afflicted' people, and

which was Just a bare shadow of an effective heterosexual relationship'.23s Why then

support for homosexuals? According to Hendry, 'The Christian's view must always be

one of extreme compassion for a man in an extremely unenviable condition. A

condition which, at best, falls far short of the joys and the unity of marriage and offers

little but a life-time of fuitive relationships and constant fear of discovery''236 Despite

Hendry's negative views on homosexuality, NZHLRS was very welcoming of

Hendry's supporting submission and offered him travel reimbursement.23T In that early

period of law reform lobbying, pro-reform views could often go hand in hand with

quite negative perceptions of homosexuality.

234 S. McCauley, 'Queen Victoria Wouldn't Believe It . . . .', Thursday,4 September 1969. pp.25-6 at

p.25.
?35 LAGANZ: MS Papers lo9.
236 lbid.
237 See report of NZHLRS chairman, S.W. Ransom, to its annual meeting in 1969: LACANZ MS

papers 083 Series 4 Folder l. Also letter J.W. Goodwin to Rev. R.J. Hendry, I February 1968 [actually

19691: LAGANZ: MS PaPers 083, Box I / 2.
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The prevailing perspectives of sociery meant that even those sympathizing w'ith those

involved in homosexuality might see them as 'deviates' and 'emotionally immature'.238

A sympathetic article by medical doctor, E. Philipp, still referred to homosexuals as

'socially deviant'.23e Such understanding of homosexuality as 'deviation' was so strong

that Felix Donnelly. a strong champion of gay rights from 1970 onwards, used this

term of homosexuals in 1970, though clearly he would not do so later on as his

thinking developed. In similar vein, Basil James, a senior lecturer in psychological

medicine at the University of Otago, while accepting that many homosexuals were

well-adjust.d,too nevertheless viewed homosexuality in the 1960s as 'an escaping and

avoidance behaviour'.241

At both popular and medical level, homosexuals were seen as people who for some

reason had not developed in 'nomral' fashion and therefore remained 'emotionally

immature'.z4z The dominant view was that this was the result of early childhood

influence, essentially flawed family pattems, particularly from a dominant, over-

smothering mother, and commonly, too, from a cold, distant or absent father.za3 Rev.

?38 Time magazine essay 'The Homosexual in America', Australian edition, 2l January 1966, pp.52'3,

which was largely negative towards homosexuals, used these terms at p.52, col' l. See also'The Third

Sex', Ner.rrsweek,LXIII, I June 1964, p.46'
x3s E. philipp, 'Homosexuality as Seen in a New ZealandCity Practice', NZMedJ, LXV[, 1968,

pp.397401 at p.401.
i4b He asserted at one point that there was good evidence that 'many homosexuals are well adjusted

personalities accepting iheir sexual deviation and appearing aberrant only in terms of their preferred

sexualoutlet': B. James,'Leaming Theory and Homosexuality',NZMedl, LXVI, 1967,pp'148-751 at

p.749.
24t 

lbid., p.751.
242 Bevan-Brown , The Sources, P.62.
?'r3 D.J. West, ,Parental Figures 

-in 
the Genesis of Male Homosexualily', International Journal of

Social Psychiattry,V,2,lglg, pp.85-97; J.D. Denford, 'The Psychodynamics of Homosexuality',

NZMed.I,LXVI, 1967, pp.7a3ti atp.743; Packard,The Sexual ll/ilderness, p.390; F. C. Donnelly,

Factors in the Homosexuality of Some New Zealqnd Males, Diptoma in Criminology dissertation,

University of Auckland, t9iO, p.9; Bieber,.Homosuuality, pp. 172 and passim; I. Bieber & T. Bieber,

'Male Homosexuality', CanadianJoarnal'of Psychiatry, )O(fV, 1979,pp309'2l,passim;panel

discussion of medical and psychiatric experts: 'The Male Homosexual' , The Listener (London), L)CilII,

28 June 1965, pp.l4l-: at p.i+l;Allen, Homosexuality,pp.44'6; B' Magee, One inTwenty: A Study of
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Selwyn DawSon, for example. noted the consensus of a 1968 meeting in Christchurch

of 120 doctors, ministers. priests, r,velfare workers, psychologists and psychiatrists that

'homosexuality is not a normal condition, but the result of a blockage in development',

and that 'it is involuntary, having its roots in very early disturbed family

relationships'.2{ So strong was this sort of view that James asserted, 'There . . . seems

to be complete unanimity regarding the importance of early family influences, not only

in determining psychosexual identity but also in determining the sex to which the adult

impulse will be directed.'24s Whil" this view faced academic challenge in the 1970s, it

reigned almost without question in the 1960s'246

It was common for this image of distorted development to be understood in terms of

psychopathology. Psychiatrist, Laurie Gluckman, for example, when discussing

lesbianism, stated, 'Lesbianism is more commonly in my .*p.ri.n"" seen in the

psychopath and in the neurotic. It may be associated with paranoid difficulties and with

schizophrenia . . .'2a7 Gluckman gave a diagnostic sunmary of the 100 lesbians he had

treated, labelling 68 with terms such as 'psychotic and pre-psychotic disorders' (11),

'psychopathic disorders' (21), 'neurotic disorders' (18), and 'essential lesbians' (15).t08

Gluckman seemed to assume that lesbians, by definition, must have some

psychopathology: 'The 32 patients incapable of classification would have fitted into

Homosexttality in Men and Women,2nd edn, London, 1968,p.2; Stallworthy, A Manual,pp34'5: Perrett,

'Homosexualiry', p. I 3 ; Williams,' Homosexuality', p'48.
244 W.S. Dawson, .A Plea for Compassion', NZ Methodist,24 October 1968.
245 B. James, .Learning Theory', p.ZSO. Stattworthy was a little more cautious, stating that nobody was

sure of the cause of hom'os.*uuiity, but accepting that abnormal relations between mother and son might

be a factor: K.R. Stallworthy, 'The Wrong Sex', New Zealand Family Doctor, VII, 1963, pp'234 X

p.24.ii; M. Siegelrnan, 'Parental Background of Male Homosexuals and Heterosexuals', Archives of Saual

Behavior,lll, l, 1974, pp.3-18 atpp.3, l6; Bell, Weinberg&Hammersmith,Sexual Preference,passim'

'o' L.K. Gluckman, .Lesbianism - A Clinicat Approach', NZMedl, LXV, 1966, pp-443'9 atp.444-
244 bid., p.448.
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one of the more tlefined groups had more adequate data been available'.2ae Gluckman

invented new classifications to imply psychiatric disorder in homosexuals. Thus he

later classified certain Maori lesbians as suffering from 'heterochromophobia', that is

from 'a sexual neurosis in which sexual expression is stimulated by a racially different

skin colour to that of the patient'.250

Homosexuality as mental illness was starkly expressed in the submission of

psychiatrist S.L. Pugmire on Venn Young's private member's decriminalization bill of

lg74-5. Pugmire, then medical superintendent of Lake Alice Hospital, viewed

homosexuality as a 'mild schizoid' forrn of schizophrenia.2st It was a thought disorder

which could be eliminated by early treatment, but was untreatable and unchangeable if

allowed to persist over a number of years.252 The latter outcome was the result of

neurotic pleasure that the 'bizarre thought disorder' provided.253 ln Pugmire's words:

'Every addict, every maniac, every homosexual and every Schizophrenic prefers to

remain in the happy acute phase of his illness and all these patients strongly object to

being changed by mind changing drugs like Melleril which bring them back to

normal.o254 The medical expert had made his diagnosis - who dared challenge?

lnterestingly, Pugmire began his submission by acknowledging that his views came

from experience [or, should one say, prejudice?], and not from systematic reseaxch:

'[T]he following are my own personal beliefs on the subject of homosexuality, which I

24s lbid., p.448. The objection might be made that 'essential lesbianism' is not a psychopatholory, but

the way Gluckman listed it seems to suggest he thought it was.
zso 1.tr. Ctuckman, 'Lesbianism in the Maori' , Australian and Nqv Zealand Journal of Psychiatry,I,

1967, pp.98-103 at p.99.
25r Submission, p.l; National Archives: ABGX, Acc. W3076, Box 11'
zsz lbid., p.3.
253 Ibid.,, p.2.
254 lbid.,, p.4.
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know from experience to be true, although t cannot prove them in a scientific

mannef'.255

Such stigmatization of homosexuals meant that they were perceived as misfits and

fieaks, as well as criminals. Dr K.R. Stallworthy, in an article fairly sympathetic

towards homosexuals in 1963. referred to them as'the wrong sex', most of whom'hide

themselves out of mind and create no problems'.256 This sort of perspective meant that

a high percentage kept their orientation and/or behaviour ambiguous if not totally

concealed. An example of this was the outstanding New Zealand writer, Frank

Sargeson. In 1929 the police caught Sargeson, then known as Norris Davey, and

another man involved in mutual masturbation. Davey testified against the other man

and received a suspended sentence; the other man received a jail sentence of five years

with hard labour.z57 Subsequently Davey changed his name and never came out

explicitly about his sexuality in his writings.2ss However, homosexual themes were

prominent in his writings.2se ln the words of Rhodes in 1955, 'sargeson . . . turns . . . to

the maladjustments and even the perversions of the sexual instinct; and he tums to

them because they seem to provide a fitting accompaniment to his main theme.'260 The

nearest that Sargeson seems to have approached any coming out publicly as a

homosexual was the sort of comment he made in an interview in 1970, in part of which

Es lbid.,, p.l.
256 Stallworthy, 'The Wrong Sex', pp.23-4.
?57 M. King, Franksargeson: A Life, Auckland, 1995' pp.93-5'
25s lbid. King at p.l I t referred to Davey/Sargeson 'burying' his name. At p.376 King indicated that

Sargeson's nrst pu-Uti, acknowledgment of his homosexuality was in his frst book of memoirs in 1973.

Hoiever, even tirat acknowledgment was couched in veiled and less-than-explicit terms: F. Sargeson,

Sargeson, Auckland, l98l (first published in three parts 1973, 1975,1977) pp.l10, 112,320-3. See also

on thi, matter Anon., 'Ten YearsOut: Celebrating l0 Years Since the Passing of the Homosexual Law

Reform Bill', Express: New Zealand's Newspaper of Gry Expression,4luly 1996, pp'9-16 at p'10'
zse King, FrankSarg6on, pp.t58'9.
260 g.fi. ruroaes, 'fhe Uorat Climate of Sargeson's Storibs', Landfall, IX, l, March 1955, pp-25-41 at

p.33.
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he discussed the fact that there were far more 'deviations' and variety than most people

imagined:

As a last word on this I would say, 'Men have tits. Why?' Doesn't it occur to

people that we must naturally be bi-sexual? Some have held that we must

naturally be bi-sexual. Some have held that the male is concerned with culture

and was differentiated out at a late stage of human development and that if you

want to look at the type figure of the human race you look to the female. I think
that's a pretfy- sound idea. No doubt you will get the absolute pure heterosexual.

At the other end you get - well wg-'.ve all seen pure homosexuals. But all the rest

of us are somewhere in between.'261

While Sargeson's homosexuality was known to his friends, it was never acknowledged

unequivocally in public: the early brush of Sargeson with the law had likely taught him

caution. That part of his life must remain in shadow world - neither clearly straight nor

clearly qr:."r. t6'

The 'cure' of homosexuals:

Images of the homosexual as neurotic and as miserable,263 led in that earlier period to

an intense interest in the homosexual as patient. Was his disease curable or not?

Freud's pessimistic answer to such a question had a great deal of continuing

influence.26a Based either on Freudian pessimism,'ut o, on blinical experience, oilY

26t M. Beveridge, 'Conversation with Frank Sargeson', Landfall, XXIV, l, March 1970,pp'4-27 at

p.24.
iaz For further discussion see T. Wilson, 'A Gay Outing', NZ Listener,l February 1997, pp'48-9 at

p.49. King, Sargeson, at p.407 noted of Sargeson in the mid- 1970s, '[H]e was by now almost completely

alusive liot toiuy elusive) on this topic [his own homosexuality] in his writing; and he was still nervous

about exposing himself to the kind of attention which might attract ostracism or abuse, or even public

revelation of his 1929 conviction''
263 Homosexuality was described as 'misery concentated' in 'The Strange World', Time (Pacific

edition), LXXIV, 9 November 1959, p.36.
364 See, tor example, Rev. Iain B. Tennant, 'Counselling the Homosexual' , in Forum. XXII, 7, 1969,

pp.2-S ai p.3. See also much earlier ambivalence regarding chemical treatnent in A. Myerson & R.

i..{eudstadi, .Essential Male Homosexualiry.and Some Results of Treatment', Journal of Nervous and

Mental Disease, CtI,2, 1945, pp.194-6.
26s Anon., 'Homosexuals Can Be Cured', l"ime (South Pacific edition), LXXXV, 12 February 1965'

pp.40-l at p.40.
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remained sceptical of cure, or viewed it as a solution for only a small percentage of

homosexuals.z66

While this was probably the dominant position in the early 1960s, a new position, quite

optimistic of long-term change or 'cure', was starting to exert significant influence.

Thus Christchurch psychiatrist, M. Bevan-Brown, claimed in 1960 that homosexuality

was 'amenable to treatment by psychotherapy provided the individual is dissatisfied

r,vith his condition'.267 Optimism as to cure was expressed by American psychiatrist

Edmund Bergler as early as 1956:'The statement that psychoanalytically oriented

psychiatry can cure male homosexuality and Lesbianism [sic] could not have been

made a decade ago. At that time, a sterile pessimism on this score pervaded science;

the best science had to offer was a process by which the homosexual was reconciled to

his "fate"; in other words his conscious guilt was removed . . . . Today, psychiatric-

psychoanalytic treatment can cure homosexuality.'258 Erren earlier, Clifford Allen had

asserted in 1952 that once governments subsidized suitable treatment, 'homosexuality

will be abolished'.26e While most did not go as far as Allen and Bergler's optimism of

a potential one hundred per cent success rate, success of treatrnent was commonly put

by therapists who believed success to be possible, at between 20 and 50 per cent of

homosexuals seeking change of orientation.2To Standard approaches to the cwe of

266 Beaglehole, b{entat Health, p.7; Stallworthy,A Manual,p.75; Stallworthy,'The Wrong Sex', p.24;

Wily & Slailworthy, Mental Abnormality, pp.246-7; Philipp, 'Homosexuality', p.400; West,

H o m o s exu al i ty, p.266 ; Hooker,' Homosexual ity', pp. | 7 2-3 .

26't Bevan-Brown, The Sources, p.62.
268 Bergler, Homosexuality, pp.8-9. An article inTime 9 November 1959, p.36 stated, 'Dr Bergler

holds that every homosexual can be cured in about eight months of psychiatric treatnent.' Another

psychiatrist expressing measured optimism in 1958 in relation to cure was Clifford Allen

(Homosarualrr7, P. l I l ).ies C. Allen,:The problems of Homosexuality', Internatianal Journal of Sexologt, VI, l, 1952, pp.40-

2.
27o Bieber in 1962 (p.276) claimed a 27%o success rate with 106 patients - raised to 30 to 507o success

rate in 1978 (p.al6). See also I. Bieber, 'Homosexuality - A Psychoanalytic Study of Male
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homosexuality included psychoanalysis and group therapy. How'ever, aversion therapy,

using emetics or electric shocks, came commonly to be employed.2tl In 1985 a gay

New Zealand Presbyterian minister noted that earlier, in sheer desperation, he had

sought aversion therapy on a couple of occasions prior to coming to self-acceptance'272

While aversion therapy was in theory self-chosen, in practice it could sometimes be

less than fully voluntary because of family, social orjudicial expectations.2T3

The period seemed to be one of remarkable experimentation, even recklessness, with

new 'cures'. Lysergic acid diethlamide (LSD), for example, might be used to treat

Homosexuali ty' , Brirish Journa! of Psychiatry, CXl, 1965, pp. I 95-6. Also I. Bieber, 'Clinical Aspects of

Male Homosexuality' in J. Marmor (ed.), Saual lrwersion: The Multiple Roots of Homosexuality,New
york, 1965, pp.248-67 atp.266. Bieber's 1962 figure was reported in 'The Third Sex', Newxteek, I

June 1964, p.+e. fo. a critique of Bieber see E. Coleman, 'Changing Approaches to the Treatnent of
Homosexuality: A Review' , American Behwioral Scientist, )O(V, 4, March/April 1982,pp.397405 at

pp.397-8. Samuel Hadden in 1967 considered a success rate of more than33% to be possible: S.B.

ijadden, 'A Way Out for Homosexuals', Harpers Magazine, March 1967, pp. l-6 at p'3' See the ?nrrze

magazine article, 'Homosexuals Can Be Cured', l2 February 1965, pp.40-1, giving a popular assessment

of fradden's work. Further reference is found inTime, 'The Homosexual in America', pp.52-53 at p.53

col.l. Time (lriew Zealand edition) 24 October 1969, p.46-7 atp.46, asserted that psychiatric freatment
.permits about 30% of adults who seek help to enjoy a normal sex life'- So also Trrze Q'{ew Zealand

edition) 24 October 1969, pp.32-42 at p.41. See the later f,tgures of Judd Marmor (between 20 and 50%)'

David Sanders (at most 25 to 30o/o of highly motivated men), and Lee Birk (whose figures can be

variously interpreted, though he refened to 40 to 50% having significant change). See J. Marmor,
.Clinicai Aspeits of Male Homosexuality',pp.267-79 atp.277, D. Sanders,'A Psychotherapeutic

Approach to Homosexual Men" pp.342-56 at pp.349-50, L. Birk, ',The Myth of classical

Hbmosexuality: Views of a Behaviorat Psychotherapist', pp.376-90 at p.383. All these chapters are

located in J. Marmor (ed.), Homosexual Behovior: A Reapprarsal, New York, 1980.
z'tt B. James, ,Case of Homosexuality Treated by Aversion Therapy', British Medical Journal, 1962,

l, pp.76g-70; B. James & D.F. Early, 'Aversion Therapy for Homosexuality" British Medical Journal,

tgbj, l, p.538; B. James, 'Behaviour Therapy Applied to Homosexuality', NZMeL|,LXVI, 1967,

pp.Tszi;W.S. Rowe, 'The Treatment', pp.b37-8; R. J. McGuire, 'Aversion Therapy by Electric Shock:

e Sin1pt" Technique', British Medical Journal, 1964,1, pp.l5l-3; M.P. Feldman, 'Aversion Therapy for

Sexuai Deviat.r, A Ctiti.ul Review', Prychological Bulletin, LXV ,2, 1966, pp'65'79; N' McConaghy et

al., 'subjective and Penile Ptethysmography Responses to Aversion Tlerapy for Homosexuality: A

Partial Replication', Archives oisu"ot Behaviour,ll, l,1972' pp.65-78. For McConaghy's reversal of

his earlier approach, see N. McConaghy, 'Is Homosexual Orientation Reversible?', British Journal of
psychiatry,'ixxx, 1916, pp.556-63. For political factors affecting this reversal, see R- Bayer,

Homosexuatity,pp.g2-3. See also M.J. MacCulloch, 'Aversion Therapy in Management of 43

Homosexual s; , Eiitith Medical Journal, 1967,2, pp.594-7, where a success rate of 25 out of 43 is

claimed (p.596).
?72 Anon., ,The Wonder of Myself: A Pilgrimage towards Self-Acceptance' in Forum, September

1985, pp.7-10. In his case, therapists had declined to offer him that treatrnent.
273 tianscript of taped interview of Max Abbott by Laurie Guy, l5 June 1999, p.2; F. Donnelly, One

Priest's Life, AucKand, 1982, P.172.
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homosexuals.2Tu Female hormones were used in Britain on computer pioneer Alan

Turing as an alternative to prison for 'gross indecency'.z75 The anguish caused by the

treatment was a likely factor in his suicide two years later. Masculine hormones were

apparently offbred to Nerv Zealand author Noel Virtue in his youth to cure his

gayn*rs.tt6 Earlier he had been given shock treatment (ECT) for the same reason.z77 At

times even castration was considered, though largely rejected or discourag"d.z'8

Science in the early post-war period was at the height of its reputation and scientists

could do no *rong.2t'

pessimistic views in relation to cure were later to reassert themselves and dominate

professional opinion from the mid-l970s onwards.280 Io l9l7 Victoria University of

774 L.H. Whitaker, 'Lysergic Acid Diethylamide in Psychotherapy', Medical Journal of Australia,

1964, l, pp.5-8, 36-41.
275 b. d*V, 'Computer Scientist Alan Turing' , Time Q,tew Zealand edition),29 March 1999, pp'814 at

p.g4. For earlier brilf mention in Britain of psychological treatment of persons found guilty of
iromosexual offences see ,Medical Notes in Parliament: Treatrnent for Homosexuality" British Medical

Journal,23 February 1946' P.300.
276 Virnre, Once a Brethren Boy, p.53. For brief mention of hormone therapy for homosexuals in a

New Zealand medico-legal book, see Wily & Stallworthy' Mental Abnormality,p.248.
277 lbid., pp.44-7.
278 The poisibility of castration for homosexuals was raised in a question and answer column of British

Medical journal,4894,1954, p.100 t. The reply rejected such treatment but the respondent

acknowledged that he/she had carried out such a procedure twenry years earlier on a'homosexual ofa

very low type', The matter of castration of homosexuals was also discussed by Peter Scott in 1964. Scott,

while noting that castration was illegal h England and that it did not necessarily mean loss of libido, also

noted that voluntary castration was possible in Switzertand and Denmark: P.D. Scott, 'Definition,

Classification, prognosis and Treatment', in I. Rosen (ed.), The Pathologt and Treatment of Sexual

Deviation: A lulethidological Approac&, London, 1964, pp.87-119. For a New Zealand reference to

various treatments incluJing castration, see B. Nobte, 'One in Twenty', Thursday,4 September 1969'

p.l g. See also discussion olpossible voluntary castration for certain sex offenders (which could possibly

include homosexuals) in 'Plan to Treat Habitual Sex Offenders', Dominion,6 December 1966' p'13'
2n General observation of Gareth Jones, professor of anatomy and structural biotogy, University of

Otago, commenting on the early 1960s in particular; G. Jones, 'ldolatry: Ancient and Modern',1/Z

Baplist,October nSS, p.l . poi ttre esteem of science in popular understanding see A' McHoul & W'

Grace, A Foucault Primer: Discourse, Power and the Subject, Melbourne, 1993, pp.58' 65'
tid l"fft.y Sarinover produced striking figures in relation to changing attitudes towards therapeutic
,cure' of homosexuality in the last threJ decades. He noted that a medline database search for the period

1966-7 4 revealed I 02 I articles on the treatrnent of homosexuality; for the period 197 5'79 there were 42

articles; and for the years lgg24 there were 2 articles, one bf which was an historical review of Freud's

attirudes. See J. Satino ver, Homosexuality and the Politics of Truth, Grand Rapids, 1996, p. 169'
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Wellington lecturer in psychology, Michael Ross, identified moves having begun only

two or three years earlier away from behaviour modification therapy.z8l

In the 1960s. however, there was widespread belief in the possibility of change of

sexual orientation.2sz Th* burgeoning popularity of behaviourist approaches to therapy

aided this optimism. In the words of Max Abbott, who was significantly involved in

gay counselling in the late 1970s and who is currently head of the health sciences

department of the Auckland University of Technology,'their [behaviourists'] approach

basically was that behaviours that were deemed undesirable or that people wanted to

change, they had the technology to change it, and . . .they didn't necessarily go into the

rights and wrongs of it too much'.283 Mid-twentieth-century optimism in regard to

.cure' of homosexuals is evident in a survey response from 129 professional therapists

in the San Francisco Bay area in 1971. This indicated thatT2Yo believed that change of

sexual orientation was possible, though only 38 indicated that they would treat a

homosexual with the direct aim of changing sexual orientation.2sa

If homosexuals were sick, miserable, pathetic creatures, then it was appropriate to

attempt rescue and cure. It is noteworthy that even Basil James, who held that 'many

homosexuals are well adjusted personalities accepting their sexual deviation and

appearing aberrant only in tenns of their preferred sexual outlet', nevertheless sought to

provide cure by aversion therapy. Maybe this was because homosexuality was a

:Er M. Ross, .paradigm Lost or Paradigm Regained? Behaviour Therapy and Homosexuality', NZ

Psychologist, VI, I (1977) pp.42-51 atp-42-
28" Barton, 'social Attitudes', p.8.
283 Transcript of interview of Max Abbott by Laurie Guy, l5 June 1999, p'l'
284 J, Fort, i.M. St.inrr, & F. Conrad, 'Attitudes of Mental Health Professionals Toward

Homosexuality and tts Treatment', Psychologica! Reports, XXIX, 1971, pp'347-50 at p'348'
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deviation. 'an esGsping and avoidance behaviour',2Es There was also, however, the faot

that, some at least of such people were zuicidal in relation to their situation, needing

urgent ansrA/ers to their plight. As James later stated, "p]ven if one had held the view

that psyehosoeial change w,as the way to go, it was: often of relatively little comfort to

the suieidat patient who hrned u.p in hospital on a partieular day',085 Somethiug needed

to be done. Ilomo.sexuals, eveo if they were nof otlrerwise ab'nor-rnai. wer.e still poor

devfu starding in need of a cure.

WlrcthEr the eaill was fsr repetrtance, theraBy or penal sanctions, homosexuals were not

left undisturbed in the early 1960s. Church, medicine and state w.ere all commonly

intwentionist in tlreir approaeh to homosexuals, Forbearance was seldo-m cornsideredt

let alone accepta$ce. The snudge of homosexualrty on the flrbric of society cordd not

be tolerated.

B, J'anres, cl.ealning fireo-ry', Bp-749; 75 !tL.

Letter Basll.Iarnes to Laurie Guy' 27lvtay 1,999. '

18t

,86
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CIIAPTER TWO: PROVIDING THE IIOMOSEXUAL WITH

'DECENT OBSCURITY': NEW ZEALAND HOMOSEXUAL LAW

REFORM SOCIETY ENDEAVOTJR,I,fT - 1975

Change the lmv, remove the reasonfor even such moderate pressure groups as the Homosexual
Law Reform Society, take the sttbject ozu of the political arena and it can sink to a decenl

obscttrity.'

The previous chapter sought to show that society displayed a pervasive negativity

towards homosexuals in New Zealand in the early 1960s. Were such affitudes frozen in

permafrost, or was a melting on the way? This chapter will begin by exploring

academic post-war developments which provided a platform for change. It will then

look at the formation and early endeavours of the New Zealand Homosexual Law

Reform Society (NZHLRS).

Factors for change in the early 1960s: the Kinsey report:

While any chance of legislative relief for practising male homosexuals seemed unlikely

in the early 1960s, there were, nevertheless, significant factors already in existence that

would prove to be seed-beds for reform. While popular opinion seemed set against any

reform, academic perspectives were emerging which made reform much more likely in

the long term.

perhaps the most significant of these factors was the research of Alfred Kinsey and his

associates. At Kinsey's death in 1956, his lnstitute of Sex Research in Indiana' had

taken the case histories of the sexual behaviour of more than 18,000 subjects over a
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period of two decades. Kinsey's first major work on the human male, published in

1948, was a bombshell.2 .A. feature of Kinsey's research was his classification of people

on a seven-point scale ranging from 0 to 6, with the two extremes being either totally

heterosexual or totally homosexual in behaviour throughout their adult lives, and with

the other five positions having various levels of both heterosexual and homosexual

behaviour. Using this scale, Kinsey's team claimed, on the basis of their research, that

37o/o of American white adult males had some homosexual experience between the

beginning of adolescence and old age,3 that 10% of such males were more or less

exclusively homosexual (having a rating of 5 or 6 on the Kinsey scale) for at least three

years between the ages of 16 and 55,4 and that 4o/o of such males were exclusively

homosexual (a rating of 6) throughout their lives, after the onset of adolescence.t Not

only did this indicate that homosexuals were a very sizeable minority of the population,

but it also suggested that criminal prosecutions covered only a minute proportion of

offences committed, and that more than a third of the male population had committed

such offences. Could society treat such a large minority of its members as criminals;

and was it fair to bring prosecutions against the very small proportion who were

unlucky enough to get caught?

Kinsey's investigations had major methodological flaws. His interviewees were not a

random sample, but were drawn from people accessible to him - trniversity students

attending his courses, prisoners, people who attended his public lectures etc. Many

came through snowballing, i.e. they were associates of other interviewees and

t NZHLRS submission to the Select Committee on the Crimes Amendment Bill 1974: National

Archives: ABGX Acc. W3706, Box I l.
2 Kinsey, Squal Behqvior in the Human Male.

' tbid." p.oz3.o tbid., p.6s t.
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volunteered to be interviewed. Public attitudes in America were probably such that

Kinsey could not have obtained better data through a genuinely random sample at the

time he did his research; too many would have declined to be interviewed or would

have falsified the information they gave on such a sensitive subject. ln addition to the

survey not being random, the interviewees were clearly not proportionate to their

numbers in society as a whole, with students and prisoners being over-represented.

This was especially the case with prisonerc Q.So/o of Kinsey's overall male sample), a

particularty serious matter given the perception of much higher levels of homosexual

behaviour among male prisoners than among male society as a whole.6 While Kinsey's

conclusions were disputed when first published,T major attempts to discredit them

gathered currency only much later.8

When first released, Kinsey's material had enormous effect. The stereotype of married

suburban bliss and perfectly huppy families was called into question.e Human sexual

behaviour was evidently much more diverse than previously thought. In particular, the

percentage of males engaging in homosexual behaviour was very large. The influence

of Kinsey's statistics on this matter can be seen in their being quoted at length in the

1968 report of the public questions committee of the Presbyterian Church of New

Zealand,. This report led the Presbyterian Church to adopt a resolution the sarne year to

5 lbid., p.65 L Kinsey provided a number of statistical percentages of which these are simply a sarnple.

, i.i.^Schmidt, it'oight and Narrow? Compassion and Clarity in the Homosexuality Debate,

Leicester, 1995, p.102; Siegelman, 'Parental Background', pp'4-5'
i Fo. exumple' in Bergler, ^FIo mosexuality, p.46; Bergler, 'What Every Physici1n', pp.685-6i Bergler,
.The Myth oia New National Disease: Homosexuality and the Kinsey Report', Psychiatric Quarterly,

XXII, l, 1948, pP.66-88'l- eor-.*"rpi", f.A. Reisman, etal., Kinsqt, Sex and Fraud: The Indoctrination of a People, Lafayette,

r990.
e Yska" All Shook Up,p.55.
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support decriminalization of male homosexual acts.l0 The influence of Kinsey was well

summed up by Mondimore, 'His [Kinsey's] findings - that homosexuality is

commonplace and that gay and lesbian people form a significant proportion of the

population - resounded like a thunderclap throughout the psychological and psychiatric

community.'ll One aspect of this was that the widespread extent of homosexual

behaviour cast doubt on its being pathological.l2

Despite its academic nature, Kinsey's 1948 book gained huge circulation. Although its

first printing was only 10,000 copies, interest was such that 200,000 copies were sold

within a few months of its release.l3 A sigpificant aspect of the Kinsey figures was

their very authoritative nature, based not only on the magnitude of the research, but

also on the fact that no other research provided comparable data on the nature and

incidence of homosexuality for at least two decades after Kinsey's original

publication.la Th.rs an Otago medical student in i965 could view Kinsey's work on

sexual behaviour as 'the most authoritative ever published', while a fellow-student in

7967 called it 'the most quoted study', noting that no such study had been done in New

Zealand.I5

ro proceedings of the General Assembly of the Presbyterian Church of New Zealand,l968' pp.46'

l67a- See also Presbyterian Church ofNew Zealmd,, Reports of Committees and Other Papers to be

presented to General Assembly 1975, p.304 where, in a paper on 'The Church and Sexuality Today', the

public questions committee of the church again used Kinsey's percentages in similar fashion.
rr Mondimore, A Nantral History, preface xiii.

't lbid., p.85; bayer, Homosexuality. pp.44-5; Kinsey, Sexual Behaviour in the Human Male, p'659.

'3 Mond'imo ie, A' Natural History,p.gb; LH. Jones, 'Dr. Yes', New Yorker, I September 1997' pp.98-

I l3 at p.99.
14 p. bainton, ,The Shrinking Ten Percent', Irrne (New Zealand edition), 26 April, 1993, pp'37-9 at

p.37; R.A. Harcher etal.,ContraceptiveTechnologt,NewYork, L6'-"fo'1994,p'9'is Twemlow, 'sociological Problems', p.5; Ngaei, 'Homobexuality', p.8. See also Perrett,

'Homosexuality', p.5; Williams, pp.l9' 43.
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One outcome of Kinsey's work was the bringing of discourse about sexual behaviour

into general public consciousness and discussion in a manner that would previously

have been unthinkable.tu Bullough, for example, regarded Kinsey as the major figure in

transforming attitudes about sex, helping the public 'to come to terms with the

existence of real sexual behaviors that had previously been ignored'.17 In D'Emilio's

words, Kinsey 'mapped the unsurveyed landscape of the nation'.I8 Generally accepted

notions of normality were challenged: what was formerly abnormal was now arguably

normal behaviour for a sizeable minority of society.le

Thus another outcome of Kinsey's research was to give homosexuals a sense that they

were not a rare breed. Kinsey produced a number of different statistics, depending on

what exactly he was discussing. Furthermore, he talked not of homosexuals but of

homosexual behaviour. It was only the latter that could be empirically recorded. In his

words: 'It would encourage clearer thinking if persons were not characterized as

heterosexual or homosexual, but as individuals who have had certain amounts of

heterosexual and certain amounts of homosexual experience.'2o Such caution was

largely ignored: most writers saw heterosexuality and homosexuality as a simple

t6 Gagnon & Simon, Sexual Conduct, p.6; D'Emilio & Freedman, Intimate Matters, pp-285-6.
t1 Bullough, Science in the Bedroom, p.183.
rB D'Emilio, Sewal Politics,p.37.
19 

Weeks, Sex, p.242; M.T. Saghir & E. Robins, Male and Female Homosatuality: A Comprehensive

Irwestigation, Baltimore, I 973, p. I 55.
?0 Kiisey, SexualBehaviorin-theHumanMale,p.6lT.Foraresearcherwhotooknoteofproblemsof
deflrnition of 'homosexuals' in line with this perspective of Kinsey, and of methodological problems of
research on the issue see D.E. Newton, oHomosexual Behavior and Child Molestation: A Review of the

Evidence', Adolescence. XIII, 1978, pp.29'43 at pp.32-3.
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dichotomy.t' On. consequence was that at a popular level Kinsey's data was eventually

used to justifo the claim that 10% of male society is homosexual.22

Ultimately, Kinsey's work contributed to the emboldening of homosexuals - 'we are

everyw'here'.2i In New Zealancl at least, however, this emboldening was a much later

development. The marked quoting of Kinsey in the parliamentary debates of 1985-6

indicates how influential Kinsey was in the shaping of New Zealand understanding of

homosexuality.tu Kinsey must rank alongside Freud in shaping perspectives on

homosexuality in the Western world including New Zealand.

Factors for change in the early 1960s: anthropological studies:

ln relation to views on the 'normalcy' or otherwise of homosexual behaviour in the

1960s, we must also note the impact of emerging social science research. Early

challenge to conventional views came especially from anthropology. One particularly

influential work was that of Ford and Beach, Patterns of Sexual Behavior, in |g52.2s

Ford and Beach looked at research on seventy-seven societies with regard to sexual

2t A fact lamented by Kinsey Institute researchers in 1972 M.S. Weinberg & A'P. Bell (eds)'

Homosexuality: An Annotated Bibliograplry, New York, 1972, preface xi'
zz LeVay, QueerScience,p.6l;Painton,'TheSbrinkingTenPercent',P.37iSchmidt,Straightand
Narrow?, p.102.
23 n".gie., Homosexuality,p.2Tl; Bayer, Homosexuality,p.M. 'We are everywhere' was the theme

used in Gay Pride Week in 1979: Parkin, 'The Gay Rights Movement', p'10'
z+ Rmoni members of parliament directly quoting from Kinsey in those debates were Helen Clark'

Richard Northey, TrevoiMallard, and Roger Maxwell (NZPD, 1985, 461, p'3529;461, p'3531; 466'

p.7204;+oz, p.itoo;, while other members quoting a l0% figure for the percentage of homosexuals in

iociety without direct reference to Kinsey, intluaed Fran Wilde, Margaret Shields, Noel Scott, Bill

Dillon, David Butcher, and Derek Angui, the latter two specifuing a range of 5-10% (NZP?. 1985, 466,

p.725a;466,p.7263;466,p.7440;466, p.7608; 466,p.7613:'477,p.7794). While Kinsey didnotmake

such a direct statement und ,u* a degree of fluidity with regard to sexual behaviour, it was through

(mis)use of Kinsey data that the l0% figure emerged'
)s Fo. 

"*amples 
of the academic influence of Ford and Beach in New Zealand see Penett,

,Homosexualitv'. p.9; Twemlow, .sociological Pressures" p.8; N.W. Nicholson, 'Public Attitudes to

Homosexualipy', i* year preventive medicine dissertation, University of OUgo, 1967, p'l'
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behaviour. Their conclusion was that in forry-nine (64%) of these societies

'homosexual activities of one sort or another are considered normal and socially

acceptable for certain members of society'.26

Ford and Beach used evolutionary theory to justif their drawing attention also to what

they saw as widespread homosexual behaviour in the animal world, and to the

significance of that behaviour in an understanding of human homosexuality.zT They

argued that parallels between the human and the animal world suggested a hereditary

and biological aspect to human homosexual behaviour.2s Ford and Beach's arguments

with regard both to the animal world and to other human societies provided much data

with which to challenge traditional concepts of what should be regarded as nonnal and

natural with regard to sexuality. While this challenge was not marked at the time of

publication of the book, it certainly did provide data for use along such lines in the

1970s and 1980s.2e The image of the homosexual as 'poor devil', locked into a pattern

of abnormal behaviour, would later itself be under challenge'

26 lbid., p. 130. For later argument on the universality and invariability of male homosexuality across

societies, see F.L. Whitham, 'Culturally Invariable Properties of Male Homosexuality: Tentative

Conclusions from Cross-Cultural Research', Archives of Sexual Behavior, XlI, 3, 1983, pp.207-26.
27 lbid., pp.250-1, 3-4.
2E ruia., pp.:+. Another writer drawing parallels between the animal world and human beings in

relation to iexuality was Konrad Lorenz. In his case he connected this with 'imprinting', that is, deep and

permanent bonding in the context of a particular environment at crucial early stages of development: see

k.Z.Lor"nt, Kin{sotomon's Ring,2nd edn, London, 1961, p.t33; also R.l.Evans' Konrad Lorenz: The

Man and His ldeas,New York, 1975, pp. 12-14. For more recent comment on this perspective see J.

Kluger, .The Gay Side of Nature', Ir'ze (New Zealandedition), 3 May 1999,p.44' On the notion of

'imprinting' see Money, Gendermaps, pp.95-6.
2n See, fo'r example, ih. u.. of EoiA and Beach in H.J. Heald, 'Notes on the Sociology of
Homosexuality in New Zealand'(a paper presented at a Gay Liberation teach-in June 1972), reproduced

in Craccum,XLVL 20, l2 August, tSTZ.3ee also the submissions of D.R. Russell, co-ordinator of Gay

Liberation (bunedin), with regard to the 1974-5 Venn Young reform bill: National Archives; ABGX

Acc. W3706, Box I I . See also Barton, Social Attitudes, p.6. See also report of the public questions

comminee of the Presbyterian Church of New Zealandentitled 'The Church and Sexuality Today' p.306

in presbyterian Church of New Zealand, Report of Committees and Other Papers to be Presented to

General Assembly 1975.
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f,'actors for change in the early 1960s: the Wolfenden Report:

Major challenge to the image of homosexual as poor devil occurred earlier in England

than in New Zealand with the release there in 1957 of the Wolfenden Report. In 1954

the United Kingdom parliament set up a 'Committee on Homosexual Offences and

Prostitution'. The Committee was a highly respected body of eminent persons chaired

by Sir John Woltbnden. Its report, released after long and careful research and

deliberation, argued for the decriminalization of male homosexual acts, when done by

consenting adults in private. The report drew significantly upon the Kinsey findings.3o

It rejected any g_eneralization of homosexuals as poor devils: 'On the criteria of

symptoms . . . homosexuality cannot legitimately be regarded as a disease, because in

many cases it is the only symptom and is compatible with full health.'3I The report

drew a sharp distinction between the sphere of crime and the sphere of sin, with

criminal law having a much more limited role than to provide sanctions against all

sin.32 The function of criminal law was simply 'to preserve public order and decency,

to protect the citizen from what is offensive and injurious, and to provide sufficient

safeguards against exploitation and comrption of others, particularly those who are

specially vulnerable because they are young, weak in body or mind, or in a state of

special physical, official or economic dependence'.33 Law should not cover all aspects

of sexual behaviour: 'It is not, in our view, the function of the law to intervene in the

private lives of citizens, or to seek to enforce any particular pattern of behaviour,

i0 Report of the Committee on Homosexztal Ofences and Prostitution,fThe Wolfenden Report],

AuthoiizedAmericanEdition,NewYork, 1963,p.32(para.?2).Weeks, Sex,p.242,inarguingthatthe

long-term effect of the Kinsey material was to undermine the idea of a nature-given normality, asserted

thaithis created the climate out of which the Wolfenden Report emerged.
3 r The lltolfenden Report, p.32 (para. 27)'
3z Ibid., p.48 (para.6l).
13 lbid., p.23 (para. l3).
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fuither than is necessary to carry out the purposes we have outlined.'3a On such

arguments the committee argued for qualified decriminalization of male homosexual

behaviour.

It took ten years for the report to be implemented in England3s and a further nineteen

years before New Zealand came to the same decision. Nevertheless, the quality of the

argument of the report was such that it stood as a remarkably influential document

throughout the intervening years.36 It is significant that this English document came to

have a great deal of prominence in New Zealand, its views quickly being affi^rmed, for

example, from some legal and medical perspectives.sT Jock Phillips' observation that

the report 'made no public impact here' in 1961,38 while arguably true if we simply

look at the 1961 parliamentary debate on the new Crimes Act, is, therefore, to be

rejected.

Favourable comment on the Wolfenden report as 'a liberal and courageous document'

was made in an editorial in the New Zealand Listener the year following its release.3e

In 1960 the Conference of the Methodist Church of New Zealand charged its public

questions committee with investigating the issue of legal toleration of homosexual

34 lbid., pp.234 (para. la).l5 Decr'iminalizatLn of homosexual acts in private between consenting males aged 21 or more occurred

for England and Wales in 1967. For Scotland this occurred in 1980. In 1994 the age of consent was

lowered to l8 for England, Wales and Scotland. There have been moves at the end of the twentieth

century and the ,tutt of th. twenty-first to lower this age to 16 to match the age of consent for

heterosexual acts.ta See, for example, the appeal to the report by Trevor de Cleene, M.P. during the 1985 debate: NZPD'

1985,461, p.3521.i7 For exampte, Wily & Stallworthy, Mental Abnormality,pp'239,242; Medlicott, 'Sociopathic',

p.315.
3E Phillips, A Man's Country?,P'281.
re f"rff- ff"f.toft, .Sex Outiide the Law', NZ Listener,25 July 1958, p.10. For other early New Zealand

newspaper cornment on or allusion to the Wolfenden Repon, see 'Homosexual Law Reform Society

nppeati for Wortd Support', Press,23 June 1959, p. l0; 'Discussing Perversion', Pres,r, 28 September
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practices. The report led to the Methodist Church in 1961 being the first denomination

in New Zealand to come out in offrcial support of decriminalization. It is significant

that the 1960 resolution was in response to a report of the public questions committee,

and that major parts of that report were lifted almost word for word from the

Woltbnden Report.ao

By 1963 both the Howard League for Penal Reform and the justice committee of the

Auckland branch of the National Council of Women were using the Wolfenden Report

to argue for homosexual law reform.ol In 1964 Arthru O'Halloran, president of the

Howard League for Penal Reform, berated the 1961 parliament for its 'timidity' in not

considering homosexual law reform when it overhauled the Crimes Act, and urged that

all MPs take the time to read the Wolfenden Report.a2 Similarly, the director of

research at the Justice Department of New Zealand, D.F. MacKenzie, used the

Wolfenden Report in cautiously arguing for homosexual law reform in 1967.43 It is

noteworthy that when the New Zealand Homosexual Law Reform Society, the first

influential organization formed specifically to seek decriminalization, was constituted

that same year (1967), its name for the few months prior to its formally constituting

was the Wolfenden Association, and the objects of that Association were to attain the

objectives of the Wolfenden Report.aa Two years later when the Anglican Church in

1959, p.l0; .Wisdom of Second Thoughts on Crimes BilI' , NZ Herald editoial, 23 September 1959,

p.t2.io Minutes of rhe Annual Conference of the Methodist Church of New Zealand 1960, pp.94-5.
4r Report of the Justice Committee, Auckland Branch N.C.W., 'Homosexuality', Women's Viewpoint,

IV,2, November 1963, pp.19,35 at p'19.
o? ' A. O'Halloran, 'The Law and Homosexualiry', New Zealand Monthly Review, fV, March 1964'

pp. I 1-12.[i' D.F. MacKenzie,'Homosexuatity and the Justice Departnent', NZMed,l, LXVI, 1957, pp'745-8 at

p.748.i4 
See p.F. Blizard, oThe Law, Homosexuality and the Wolfenden Association', Comment,Ill, June

1967, pp.1-8;lener J. Goodwin to Allan Pyatt, bishop of cltristchurch, 16 February 1967, LAGANZ MS

Papers 083, Series 1, File 1; also LACANZ MS Papers 295'
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New Zealand produced a report on homosexuality, it noted that there was little

information on the New Zealand siruation, and that therefore most of its information

was drawn from the Wolfenden Report.l5

Despite its being an English document, the Wolfenden Report was extremely

significant in the long-term shaping of public opinion in New Zealand. Most significant

was its distinction between law and morality. As gay minister David Bromell argued,

'By distinguishing between legality and moralif, mmy Christians and several churches

felt able to support law reform, whatever they may have thought about the morality or

immorality of homosexual acts in private.'06 In the 1960s New Zealanders supporting

homosexual law reform were commonly very careful to note that this did not condone

homosexual behaviour. Thus, when the Wellington branch of the National Council of

Women voted to recommend decriminalization for consenting male adult homosexual

acts their report added a rider, 'Note: It is not the intention of this recorlmendation to

manner of treatment.' 7 The

support law reform without

condone homosexuality but to seek a more effective

ladmorality distinction enabled conservative groups to

supporting homosexualitY Per se.

The influence of the Wolfenden Report was

parliamentary decriminalization debate. Venn

particularly marked in the L974'5

Young's bill was very much a

45 provincial Committee on Public_and Social Affa'rs, Homosexuality: A Report, Wellington, n.d.

I r e6e?].id O. if rntn"ll, .The Bonds of Love', in D. Bromell, et al., Love Unbounded: On Being Gay or Lesbian

and Christian, Red Beach, l99l pp.2l-33 atp.22.
iit 'Attitudesto Homosexuality', Prrrr, 17 March 196I,p-2. For similar sentiment from Auckland

bishop, Eric Gowing, when the Anglican clergy-doctor comininee recommended decriminalization see

.church Says Prison No Answer to Homosexuality' , Evening Post,2l June 1966, p'12.
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Wolfenden-type measure, and quite a number of members of parliament made

reference to the Wolfenden Report in supporting decriminalization.as

Factors for change in the early 1960s: the Hart-Devlin debate:

Part of the signiticance of the Wolfenden Report for New Zealand lay in its alerting

law academics to the issue of homosexuality. [n 1959, Judge (later Lord) Devlin

delivered the Maccabean Lecture in Jurisprudence at the British Academy on 'The

Enforcement of Morals'. Devlin argued for a wider role for the law than that expressed

by the Wolfenden Report, arguing that the law also existed for the protection of

society.ae On that basis society did have an interest in areas of private morality and

could appropriately legislate in those areas.5o Devlin's argument was that religion and

morais were inextricably intertwined,5l that society was built on the bonds of common

thought and not just on a politicai structure,sz and that the law might appropriately

enforce morality where that was necessary to safeguard society's continuing

existence.S3 Th" following statement of Devlin's substantially sums up his argument:

'[A]n established morality is as necessary as good government to the welfare of

society. Societies disintegrate from within more frequently than they are broken up by

external pressures. There is disintegration when no common morality is observed and

history shows that the loosening of moral bonds is often the frst stage of

'18 A.M. Finlay, NZPD, 1974,392, p.3158; R.D. Muldoon, NZPD, 1974,392, p.3166; G.F. Gair,

NZPD, 1g74,3g2,pp.3169-70; V. Young, NZPD, 1975,399,pp.2765,2767;C.k Marshall, NZPD,

lg'15,3g9,p.2i77iL.W. Gandar, NZPD, 1975,399, p.2805; G. O'Brien, NZPD, 1975,399,p.2801.
4e Devlin,' The Enforcement, p.22. The first 25 pages of this book reproduce the Maccabean Lecture of
l8 March 1959.
50 See New Zealand Law Society submission 966, pp. l -6, on the HLRB 1985, regarding Hart's lecture

and the subsequent Hart-Devlin debate: LAGANZ: MS Papers 098'
5r Devlin, The Enforcement,p.4.
5? Ibid., pp.9-12, ?2-3, 89 and passim.
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disintegrationo so that society is justified in taking some steps to preserve its moral

code as it does to preserve its govemment and other essential institutions.'54

Reply to Devlin came from H.L.A. Hart, professor ofjurisprudence at the University of

Oxford, in the Harry Camp lectures at Stanford University 1g62.sj Hart based his

thinking on the libertarian views of John Stuart Mill, that individual liberly was of such

value that criminal sanctions should be used only to 'prevent harm to others'.s6 The

negative value Hart ascribed to restriction of freedom meant that any enforcement of

morality called for justification, and there was no empirical evidence to show that

immorality jeopardized or weakened a society.sT

What made the ongoing Hart-Devlin debate so significant was that it served as a focus

for a generation of New Zealand law students,ss and that the most specific issue at

stake in the minds of most of those studying the debate was the continuing

criminalization of homosexuality. Hart's position on the purpose of the law, with

particular reference to continued criminalization of homosexual acts, provided useful

material for later reformers. It was a major factor in law lecturer and NZHLRS vice-

president Don Mathieson's support for decriminalization despite his view that

homosexual acts were sinful.5e Likewise Rev. S.H. Rae appealed extensively to the

Hart-Devlin debate in 1969 in espousing the New Zealand Presbyterian moves to

53 lbid., pp.8, 22 and passim.
54 lbid., p.13.
55 H.L.A. Hart, Low, Liberty and Morality, London, 1963.
t6 lbid., pp.4, 47.
s7 Ibid., pp.82, 50.5t It was'a major focus at rhe University of Auckland when I studied jurisprudence in 1967.
5e Transcript of interview of Don Mathieson by Laurie Guy, 20 October 1997,pp.|,3, 5- For more

particular critique of Devlin's position by Mathieson, see D.L. Mathieson, "'Intolerance, Indignation and
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support decriminalization in 1968.60 Similarly, Venn Young, in promoting his private

member's decriminalization bill in 1974-5,made explicit appeal to that debate.6r

The Hart-Devlin debate was itself precipitated by the Wolfenden Report, Lord Devlin

noting that when he appeared before the Wolfenden Committee in 1957 he held the

view that the law should not concem itself with private morality, but that on further

ret'lection he had changed his mind.62 Devlin appeared to support the continued

criminalization of homosexual behaviour: '[B]efore a society can put a practice beyond

the limits of tolerance there must be a deliberate judgement that the practice is

injurious to society. There is, for example, a general abhorrence of homosexuality. We

should ask ourselves in the first instance whether, looking at it calmly and

dispassionately, we regard it as a vice so abominable that its mere presence is an

offence. If that is the genuine feeling of society in which we live, I do not see how

society can be denied the right to eradicate it'.63 Despite this impression of support for

continued criminalization, Devlin was in fact opposed to that position - the misery the

law caused to homosexuals and its haphazard enforcement were factors of greater

weight than the low level of good that punitive measures might achieve.tr Devlin's

argument gave focus to the specific issue of homosexuality; so also did Hart's

argument. A sign of the times, however, is that despite Hart's generally liberal

approach, he noted the instinctive revulsion in society for homosexuality and the deep

Disgust": Report on an Experiment Conducted in the Jurisprudence Class, Victoria University of
wellington, on 5 september l96l ' , Nsw Zealand Law Journal, xxxvll, 1961, pp'359-62'
60 i.fr. n"", .Hom'osexual Law Reform' in Forum,XXII, 9, October 1969, pp.8-11. See also a further

article by Rae, 'Morals and Society' in Forum, XXII, 9, May 1971, pp'4-5'
6r V.S. Young, NZPD, 1975,399, P.2765.67 Devlin, The Enfurcemerzd preface v-vi.
63 tbid., p.17.&t [bid., preface v.
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feeling that such practices were ounnatural'.65 This common, deeply felt Western

understanding of that period is an indicator that major public attitudinal change to

homosexuals was unlikely to happen overnight.

An academic platform for change:

The previous chapter noted the marked medicalization and stigmatization of

homosexuality - homosexuals were poor devils. However, academic foundations,

discussed above, that were being laid after World War Two, began to challenge such

labelling. The work of Kinsey and other social scientists was fundamental in this

regard. This provided significant data to the Wolfenden Committee in its challenge to

the status quo on continued criminalization. That report in turn sparked debate in the

academic world of law, which sensitized a generation of lawyers to a viewpoint

alternative to the status quo, sometling very significant when one considers the very

considerable influence of lawyers generally with regard to law reform.66 The

significance of earlier academic argument is obvious in the way the New Zealand Law

Society in its 1985 submission on the HLRB spent the first six pages of its submission

providing jurisprudential background to the bill, particularly the Hart-Devlin debate.67

Though there were few voices in New Zealand in the early 1960s in favour of

homosexual law reform, there was now an academic fotrndation providing credibility to

such voices. One voice soon to emerge was NZHLRS.

6s Hart, Law, p.67.
66 See, for eximple, A.J.H. Witten-Hannah, 'Law Liberly and Morality: The Hart Thesis in the Context

of the New ZealandLaw regarding Sex Offences, Aborfion,.Marijuana Usage', LLB (Hons) Dissertation,

Universiry of Auckland, 1970.
67 LAGANZ: MS Papers 098.
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The formation of the New Zealand Homosexual Law Reform Society in 19672

lvloves to establish the socieW did not come out of the blue, but were the natural

outcome of other developments. We have noted already shifts in academic thinking

w'hich were prepadng the intellectual ground for argument in favour of law reform. We

can note, too, shifts in the positions of some of the churches, with the Methodists and

Quakers already arguing for law reform, and with the Presbyterians and the Associated

Churches of Christ soon to do so.68 It was particularly important to NZHLRS that much

of its early support was seen to be drawn from university, church, and other

professions.6e Thus the first president of NZHLRS was Jim Robb, professor of

sociology at the Victoria University of Wellington. Of the twelve vice-presidents, five

were academics (four from liberal arts and one from law), three were lawyers, two were

Anglican bishops, one was a medical practitioner, and one was the former head of

Wellington Teachers' College.To Significantly, few, if ilY, were themselves

homosexually inclined. Activists who were themselves homosexual were more likely

to be found among the members of the committee of NZHLRS, doing much of the hard

lvork from behind the scenes.

While early academic and church support for homosexual law reform significantly

focused on rational reasons for reform, we should also take cognizance of the

compassionate motivation of much of that early support. There was much public

68 See fuller discussion of shifts in the churches in chapter four of this thesis.
6e An arricle inthe Evening Post,7 August 1967, p.7, in asserting that the ordinary citizen was not

receptive to any change in the existing la-w, went on to state, 'I will concede, however, that more interest

is now being shown by some church leaders and in the universities'.
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awareness of the plight of homosexuals - risk of imprisonment, blackmail, assault,

depression, alcoholism, suicide etc. Thus homosexuals were 'poor devils',71 pathetic as

well as evil. They were 'unfortunate people',72 with an'untbrtunate condition'.73

Public perception of the homosexual as evil came into sharp relief with regard to a

prosecution over the killing of a homosexual man at Hagley Park, Christchurch in

1964. The crown evidence was that six youths went at night to the park to find a

homosexual and assault him. The victim was badly beaten in the assault and later died

from his injuries. Because the victim had a thin skull, a decision was made to bring a

charge of manslaughter rather than of murder. Despite what appeared to be clear

evidence in the matter, the jury acquitted the accused. It left the impression that the

acquittal was based on the victim's homosexualify, which made him fair game for a

bashing. This certainly was the opinion of 'V. O'S-':

The trial itself often read like a conspiracy against a dead man. Continually the

defence acted as though the court should consider the morality of the attacked

man rather than the culpability of those who caused his death. If the defending

counsel did not actually say that a homosexual deserves to be killed, they most

certainly did claim that if a gang calculatedly baited and assaulted a man, and so

brought about his death, the sexual proclivities of the victim should somehow

alleviate the guilt of the accused. In some way the vice of one rubbed offas virtue

ontheother....7a

This especially tragic incident was the sort of catalyst to move sensitive and thoughtful

people to reconsider the plight of homosexuals. One such person was Ian Breward,

70 Appendix II of the NZHLRS submission to parliament in support of its petition in 1968: LAGANZ:

MS Papers 109.7t Thi already-quoted comment of Hon J-T. Wafts, NZPD, 1960,322,p'669'
72 A term o.r"i Uy Don Mathieson in his address, 'The Law, Abortion and Homosexuality', delivered to

the Social Sciences Section of the New ZealandRoyal Society, April 1967: LAGANZ, MS Papers 295,

folder 3.
13 Report of the Justice Committee, Auckland Branch, National Council of Women, p'19'
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prof-essor of church history at Knox College, subsequently also moderator of the

Presbyterian Church of New Zealand, who became a vice-president of NZHLRS.TS It

was the Hagley Park incident that led Methodist minister Selwyn Darvson to preach his

first-ever serrnon on the plight of homosexuals.T6 Significantly Dawson advised his

congregation of the topic a r,veek in advance to forew'am 'any who felt this unwise or

distasteful'.77

We have noted significant university and church support for the formation of

NZHLRS. However, the role of homosexuals themselves in the process should not be

underestimated. The Dorian Society, a social club for homosexual men, was

established in Wellington in 1962. The following year (March 1963) a legal

subcommittee of the society was established. Out of fear of unwanted publicity for the

semi-secret Dorian Sociery, the sub-committee was established to be independent of

the society.t8 The stated aim of the subcommittee, according to the secretary of the

society, was:

e to educate the public on all aspects of homosexuality,

o to work with others for a removal of legal restrictions on consenting adult males.

o to advise and assist club members on legal and social matters.Te

The secretary then went on to speciff how these aims would be met:

74 V. O'S[ullivan]. .Opinion: Hagley Park Incident', Comment: A New Zealand Quarterly Rettiew,W.,

July 1964, pp.l-z at p.l: See also tvt.H. H[olcroft], 'lncident in Hagley Park' 
' 
NZ Listener, 5 June 1964'

p. 8 ; t. Breward,'Hagley Park Treatne nt', Landfal I, XIX, I 965, pp' I 55- I 6 I'
15 Le$er Ian Breward to Laurie Guy,24 November 1997'
76 Dawson, Appointment, pP. 165-6'
77 Ibid., p.165.'t8 D";# Society papers held at LAGANZ: MS Papers 359,211, p.178, memorandum of the Dorian

Soc iety Legal Sub-Committee'tt- fUiO. ffr.morandum of the secretary of the Dorian Society tegal sub-committee to the committee, 15

March 1963.
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Towards these ends the sub-committee will seek advice on organization and
practical matters from the Homosexual Law Reform Society in Britain; locally it
will contact members of the legal and medical profession, people in academic
positions, the Churches and any others who may be interested or sympathetic.

It will build up a reference library and make recommendations for the club
library; it will also file Press cuttings and courtjudgments of interest.

Members of the sub-committee will also be alert to public statements or
newspaper correspondence which call for a reply in the interest of educating and

informing the public.so

Much of the above anticipated the aims and strategy of NZHLRS a few years later.

This is not surprising, given that certain members of the Dorian Society were key

figures in the moves to establish NZHLRS. One of the four original Dorian Society

sub-committee members was Jack Goodwin. Significantly it was Goodwin who wrote

to key public figures seeking support for reform on the eve of a public meeting called

to consider the launching of a reform movement; it was Goodwin who publicly

introduced the chairman of the meeting; it was Goodwin who was the fust secretary of

NZHLRS; and it was Goodwin who was remarkably active as a media letter and press

release writer to keep the issue in the public eye.8r The significance of Jack Goodwin

within NZHLRS was such that when he died in 1981, NZHLRS issued a special

memorial newsletter devoted solely to reflection on the contribution he had made.82

While the legal subcommittee of the Dorian Society as a body may not have achieved

much publicly, it was a forerunner of NZLHRS. And it did network with likely

sympathizers, a number of whom either joined NZHLRS later and/or promoted the

cause of homosexual law reform. A memorandum of 1l July 1963 noted that friendly

80 lbid.
8t Transcript of interview of Jim Robb by Laurie Guy, 2 I October 1997, p.5.
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contact had been made with a number of people including 'Dr Robson, Secretary of

Justice; Mr R. Taylor, psychologist with the University and Justice Dept; Dr Diana

Mason; Mr W.J. Scott, Director of Teachers' Training College; Mr M.H. Holcroft,

Editor of N.Z. Listener; Dr B.D. Inglis, Law Faculty. Victoria'.83

The informal network of people who called the public meeting for 17 April 1967 was

very cautious with regard to its stated objectives. Jack Goodwin wrote to a number of

prominent figures seeking their support. In his letter to Allan Pyatt, Anglican bishop of

Christchgrch, he stressed the fact that minors would continue to be protected and that

reform did not mean approval of homosexual behaviour: 'It is recognized that minors

must be protected - and the British proposals would give youths five more years than

their sisters to decide on their way of life. . . . Support of a change in the law in no way

implies moral approval of homosexual activity. Like most churchmen, you would

probably regard it as a sin, but we hope that you would not wish it to continue to be a

crime.'84 A general letter dated 20 March 1967, advising of the public meeting in April,

made the same point: 'Membership and support in no way implies moral approval of

homosexual conduct'.85 One needed to tread carefully. Homosexuality was both

unknown and abhoned. An April 1967 Sunday Times article, for example, in

mentioning the impending interest meeting for homosexual law reform, referred to the

'twilight world' of homosexuals.s6

8? Located in LAGANZ: Pam 378.75 GOO.
83 ihe Dorian Society Legal Sub-Committee, memorandum to the Executive Commiftee' I I July 1963:

LAGANZ, MS PaPers 359,117,P.200.
84 Letter, 16 February 1967: LAGANZ, MS Papers 083, Series l, File l'
E5 This letter made up the contents of NZHLRS Newsletter, number l.
86 'Compass Spotlight on Twilight World', Sundry Times,16 April 1967'
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Argument for reform was largely based on toleration rather than on affirmation.

Homosexuals could live in society so long as they did not make a noise or frighten the

horses.87 Societal pressures fostered attitudes of timidity and caution among

homosexual men. Mike Waghorne, who was involved in both NZHLRS and gay

activism tiom the rnid-1970s, recalled the aftermath of a media reference he made in

the 1970s to the Christchurch Dorian Society as a gay social club:

I was astonished when, about two or three days after the interview appeared in
the paper, I received a delegation of some half a dozen men from the Dorian

[sic]. What on earth was I on about? The Dorian Society a gay club? Good

heavens, they had no idea of the sexuality of their members - this was simply a

pleasant gentlemen's [sic] where men could go for a few drinks and relaxation. I
was threatened with legal action if I did not withdraw the allegation. Of course, I
did not and they had no intention of doing alFhing about it - it was simply a

panic reaction fiom some very frightened men.88

Caution was needed, not only because society had deep anti-homosexual feeling, but

also because older gay men tended to favour caution. This caution was strikingly

expressed by the constitution of the fledgling society in two ways. First,

decriminalization was sought only with regard to adults. [n no way could it be argued

that this then put children or youth at risk. Second, clause 4 of the NZHLRS

constitution stated, 'The society does not seek moral approval of homosexual

behaviour . . .' This was to allay fears that law reform was the thin end of a wedge that

would lead to the normalization of homosexuality.

It is noteworthy that NZHLRS, in its argument in 1974, persisted in using language

implying acceptance of social non-approval of homosexuals:'Change the law, remove

the reason for even such moderate pressure gloups as the Homosexual Law Reform

8? Reference to not frightening the horses was a commonly-used saying in arguing that,Prryate sexual

activiry of whatever rort-*ur of no concern.to the public. It originated with Beatrice Stella Tzuner (Mrs

paricl Campbell): 'lt doesn't maner what you do in the bedroom so long as you don't do it in the street

and frighten the horses.' See Partington , The Oxford Dictionary of Quotations, p.176.
88 Email Mike Waghorne to Laurie Guy,26 April 1999, pp.6-7.
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Society, take the subject of homosexuality out of the political arena and ir can sink into

a decent obsurity.'8n Th. NZHLRS chairman's report the following year made the

same point: 'Again and again it is declared that a change in the law will not change

public attitudes but can only contribute to understanding and adjustment of the

homosexual in society."0 NZHLRS was narrolvly focused on effecting tegal change.

Conservative support for NZHLRS:

NZHLRS disclaimer of any assertion of moral acceptability of homosexuai behaviour

was important in its early years as it sought to draw support from prominent figures,

and from as broad a base of support as possible. One can observe this in the case of

Eric Gowing, Anglican bishop of Auckland and a long-time vice-president of

NZHLRS. In accepting the honorary post, Gowing stressed that he was accepting in his

private capacity and not as bishop of Auckland, and that this action must not treated as

endorsement by him of homosexual acts.el Gowing reiterated his caution to Jack

Goodwin again in1974:

You will recall that when accepting the offrce of Patron [sic] of the Society, I

made it clear that I am not campaigning for the allowing of homosexual acts

between consenting adults; but that I am opposed to the punishments often meted

out to those who have been convicted of breaking the law and are sent to prison. I

desire to see reform of the law, so that offenders would be kept under

surveillance and given remedial clinical treatment'e2

8e Submissions of NZHLRS to the Select Committee on the Crimes Amendment Bill 1974 (the Venn

Young Bill). Emphasis added: National Archives: ABGX Acc. w3706, Box I l.
no R[port of U2Hl-nS chairman [S.W. Ransom] to the annual general meeting 1975: LAGANZ, MS

Papers 083, Series 4, Folder 2.
i, ' Lrn.. Eric Gowing bp Auckland to J.W. Goodwin, 21 August 1967: LAGANZ: MS Papers 083,

Series l/ l. The bishop oiWrllittgton similarly accepted a vice-presidency only in his private capacity:

Letter Right Reverend Henry Baines, bishop of Wellingtron. to Jack Goodwin, 7 July 1967: LAGANZ

MS Papers 083, Series l/ l.
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Despite this caution, securing such big-name support evoked a lot of satisfaction in

NZHLRS, even when that support was qualitied. Thus Jack Goodwin, in writing to the

Anglican bishop of Wellington, noted happily that Bishop Gowing had also agreed to

be a vice-president of NZHLRS: 'While it rvould be wrong of us to find any

satisfaction in "head hunting", we cannot help but be ebcouraged [sic] by such eminent

approval as we believe that the first part of our work is to replace prejudice with

und.erstandi.rg. 't'

At the same time as Gowing was a vice-president of NZHLRS he was also a patron of

Patricia Bartlett's organization, SPCS, and had signed Patricia Bartlett's petition in

1970 calling for a definition of indecency so that there would be greater on-screen

restraint in sexual matters.ea If the society wished to retain the public support of

morally conservative people like Gowing, it needed to be very careful to distance itself

from any positive endorsement of homosexual behaviour.

Some of the other vice-presidents were in a not-dissimilar position. One of these was

law lecturer, Don Mathieson. His clearly and carefully articulated jurisprudential case

for reform was extremely helpfrrl in the early history of the society.es His influential

role can also be seen in his being given the position of chairman of the inaugural public

s2 Letter Bishop E. Gowing to Jack Goodwin, 24 July 1974: LAGANZ, MS Papers 083, Series l,
Folder I l.s3 Letter J.W. Goodwin to Rt Rev H.W. Baines (bp Wetlington), 4 August 1967: LAGANZ MS Papers

083 Series l/ l'
e4 C. Moynihan, A Standfor Decency: Patricia Bartlett & the Societyfor Promotion of Community

Standards 1970-1995, Wellington, 1995, p,21.
s5 Mathieson, .The Law' ( I 967); 'Homosexuals and the Law' , NZ Listener, LXl, 1555, I August 1969'

p.l0; 'Homosexual Acts - Why the Law Must Be Changed' ; NZLI, XLVII, 1972, ppl-Z; 'Homosexual

Law Reform - A Reply to Mr O'Neill', NZIJ, XLVIII, l972,pp322'3'
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meeting on 17 April 1967, which led to the formation of NZHLRS.e6 Mathieson had

significant links with evangelical Christianity, having earlier been a president of the

Inter-Varsity Christian Fellowship. He had a faith system built directly on the Bible

record, leading him to view homosexuality as a sin.e7 His support then for homosexual

law reform was more as an enlishtened conservative than as a radical reformer.

Another conservative was Ian Breward who in 1976 described himself as 'probably a

very conservative member of the association TNZHLRS]'.e8 He became increasingly

uncomfortable with his NZHLRS position after the advent of gay liberation, 'not

want[ing] to be implying approval for positions arguing that homosexual intercourse

was a normal sexual activity on the same level as marital sexual relations and the

creation of children'.ee His position was that adultery and homosexual acts were

'equally sinful'.roo Attitudes of vice-presidents like Gowing, Mathieson and Breward

indicate limits to the extent to which NZHLRS could push the gay cause'

Goodwin continued to recruit as many prominent people as possible as NZHLRS vice-

presidents over the succeeding years. These included John Robson, former Secretary of

Justice,rol Felix Donnelly, senior lecturer in community health at the University of

Auckland School of Medicine,lo2 and Martyn Finlay, former Attomey-General in the

e6 LAGANZ, MS Papers 083, Series l, File I'
s7 Transcript of interview of Don Mathieson by Laurie Guy, 20 october 1991 , pp.l-2-
e8 Reported in 'Moderator Critical of Homosexual Law', Christchurch Star,30 October 1975.
ee Lefier Ian Breward to Laurie Guy,24 November 1997.
roo Reoorted in .Moderator Critical of Homosexual Law', Christchurch Star,30 October 1975.
ror Lener of acceprance from John Robson to Jack Goodwin, l3 October 1972: LAGANZ, MS Papers

083,Seriesl/8.
ro? 'Letter 

of acceptance from Felix Donnelly to Jack Goodwin, 6 December 1973: LAGANZ' MS

Papers 083, Series l, Folder 10.
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lg72-5 Labour Government.r03 While some held views close to that of gay liberation,

others were t'ar more conservative, and continuing caution was needed if their support

was to be retained. Use of eminent New Zealanders to provide credibility and

respectabilitv was an important part of NZHLRS strategy. ln the words of Chris Parkin,

the society 'wheeled the vice-presidents out' to provide an image of rationality and

respectability at various critical junctures to bolster the NZHLRS cause. [n the 1974-5

parliamentary decriminalization debate, there was much contrast between the

'extravagant', oradical', 'aggressive', 'wild-fringe' gay liberation movement on the one

hand,loa and the 'reasonable' and 'sensible' NZHLRS on the other hand.t0s The

presence in the society of 'eminent New Zealanders' was particularly commended by

two MPs in the Ig74-5 parliamentary debate.r06

Conservative and radical streams within NZHLRS:

While NZHLRS began as a significantly conservative organization, changing social

mores and the emergence of gay liberation later led to more radical perspectives within

NZHLRS. In the light of Chris Parkin's later support for more radical gay liberation

objectives, it is interesting to note his early conservatively stated position on the issue

of whether support for decriminalization meant support for homosexual behaviour.

parkin, at various times a committee member, and at one time the president of

NZHLRS, was responsible for the production of two early publications of NZHLRS in

r03 NZHLRS Newsletter" XLVII, November 1979.
r04 R.D. Muldoon, NZpD, tg74,392, p.3166; D.A. Highet, NZPD, 1975,399, p.2815; F. O'Flynn'

NZPD, lg75,3gg, pp.278Z-+. see also G. christie, NZPD, 1974,392, p.3168; F. O'Flynn, NZPD, 1974'

392, p.3170; p. ei*;hneta, NZPD, tg75,3gg, p.2773: G. Downie, ry?PD, 
1975,399,p.2822.

to: ' i.*. Marshall, NZPD, lg74,3g2,p3l73,NZPD, 1975,399,p.2776. See also C.R' Mayson,

NZPD, 1974,392,p.3172; L.F. Sloane, NZPD, 1975,399, p.2817'
106 R.D. Mutdoon, NZpD, 1974,392,p.3166; G.F. GaA, NZPD, 1974,392, p'3169'
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1968.r07 InThe Qzteer Law he drew attention to the fact that NZHLRS was not seeking

moral approval for homosexual behaviour, and he explained homosexuality as 'what

we might call a personality disturbance, a sort of anested development of a very

complicated nature.r0s In 5A/50 he stated,'ivlost religious teaching says that

homosexuality as such is not sinful though homosexual acts are. A growing minority,

however, regard this distinction as inadequate.'loe Later in the pamphlet he

emphatically denied that any change in the law would seem to condone homosexual

conduct: 'There is a great difference between toleration and approval.'ll0 Parkin's early

cautious statements were thus fundamentally different from the radical assertions of

gay liberation just a few years later.

Parkin's caution in 1968 is also to be contrasted with his statements in two publications

a decade later.lll In'The Gay Rights Movement', Parkin strongly affrrmed gay

liberation. A major object of that movement was the gaining of social approval, the

seeking of such approval being signalled in the annual 'gay pride' weeks from 1973

onwards,ll2 and in sentiments along the lines of a need not just for legislative change

but for 'a truly revolutionary change in sexual attitudes'.ll3 Parkin's support for gay

liberation seemed to signal that he was now moving from advocacy of toleration to

advocacy of social accePtance.

ro7 parkin, The Queer Low; Anon [but actually Parkin], 50/50: Fifty Questions and Answers about

Homosexualiry and the law, Wellington, 1968.
t08 Parkin, The Queer law, infroduction and p.4.
roe Parkin, 50/50, p.4.
Ito lbid., p.lo.rrr Fu.tin, ,The Gay Rights Movement'; Parkin, 'Keeping the Wolfenden Report from the Legislative

Door', Landfall, XXXII, 2, 1978, pp.l74-8p.
nt see I-.tcnr.rZ: MS papers 0fi, Series 1, Folder I regarding Gay Pride Week held at the victoria

Univenity of Wellington 26-30 June 1973'
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In the second later publication, 'Keeping the Wolfenden Report from the Legislative

Door', Parkin was much less sensitive to conservative Christian sensibilities than he

had been a decade earlier. This is particularly shorvn in his attack on St Paul whose

writings in the New Testament are probably the most crucial texts in the Bible for

Christian argument against homosexual behaviour. Rather than seek a re-interpretation

of St Paul's texts, Parkin directly attacked their value: 'Contempt for women, and a

failure to place any positive value upon sexuill experience, produced a deep-rooted

antagonism to homosexual practices as not only contrary to natural instinct but also an

impious degradation of the divinely created superiority of male over female, and

without the saving grace of the marital dispensation.'rra If people like Parkin had their

way, clearly NZHLRS would need to shift from its earlier cautious and minimalist

approach.

The point of this discussion is to highlight the limited objectives and conservative

expression of NZHLRS in its beginnings in contrast to later developments. When

NZHLRS began it was very important for the society to have distinguished, respectable

vice-presidents. The organization acknowledged this in its second newsletter Ln 1967,

noting with satisfaction the election of 'prominent officers' of the newly formed body,

including 'university and church leaders whose knowledge and judgrnent must be

rrr R. Blackley, 'Towards a Radical Perspective', Na+, Zealand Gay News, September/October 1975,

pp.5-6.
i i4 parkin, .Keeping the Wolfenden Report', p. 175. Many modern New Testament scholars would

regard Parkin's view as a caricature of St Paul's thought which they hold to be much more positive to

*or"n and to marital sexual relationships than previously understood. See D'R. Cartlidge, 'l
CorinthiansTasaFoundationforaChristianSexEthic', TheJournalofReligion,LV,1975,pp.220'34;
R.F. Collins, 'The Bible and Sexualiry ll', Biblical Theologt Bulletin, VI[, 1978, pp.3-18; D.E.

Garland, .The Christian's Posture towards Maniage and Celibacy: I CorinthiansT', Ratiew and

Expositor,Lxxx, 1983, pp.35 l-62;J. Moiser,'A Reassessment of Paul's View of Maniage with

Referenceto I Cor.7',JiirnatfortheStudyoftheNewTestament,Xvlll, 1983,pp.103'22;W'E'
phipps, .ls Paul's Attitude toward Sexual Relations Contained in I Cor. 7.1?', New Testament Studies,

XXVII, 1982, pp.125-3 l.
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respected', leading to 'some of our best publicity . . . being published, unsolicited, in

the leading church newspapers'.I15 lvlany of these vice-presidents were much more

conservative than the emerging gay community rvas. Such vice-presidents wanted

tolerance, not social acceptance; decriminalization, not human rights. They were

liberals. not liberationists, and some of them would become increasingly uncomfortable

in a more radical environment.lt6 Mike Waghome noted the conservative tenor of

NZHLRS officers in 1974: 'Some of them have preffy negative attitudes towards

homosexuality. For example, there are Bishops [sic] on the committee who would still

describe homosexuals as sinful. There's a psychiatrist on that committee who still uses

aversion therapy against homosexuals so that all they are basically is a "civil liberties"

campaign.'ll7

With the advent of gay liberation, NZHLRS soon faced challenge from more radical

perspectives. The society had an early awareness of that challenge. Thus its annual

report for 1972, after noting the emergence in New Zealand of a gay liberation

movement, commented, 'There are indications of impatience among homosexuals with

this Society.'l18 The following year the NZHLRS chairman expressed optimism about

relationships between gay liberation and NZHLRS in his annual report: 'There has

been a continuing fraternal liaison with Gay Liberation Front, at Christchurch,

WellingXon and Auckland. It is very much appreciated that G.L.F. has been anxious not

to embarrass this Society by diverting public attention to their own demanding

It5 NZHLRS Nev,sletter number2, September 1967.
l 16 See Weeks, Sex, p.14 for a contrasting picture of liberals seeking legal relaxation within a

traditional framework of family values, and radical libertarians advocating a transformation of values.
ilt ,Intervie* with Mike Waghome', Gay. Liberation Front (Christchurch) Newsletter, September

1974,p.2.ft8 dnnual report l9Z2: LAGANZ, MS Papers 083 Series'4 Folder l. See also NZHLRS Newsletter'

number 21, April 1973.
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objectives. NZHLRS needed to be a broad-based society, but it walked a tight-

rope, with sentiment to the left and to the right wanting it to move more in one

direction or the other.

Most of the NZHLRS vice-presidents, as people of social eminence, were 'pillars of

sociery', and thus likely to be cautious as to how far they would go w'hen advocating

reform. This policy of caution was articulated by Stuart Ransom, chairman of NZHLRS

at its 1975 annual general meeting: 'He said that although a policy of non-aggressive

pressure on MPs had not had the desired effect and needed to be reconsidered, he

believed that the Society had won public respect which could not be lightly exchanged

for the disruptive tactics favoured by some other political persuaders.'Iz0 Thus

NZHLRS was seeking to gentle the horses, at a time when gay liberation was prepared

to frighten them.

Resignation of conservative vice-presidents :

The advent of gay liberation caused several of the more conservative vice-presidents to

be uneasy about their ongoing role in NZHLRS. In late 1974 Gowing wrote to Jack

Goodwin resigning his vice-presidency, both to prevent 'misunderstanding' of his

position in the community at large, but also because gay liberation voices were by then

arguing for social acceptance and not just for tolerance and decriminalization.l2l

Ire Report of S.W. Ransom as chairman of NZHLRS to its annual general meeting,26 November 1973:

LAGANZ: MS Papers 083, Series 4, Folder l.
Eo -Ufinut". 

of the annual general meeting of NZHLRS, l3 October 1975: LACANZ: MS Papers 083,

Series 4, File 2.izi Letter Bishop Gowing to Jack Goodwin, 4 December 1974: LAGANZ: MS Papers 083, Series l,
Folder 12. Also.ubr"qu",it leter Bishop Gowing to Jack GbodwirL l3 December 1974: LAGANZ: MS

papers 0g3, Series l, Folder 12. When Gowing was talked into staying on as a vice-president, Goodwin
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Goodwin stalled on the matter of accepting the resignation. He met Gowing in

February 1975 and persuaded him to stay on as vice-president on the basis that the

issue was decriminalization and not morality.l'2 However, Gowing remained anxious

as to what his position as a vice-president of NZHLRS might imply. In confirming to

Jack Goodwin in March 1975 that he would stay on, he wrote: 'l am willing to have my

narne listed as one of the Vice-Presidents, on condition that I can refer those who

criticise me for approving of homosexual acts to you, so that you can support my

statement that I have always made it clear that I do not give approval to such

activities.'123 Gow'ing finally succeeded in resigning as vice-president of NZHLRS in

1980, just as its crisis over taking a more liberationist stance was coming to a head.l2a

The fact that the correspondence indicated that Gowing no longer wished to receive

NZHLRS newsletters is a pointer to his increasing disenchantment with the society.l25

The need to be sensitive with regard to such support was demonstrated with regard to

Don Mathieson's resignation as a vice-president of NZHLRS in December 1980,

consequent on NZHLRS making constitutional changes, the most significant being to

seek equality of heterosexuals and homosexuals (decriminalization with an age of

consent of 16, rather than 18, 20, or 2l), and removal of the statement that the society

did not seek moral approval of homosexual behaviour. Mathieson cited two main

wrote to him, commenting inter a/ia: 'Some of our critics may be confounded by the "Gay is good"

slogans of the groups with whom we have an uneasy alliance. . .': Letter Jack Goodwin to Bishop

Gowing, 13 March 1975: LAGANZ: MS Papers 083, Series l, Folder l3'
t11 See LAGANZ: MS Papers 077, Series I'
r?3 Letter Bishop Gowing to Jack Coodwin, 19 March 1975: LAGANZ, MS Papers 083, Series l,
Folder 13.
t24 Minutes of NZHLRS annual general meeting 29 October 1980 and 26 November 1980: LAGANZ'

MS Papers 083, Series 4,File2.
t25 Letter from the Rev. Canon T.M. Barton on behalf of Bishop Gowing to NZHLRS, 8 August 1980:

LAGANZ, MS Papers 083, Series l, Folder 19.
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reasons for his resignation.l26 The first is that the constitutional changes were a

capitulation to pressure from the National Gay Rights Liberation Front. However, the

changing of a policy through pressure, does not seem reason enough for resignation

from an organization unless one is opposed to the substantive change itself. Thus the

second reason is likeiy the more significant one, that NZHLRS would cease to have

church support. \Mhy? Mathieson alluded to the age of consent, noting that he now

preferred l8 rather than 20. Age 16, just two years less, was not acceptable. Given that

Mathieson had much earlier shown sympathy for 16 as an appropriate age of

consent,l2T it seems to indicate that either Mathieson had shifted in a significantly more

conservative direction, or (more probably, given his consistent view that homosexual

behaviour was a sin), the constitutional changes carried the connotation of implicit

acceptance or endorsement of homosexual behaviour, something that Mathieson could

not accept.

Another vice-president who resigned in 1980 was Ian Breward. Although the

resignation was precipitated by his taking a lecnuing position in Melboume, he had

grown increasingly uneasy with radical gay militancy. This had led Breward to seek to

resign his vice-presidency in both 1974 and 1977, but on both occasions he had been

dissuaded from such action by Jack Goodwin.l2s With conservative-versus-radical

tensions rising within NZHLRS in 1980, the ofler of a professorship in Melbourne in

tz6 
See letter, 16 December 1980; also NZHLRS Newslefter, LI, February 1981.

t?l Mathieson,'Homosexuals', P.10.
rzE lnCnNZ:'MS papers 077, 3eries l. Letter lan Breward to Jack Goodwin 2 luly 1977: LAGANZ,

MS Papers 083, Series I , Fold., 16. Goodwin replied on 7 Juty 1977 asking for a deferal of the

resignation until there could be fuller discussion: LAGANZ, MS Papers 083, Series l, Folder 16'

Goo-dwin wrote again on 7 Septemb er 1977, referring to previous talks and hoprng that Breward would

stay on as a vice-fresident: LAGANZ, MS Papers 083, Series l, Folder 16. Breward wrote to Goodwin

on-20 S"pt.-ber 1977,thanking him for his helpful letter, and not referring to the resigration issue:

LAGANZ, MS Papers 083, Series l, Folder 16,
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that year came at a fortuitous time, enabling Breward to exit from NZHLRS in gracious

fashion.

The generally more conservative nature of the vice-presidents was noted by the

NZHLRS executive committee when NZHLRS surveyed its members in 1980 to see

whether the society should adhere to its original Wolfenden-style approach, change to

an advocacy of the liberationist principle of equality, or shut down. While a great

majority of NZHLRS members indicated a desire to reformulate the society aims along

the lines of equality, the executive committee noted that the vice-presidential responses

w'ere 'largely at variance with the majority of other members'.t2e Not surprisingly,

when the constitutional changes went through in November 1980, several of the vice-

presidents responded by resigning their positions. Chris Pottinger, a prominent lawyer

with Buddle Kent Anderson & Co, expressed his consenrative feelings in resigning: 'I

suppose I have also come to the stage of realising that I am more conservative now than

I originally was. I have certainly become less tolerant of the shriller voices claiming

human "rights'o when in fact it is not rights they seek but privileges. As you can gather I

have little sympathy with Gay Rights Coalitions - and although the Society will be a

separate organization, I would prefer not to be associated.'130

NZHLRS should not be seen as cynically using these conservative vice-presidents to

gain respectability for the reform cause, and then casting them off when they were no

Ionger needed. Jack Goodwin, for example, expressed major concern at the way he felt

Don Mathieson had been treated at the meeting that made the constitutional changes in

t2e Minutes dated 5 October 1980: LAGANZ, MS Papers'109'
t30 Lefter to Chris Parkin 5 December t980: LAGANZ MS Papers 077, Series 6, Folio l'
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1980, particularty in the light of aii that he had contributed to the society in the past.13l

The conservative wing was an integral, fully accepted wing of NZHLRS, making an

important contribution to its early strategy.

Especially in its earliest years of existence, NZHLRS needed to be extremely careful in

its official position and in its public pronouncements. It needed the vice-presidents to

give it public credibility. At the same time, it rvas using people who were increasingly

less acceptable to the more radical wing of those they were seeking to help. Their help

was 'from a distance' rather than in full empathetic solidarity and endorsement.

Michael Ross, president of Gay Liberation, Victoria University of Wellington,

expressed this bitingly in 1973: '[T]o my mind, the worst forrn of oppression is

toleration from patronising liberals; they tolerate you as a superior tolerates an inferior.

They can overcome their hostility on an intellectual basis, they can rationalise

homosexuality, but they haven't overcome their emotional hang-ups over it.'132

lncreasingly there developed a sense of contradiction in NZHLRS, of key ofEce

holders being in support of homosexual activity as far as decriminalization went, but

not necessarily being in support of homosexual activity, in terms of moral and social

acceptability. Eventually this precipitated crisis, division and change.

The climate in which NZHLRS initiatlybperated:

There was not,

NZHLRS. Then

however, that sense

was not the time to

of contradiction or crisis at the beginnings

argue for full social or moral endorsement

t I December.l980: LAGANZ MS Papers 109.

of

of

13r NZHLRS Executive Committee minutes
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homosexual behaviour. The weight of public opinion was set against such acts. That

perspective was typit-red in the response of Viscount Cobham, former Governor-

General of New Zealand, to an invitation in 1967 to become patron of NZHLRS. In

declining the position Cobham referred to homosexuals as 'mentally sick' and as

having a 'disease' which was 'contagious'. For the sake of the majority there needed to

be legislation against homosexual acts: 'Many people, including myself, are deeply

sorry for these unfortunates, but at the same time we think that it is of vital importance

to prevent the com.rption of the young.' Cobham perhaps sensed that much of what he

was saying was not in harmony with modern academic thinking. Such seems to be

suggested by the postscript to his letter: 'I am not so sure as I once was that reason is as

sure a guide as emotion, if one can equate emotion with instinct!'I33 That postscript

suggests that much of public opinion may have been based on unreflective public

prejudice. People did not give much thought to the matter at that time.l3a Better to have

things swept under the carpet and not talked about.

Those who did talk about homosexuality could be withering in the extreme. This was

evident in an address given by Detective-Superintendent F.A. Gordon, head of the

Christchurch C.I.B. to a Lions Club meeting in 1967.t35 Gordon observed that on the

one hand there was the non-offending 'unfortunate' who had latent homosexual

tendencies.t'6 On the other hand, however, there was the 'pewert whose depravities

r3? Reported in J. McCracken, 'Is Being Gay Reason to be Glum?' , NZ Listener' LXX[, 1973, pp.l0-

l1 atp.l0,col.4.
r33 Lettei, Cobham to Jack Goodwin, 8 July 1967: LAGANZ, MS Papers 083, Series I, File l. See also

the comment of J.T. Watts in parliamentary debate on the issue of homosexuality in 1960: 'l do not know

anything about it, and I do not want to.' NZPD, 1960, 322, p'669'
rn' 41"6bse*uiion made in an editorial supportive of reform in the Christchurch Press, 9 August 1967,

p.14.ir5 Anon., 'Dangers of Homosexuality', Outloot' 8 July 1967, p.25.
136 lbid.
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revolt all normal standards of common decency'.137 Legalizing homosexual behaviour

would lead to corrupting of youth, male prostitution and increased use of drugs.l38 The

outcome of homosexuality becoming an 'accepted cult in society' would be that our

cities would be 'ovemrn with pimps, ponces, pansies, pussyfoots and perverts'.I3e

Noting this 'outburst' by Detective-Superintendent Gordon, the Inter-Church Council

on Public Affairs commented that 'the subject of homosexuality almost invariably

raises strong emotions both for and against'.140

Loathing and intense feelings in relation to homosexuality meant that homosexuals

rypicaily tived in a'twilight world' - twilight because it was risky for gays to come out,

and twilight because the media had a marked reluctance to air matters relating to

homosexuality.'ut Jack Goodwin claimed that in the 1960s a number of newspapers

would not even use the word 'homosexual'.142 Don Mathieson noted in 1967 how 'few

people are prepared to listen. M*y, especially older people simply "close up" when

you try to make the point that immorality in private is one thing, criminal sanctions

r37 lbid.
r38 [bid.
r3e lbid.
l4o .Homosexuality and Legal Reform: Report of an Address given by D.L. Mathieson', Presbyterian

Church of New ZealandArchives: PQCtee Exec General Subjects, FiIe94/80/12/2.
t4r For the description 'twilight world', see 'Compass Spotlight on Twiligbt World', Dominion Sundry

Times,16 April 1967, P.5.t42 Lercr J. Goodwin to W. Freer 18 July 1979: LACANZ, MS Papers 077, Series 6, Folder 5; lefier J.

Goodwin to J.P. Hauenstein of Panmure, 20 November 1973: LAGANZ, MS Papers 083, Series l,
Folder 10. Also NZHLR.S Newsletter, number 37, August 1977; also J.W. Goodwin, 'Some

Considerations of the Homophile Alternative', an address to the Social Science Section of the Royal

Society of New Zealand,26 September 1973,p.2: LAGANZ, MS Papers 100; also P. Parkinson, 'God's

Own iountry and the Legal Status of Gay People', first draft of a paper subsequently read in absentia at

an intemational gay Toronto conference which had the theme, 'Sex and the State: Their Laws, Our

Lives', Wellington, 1985, p.7: LACANZ, MS Papers 217. The claim that many newspapers would not

use the word .homosexuali in the early post-world-war-two period highlights their invisibility, but is

somewhat misleading. For examples of newspaper usage of that word in the 1950s see 'Vice Squad

probe in City Suburb' , Evening'Post, 12 July 1957, p. l6; 'Discussing Perversion', Pres^i editorial, 28

September 1959, P.10.
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another'.lai If people did think about homosexuality, they were barely open to

altemative perspectives. At its best homosexualiry was a 'definite antisocial

abnormality'.1*t lvlore commonly most knew in their gut that homosexual practices

were'unnatural'Ils and'revolting'.'ou R"rr. Colin Clark, a Methodist advocate for

retbrm, for example, acknowledged that when he first began to look at the topic in the

later 1950s he had to 'overcome a natural revulsion to the church becoming involved in

the study of homosexuality'.147

An example of the lack of supportive data for negative images of homosexuals is

evident in the submissions of clinical psychologist Varian J. Wilson, M.A.,

M.N.Z.Ps.S, in opposing the 1968 NZHLRS petition:

While there is some unjustified public prejudice against the homosexual, social

pressures have been greatly exaggerated. Society generally abhors the pervert not

for what he does in private, but because he is an objectionable public nuisance.

He is often a cadger, a loafer and dishonest, because he believes society is in his

debt. In countries where homosexual practice is tolerated by the law, the most

noticeable effect is that they are even more of a public nuisance. Any change in
the law can only be a victory for a noisy and aggressive anti-social group.ras

lnstinctively held judgments were still being expressed in parliament in 1985. This was

particularly evident with lnvercargill MP, Norman Jones: 'I have a gut feeling that

r'r3 Mathieson, The Law,p,l4.
14{ Language used by Melbourne sexologist Victor Wallace in describing public views on

homosexuality in Australia and New Zealandin the 1960s: V.H. Wallace, 'Australia aldNew Zealand,

Sex Life in', in A. Ellis & A. Abarbanel , The Encyclopedia of Sexual Behavior,Zno edn, New York,

1967, pp.193 -203 at PP.200-l 'r45 iion. J.R. Hanan (,tnorney-Ceneral), in introducing the second reading of the Crimes Bill, l96l:
NZpD, 1961, 328, p.2679;G.G. Grieve (MP for Awarua) and R.L.G. Talbot (MP for Ashburton) in the
.no recommendation' ruling of the petitions committee regarding the 1968 NZHLRS petition: NZPD,

1968, 358, pp. 2980, 2981.
t'r6 b.G. dri"u., Mp for Awarua, debating the 'no recommendation' ruling 1968: NZPD, 1968, 358'

p.2981. Likewise Hon. J. Rae in the same debate: NZPD, 1968, 358, p'2984'
i'rz C- Clark, .Homosexuality - Towards a Christian Perspective', Outlook, September 1985, p.18.
r48 LAGANZ, MS Papers lo9.
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homosexuality is wrong for the human race.'l4e Jones was not going to be swayed by

academic cleverness: 'The logic can be argued intellectually; that is not valid for

mg.ol5o

The depth of largely unreflective feeling rvas such that there was no way that

parliamentarians wanted to be associated with a 'perversion concerning which strong

emotional attitudes are held by many people'.tit These just-quoted words came from

the Speaker of the House in ruling there was a prima facie case that the Evening Post

had committed a breach of privilege in its reporting of a submission supporting

decriminalization made by Professor Jim Robb, president of NZHLRS. The Speaker

ruled that Robb was entitled to assert that 'if members of partiamrn, *, a statistical

representation of the community as a whole, then it would be reasonable to expect that

at least four members are hornosexual', even if such illustration was 'ill-judged and

inept'.r52 However, the large Evening Post headline 'statistical Claim is Made that

Four MPs are Probably Homosexual' distorted what Robb said and lessened the esteem

of parliament in the eyes of the community. The fuss parliamentarians made over this

minor incident indicates how jumpy people were at that time over the issue. The gulf

between them and homosexuality must remain patent.

In the late 1960s it took considerable courage to campaign in any way for

decriminalization or for any amelioration in the ptight of homosexuals. Mike

Waghome noted this in his eulogy of Jack Goodwin in 1983:

r4e NZPD, 1985,461, p.3523.
t5o lbid.
15r Comments of the Speaker of the House on the issue: NZPD, 1968, 358, p.2725.
r52 lbid.
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In these days of relative (although increasingly endangered) 'liberalization' of
gay existence in New Zealand it is sometimes diffrcult for newer/younger gay

men to appreciate the courage required in the i960's [sic] to speak openly and in
favour of homosexuality. It is relatively easy to espouse political purity and

uncompromising principle in today's circumstances. It takes a sense of history to

recognize that the base from which such confident speeches can be made was

created by people such as Jack who risked so much at a time when no other

supportive groups could be counted on to spring to one's defence.'153

The caution of the NZHLRS petition in 1968:

The climate of public opinion meant that arguments for reform needed to be put very

cautiously and carefully. Bob Tizard, MP for Pakuranga, advised NZHLRS in March

1968 that a considerable period of publicity and public information was needed before

any petition was presented. He gave the society a warning: 'You will be up against a lot

of emotionalism, as well as old-style puritanism, as you will be well aware, and the

closer you can stick to demonstrable facts the better it will be for carrying

conviction.'154

The submission of NZHLRS in support of its 1968 petition was careful to accept that

there were differences of opinion on the morality of homosexual acts even among those

seeking a law change. tn its view, decriminalization did not mean approval. In

advancing standard reasons for decriminalization - reducing the suffering of

homosexuals, eliminating the illogicality of treating male and female homosexual acts

differently, removing a law that was haphazardly enforced - NZHLRS gave as its final

point, .punishment of homosexuals is on balance a greater evil than the evil it is

r53 NZHLRS, Special Memorial Newsletter, December l9$3'
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designed to prevent'.|5s From this one should note that NZHLRS was prepared to

concede at that time that homosexual acts might rvell be an evil; but this did not justiry

the greater evil of imprisonment for such actions. NZHLRS knew that to challenge the

perception of homosexual acts as evil directly would not succeed in the climate of

1968. Better then to concede the argument and then argue that, even so,

decriminalization should occur.

There was very little sense of propaganda or rhetorical exaggeration in the NZHLRS

1968 submissions. It was a case of sticking to the facts and to widely accepted views.

For example, in terms of homosexual numbers, NZHLRS suggested that four per cent

of adult males were exclusively homosexual. While this is a Kinsey statistic, the

society sourced it to published Justice Department material (which presumably drew it

from the Kinsey data). There was none of the recklessness with which figures were

later used, such that the 4Yo increased to 10o4,156 to l2'/o,r57 even to 18olo.158 h most of

its public argument, NZHLRS exhibited a carefulness of assertion - something that was

r54 R.J. Tizard lener to rhe secretary NZHLRS, 27 March 1968: LAGANZ MS Papers 077, Series 6,

Fotio 2.
r55 LAGANZ: MS Papers lo9.
156 The figwe of l0% became a standard figure in most gay argument through to decriminalization in

1986. See, ior example, Auckland University Gay Liberation Submissions on the Venn Young Bill,
1974: LAGANZ MS Papers 077, Series 6, Folio 3, pp. 18,20. Ten per cent was the figure used by Fran

Wilde, mover of the reform legislation: NZPD 1985,466,p.1254. Often usage was quite wild and loose.

For example, Gay Liberation Front Newsletter (Chistchurch) early April 1974, n its editorial (p.l)'

notes New Zealand's population at that time as being 2,984,099, and using the l0% statistic to state not

only the number of malqhomosexuals oto some degree' at 149,305, but also the number of female

homosexuals at 149,105. These apparently precise statistics ignore the general recognition that the

percentage of male homosexuals is sigrrificantly higher than that of female homosexuals, and also the fact

that pre-adolescent children are included in the figures.
15? 'NGRC 

produced a radio advertisement as part of its propaganda for the 1978 election which

included the statement, 'At least one in every eight New Zealand adutts is homosexual or lesbian.'

(,progress Report No. 2 from NGRC election campaign': LAGANZ MS Papers 077, Series 2, Folder 24;

,"p.oiur"d alio in NGRC Newsletter November 1978). Most of the radio stations declined to run the

ad-vertisement but it was run on Radio Waikato and Radio Hauraki. Later, Auckland counsellor, Evan

Sherrard, suggested that between I 0% and I 5% of the general population are homosexual in orientation:

E. Sherrard,iFhysiotogicat and Psychological Aspects', in J.J- Lewis et al' (eds), Homosexuality: A

Christian Perspective, Auckland, 1991, pp.42-59 at p'51'
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not surprising given the substantial proportion of its members with an academic

backsround.

The exceeding caution of NZHLRS in its 1968 petition to decriminalize consenting

adult homosexual behaviour done in private can be seen in the way it carefully listed 42

prominent individuals and 2 grcups (branches of the New Zealand Howard League for

Penal Reform) as signatories to the petition in addition to the offtcers of the society.rse

Very significantly,2l of those 42 individuals were clergy, and a further 10 were either

psychiatrists or academic or practising psychologists. This suggests that prevailing

public opinion viewed homosexuals as bad or mad, and these people were brought in as

signatories to counteract that opinion. The fact that significant numbers of experts in

the classification of badness and madness were arguing for decriminalization meant

that the petition had to be treated seriously.160

Despite its arguments and big-name support, NZHLRS had little hope of success in

1968. Deep seated societal prejudice meant that NZHLRS was pushing water uphill.

An example of that prejudice is to be found in a letter of the clinical psychologist,

Varian Wilson, to the chairman of the parliamentary petitions committee, opposing the

NZHLRS petition: 'l do not believe that there is any evidence to show that any

t58 The l8% figure is found in the Dominion, 14 September 1985, in a reprint of an article by Peter

Ward in the Weekend Australian'
r5e Not counting seven less well-known sigrratories belonging to the Society of Friends (Quakers), who

seem to have appended their sipatures when the Clerk of the Public Questions Committee of the Sociery

of Friends was asked to sign.
t60 See NZHLRS Newslitter,number 6 which, in reporting on the imminent presentation of the petition

to parliament, stated, 'The number of prominent and knowledgeable signatories is most gfatifying. They

cannot be dismissed lightlY.'
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homosexuals are content to cont'ine their sexual acts to consenting adult males.'16l ln

other words homosexuals were guilty (of paedophilia) until proven innocent.

The presence of a hostile chairman on the petitions committee, who regarded

homosexuality as 'illegal. revolting and unnatural behaviour', certainly did not help the

reform ca,.s..162 The committee brought back a motion of ono recommendation', the

least favourable response it could make. Despite the clear disclaimer of NZHLRS that

changing the law did not mean moral approval, the issue of approval was clearly in the

minds of some at least of the MPs.l63 The chairman of the committee, G.G. Grieve

(Awarua), was particularly outspoken: 'I believe the practice of homosexuality is

revolting. We all stand for certain moral principles, and the legalising of homosexuality

would indicate to society that we do not really condemn homosexual behaviour. If this

were made legal the public could not feel that it was immoral.'l& Similar sentiment

was expressed by R.L.G. Talbot (Ashburton): 'I believe there is very wide support for a

firm stand to be taken against any lowering of moral standards and codes by condoning

in any way these unnatural acts - and I repeat, these unnatural acts.'165 Only five MPs

spoke in relation to the matter, and only two, Arnold Nordmeyer and Martyn Finlay,

did not speak of homosexual acts in heavily condemnatory terms. It is significant that

despite showing some sympathy for the plight of homosexuals, neither Nordmeyer nor

16l Letter Varian Wilson, MA, MNZPsS, to the chairman parliamentary petitions committee, 24

October 1968: LAGANZ, MS Papers 083, Series 6, Folder 2.
t62 G.G. Grieve (Awarua), NZPD, 1968, 358, pp.2980-l; see also Parkin, 'The Gay Nghts Movement',

p.3.iel [n those early years of argument some opponents of reform continued to base part at least of their

opposition on the iisue of moial approval. An example of this is J.S. O'Neill in his argument with Don

Mathieson in the ly'ew Zealand Lai Journal: 'If the law is repealed I arn not in any doubt that there will

be an increase in homosexual behaviour and there will be very stong influences at work to make

homosexuality respectable. . . . Repeal of the law would result in a change of attitude towards

homosexual acts which would be detrimentil to the interests of society.' J.R. O'Neill, 'Homosexual Acts

- Why the Law Must Not Be Changed', NZLJ,XLVIII, 1972, pp'241-2'
16'r NZPD, 1968, 358, p.2980.
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Finlay was prepared rvithin the debate to come out and assert that the law should be

changed - the very point of the petition. This seems to show the temper of the times.

Politically, it was too dangerous to be publicly supportive in 1968, even though Finlay

was later sufficiently supportive of NZHLRS to become a vice-president of the society

after his retirement fiom parliament.

NZHLRS was not surprised or unduly disappointed at the failure of its petition. It noted

the significant exposure the issue had had in the press, with much comment being on

the lines of 'we are not ready yet',166 and 'the petition was some distance ahead of

public opinion'.16?

Clearly a major task was the education and shifting of public opinion. A major focus of

NZHLRS endeavour at this time was the print media. Jack Goodwin, a journalist by

trade, was an indefatigable letter writer, seizing on any oppornrnity to put the case for

homosexual reform into the newspapers. One very good piece of publicity for reform

was an article by Cherry Raymond in the mass circulation NZ Woman's Weekly in

1972. She argued that arguments against decriminalization were 'usually based on

some peculiar emotional reactions with no reference at all to logic and reason, nor to

plain humanity and the ultimate good of society'.t68 The publication of this sort of

material was almost too good to be true for NZFILRS - they could not have written it

better themselves. In fact a lot of that material actually did come from the society.l6e

165 NZPD, 1968,358, p.2982.
166 NZHLRS Newsletter, number 7, December 1968.
t6"t So expressed by NZHLRS in Noble, 'One in Twenty', p' 19'
168 C. Raymond, 'Men Who Seek to Live their Own Lives Legally" NZ lYoman's Weekly,28 February

1972, p.29.
r6e t,iinut* of NZHLRS Committee 2 March 1972 record:'The society had provided information to

Cherry Raymond for a favourable full-page article in the'New Zealand Woman's Weekly'', circulation
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The beginnings of a shift in public opinion:

Continuing education and propaganda endeavours, together with major shifts in the

value s.vstems of grass-roots New Zealand, b.gan to turn the tide in favour of the

society's aims in the early 1970s. The National Party annual conference voted in

support of decriminalization in July l970by a nearly two-to-one majority. Signifrcantly

the move was initiated by the Young National grouping within the parry.lio In May

1971 the Labour Party annual conference also voted in favour of decriminalization.l7l

A shift in public opinion was higilighted in a Heylen Poll in 1973 which undertook a

random survey of 1000 adults asking whether the law should permit homosexual acts

befween consenting adults in private. Apart from the significant majority in favour of

reform (59.2% would permit, and 35.3% would prohibit), a significant feature was the

percentage of younger people in favour of reform. While only 35% of people 55 and

over supported reform, 60.7yo of those aged 30-54 supported reform, and 7l-4Yo of

those aged l8-2g supported reform.lT2 Two years later, a survey organized by political

scientists Stephen Levine and Alan Robinson in November 1975 produced similar

responses.lT3 A major shift was taking place among the young, and the simple passage

of time might well bring NZHLRS nearer to victory.

230,000.' See also letter from Cherry Raymond, NZ Woman's Weekly, to J' Goodwin, l5 March 1972:

LAGANZ, MS PaPers 083, Box l, Folder 7.
rto- 

- y7 pirrota,Zb nly 1920, Section l, p.3. See also P.L. Reynolds, 'Parliament and the Law Relating

to Homosexu ality' , Comment, Xl, November 1970, pp' t2- 16 at p' l5 '
r7r Parkin,'The Gay fughts Movement', p.3.
t72 The 1973 Heylen pott as reported n Syndry Times 15 April 1973, and in NZHLRS Newslettet,

number22, August 1973.1it S. rcvine L a. RoUinr on, The Ncw Zealand Voter: A Suney of Public Opinion and Electoral

Behaviour, Wellington, 1976, pp.66-8'
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Throughout the early period NZHLRS persisted in its endeavours to shift the opinion of

MPs as well as that of the public at large. A notable lobbying success was the

influencing of Venn Young, MP for Egmont, who subsequently introduced a

deuiminalization bill for adults 21 and over in July 1974. At that time Young indicated

that he had been opposed to larv reform in 1968 and had been neutral earlier in 1974.

He explained how his stance had changed: 'I have since made a closer study of it and

met members of the Homosexttat Law Reform Association 'l7a Clearly Young did not

know much prior to that study. A confidential circular letter from Jack Goodwin to

officers of NZHLRS discussed a meeting with Young and observed: '[A] point which

became apparent during their meeting lwas thatl Venn [Young] thought that

homosexual acts : sodomy and nothing more'.175 Th" continuing inJluence of

NZHLRS with Venn Young can also be seen in a letter to Jack Goodwin in May 1975

asking whether Goodwin could 'find an appropriate person to assist with that portion of

the speech notes I will require for the second reading debate on the Crimes Amendment

Bill'.176

The Venn Young private member's bill' 1974-5:

This bill can best be described as a Wolfenden-type decriminalization measure:

decriminalizing homosexual acts between consenting males in private where both

parties were aged twenty-one or more. It was strongly motivated by compassion for

r?{ Reported in NZHLRS Newsletter, number 26 July 1974. Emphasis added.
t15 ,Confidential circular letter to committee members and other officers of the society' by J. W.

Goodwin, 19 July 1974: LAGANZ, MS Papers 295, Folder 5'
io rctter Venn Young to Jack Goodwin, l6 May 1975: LAGANZ, MS Papers 083, Series l, Folder

13.
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homosexuals whose sufferings were intensified by criminalization.rTT Specihc

reference was made in parliament to the plight of homosexuals with regard to

alcoholism,lTs suicide,tTe blackmail,ls0 and even the threat of murder.lsl The bill

passed its first reading and returned to the House in 1975 after its select committee

stage, basically intact except for the substitution of 20 for 21 as the age of consent.

There it met defeat on its second reading: 34 to 29, with 24 members not voting. The

margin of defeat was quite narrow when one considers how the NZHLRS petition was

treated just seven years earlier. Clearly NZHLRS-type views were becoming more

persuasive.

Ostensibly the point at issue with regard to the Venn Young bill was a simple one:

whether consensual adult homosexual acts done in private should cease to be criminal

acts. Perhaps the greatest opposition to the bill, however, was based on the argument

that the current law made a negative societal statement about homosexuality, and that

to alter the law would foster social acceptance of homosexual behaviour. Young

highlighted this by noting that at select committee stage, each of the church goups

opposing decriminalization was asked whether, if there were no law on the matter, they

would be seeking criminalization.lsz With one exception the answer was oNo'.183 Thit

indicated that few positively wanted such a law, but that they opposed change to the

existing law on the basis that this would give sanction to homosexual behaviour. Air

v7 Explicit references to compassion include L.W, Gandar, NZPD, 1974,392,p.3162,N2PD, 1975'

sgg, p.ilgt;R.D. Muldoon, NZPD, 1974,392, p.3165, NZPq 1975 ,399, p.2771. Explicit references to

homosexual suffering include M.D. Batchelor, NZPD, 1974,392, p.3172; V.S' Young, NZPD' 1975;

399, pp.27 64, 27 66 ; G. O' Brien, NZPD, l9'7 5, 399, p'2806'
rza ' 6.p1. Finlay, NZPD, 1974,392, p.3159; L.W. Gandar, NZPD, 1975,399, p'2805'

'tn T.W.M. Tirikatene-Sullivan, NZPD ,1974,392, p.3163; L.W' Gandar, NZPD, 1975,399, p'2805'
r8o R.O. tUutAoon, NZPD, 1974,3g2,p.3165; F.D. O'Flynn, NZPD, 1975,399,p'2183; K.J. Holyoake'

NZPD, 197 5, 399, p.2820.
r8r R.O. trlutaoon, NZPD, 1974,392, p.3165; F.D. O'Flynn, NZPD, 1975'399,p.2783.
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Commodore Gill expressly acknowledged this in the parliamentary debates as being his

viewpoint:

It is a great pity that the legislation in question was ever put on the statute book. I
do not think it should have been, but since it is there I think it should be retained

as the lesser of two evils. Its removal at this juncture would tend to give the seal

of respectability and to suggest that the establishment now thinks that
homosexual behaviour is normal and quite acceptable in society'l8a

The strength of this concern can be noted in both the number of MPs (fifteen) who

argued that legislative change would imply condoning homosexual behaviour or

making it socially and/or morally acceptable,ts5 *6 the number (nine) who denied that

this was the case.l86

Venn Young made one such denial: 'My Bill has nothing to do with morality or with

social values, but it has a great deal to do with persuading the community to adopt a

better understanding of the plight of the homosexual in our community.rlsT 4 number

of those opposed to his bill saw things differently. Removing legal sanctions would be

seen as 'condoning homosexual behaviour',l88 making such acts 'acquire a colour of

r82 NZPD, 1975, 399, p.2165.
r83 rbid.
r84 NZPD, l9't5,399,p.2190.
r85 F. Gill, NZPD, t9i4,392,p.3164;NZPD, 1975,399,p.2790; M. Connelly, NZPD, 1974,392,

p.3167;G.Christie,NZPD, 1g74,392,pp.3168-9;P.Blanchfield,NZPD, 1975,399,pp'2772-3:D.

Thomson, NZPD, lg'75,3gg,p.2775 W.L. Young, NZPD, 1915,399,p.2779; M. Connelly, NZPD'

1g75,3gg,p.2719;L. Adams-schneider, NZPD, 1975,399,p.2781; A. McCready, NZPD, 1975'399'

p.2789; n.i.C. Talbot, NZPD, lg75,3gg, p.2808; W.R- Laney, NZPD, 1975,399, p.2808; P'I.

wilkinson, NZPD, 1g75,3gg,p.2810; w. Birch, NZPD, 1975,399, p.2820-l; G. Downie, NZPD, 1975'

399, p.2822; K. Comber, NZPD, 197 5, 399, p.2825.
i* 'v.s. 

young, NZPD, lgi4,3gz,p.3l57, NZPD, 1975,399,pp.2764,2756: tr.M. Finlay, NZPD'

lg74,3g2,p.3lSS; T.W.M. Tirikatene-sullivan, NZPD,19',1,4,392,p.3163; RD. Muldoon, NZPD,

1g74,3g2,p.:teo;c.R.Mayson,NZPD, 1974,392,p.3171;C.R.Marshall,NZPD, 1974,392,p.3173;

M.D. Batchetor, NZpD, tgi1,3gg,p.28l l; D.A. Highet, NZPD, 1975,399, p.2815; B.E. Talboys,

NZPD, 197 5, 399, p.28 16.
t87 NZPD, 19i5,397, p.l l3o.
r88 Submissions of Four Hamilton Baptist Churches to the Select Committee of the Crimes Amendment

Bill, 1974: National Archives: ABGX Acc. W3706, Box I l'. Bill Birch (Franklin) similarly urged

oarliament to consider the effect on society in changing the law: 'It seems to me on balance . ' . that any
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right and propriery'.I8e Decriminalization would make the 'abnormal' come to be

regarded as 'normal'.Ie0 Such tefins were used with a sense of defining what was

morally acceptable or unacceptable.

A number of opponents of the bill recognized the diffrculty of imprisoning

homosexuals. Among them were SPCS, the Salvation Army and the Christian Lawyers

Group.le' It was commonly a view of these sorts of bodies that the law had a

declaratory role as to what was good or bad, and such a perspective caused such groups

to oppose decriminalization, despite their recognition of the ill-advisedness of

imprisonment.

Groups such as these were not wrong in imagining that social and moral acceptability

was a significant aspect of the decriminalization debate. Auckland University Gay

Liberation was quite open about the issue: 'Our long-term aim is for a society in which

there will not be two distinct groups of homosexuals and heterosexuals, but simply

people expressing their sexual inclinations free from guilt, ignorance and repressive

laws.'re2 An aspect of their argument was that distinguishing heterosexual and

homosexual acts on the basis of their fundamentally different procreative potential,

was, in the modern contraceptive age, largely irrelevant. Sex was now about pleasure

action seen to condone or accept homosexuality can have considerable influence on the views of society

at farge.' NZPD, 1975,399, P.2871'
rEe D. Thomson, NZPD, 1975,397' p.1133.
reo Among those MPs uneasy with or opposed to the proposal and using this language, see Dr G.A.

wall (Porirua): NZPD, 1g75,397, p.l 132; w.R. Laney (oamaru): NZPD, 1975,399, p.2809. Similarly'

Hon. Michael Connelly referred to homosexuality as an ounnatural habit': NZPD, 79'14,392, p'3167 .

rer See the SpCS submission 1974, which suggested counselling, wffi prison limited to repeat

offenders; a similar submission of the Canterbury branch of SPCS which stated' 'To replace the present

punitive provisions of the law by provision for help would be more constructive'; the Salvation Army

submission which indicated thai probation and rehabilitation were better processes; and the Christian

Lawyers Group which recomm"nd"d one year's probation and counselling: National Archives: ABGX

Acc. W3706. Box I l.
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and not about babies: 'The fact is that procreation is almost incidental to heterosexual

intercourse. People, both gay and straight, engage in sex for pleasure and as a part of

interpersonal love.' l9i

What disturbed some at least of the more conservative opposition was that it was not

just fringe extremists who were seeking moral acceptance, but also more mainstream

reformers. Even NZHLRS could be viewed as pursuing that goal, despite its

constitutional disavowal of such a purpose. An editorial in NZ Listener, while

sympathetic towards reform, nevertheless warned against talk of 'unhindered right' and

'the validity of their own sexual preference', and went on to state: 'Even the

Homosexual Law Reform Society, which represents intelligent advocacy for change,

has attacked accepted notions of normalcy and sometimes conveyed an impression that

it is really seeking community approval of homosexuality, and not just the removal of

an oppressive and unnecessary threat to a hapless minority.'lea

A major factor amongst those arguing for reform was the view that homosexuality was

a fixed unavoidable condition for those of that orientation.let Ho-osexuality was like

being left-handed or having blue eyes.le6 16t meant that a 'cure' or change of

re? Submission, I974, p.23: See LACANZ, MS Papers 077, Series 6, Folio 3'
re3 lbid.
te4 t-Ciosr, Editorial, NZ Listener,T September 1974,p'6. Similarly, a Dominion editorial which

supported r"iorrn also stated, 'We agree with the Prime Minister that abnormal behaviour is involve4

that nothing should be done to suPport such behaviour': 'Time for Reform', l0 July 1974'
dt p*fi"itentarians e*pressingiiris view in 1975 included Venn Young (NZPD, 1974,392, p'3157);

Dr Martyn Finlay (NZPIi ,lg74:3g2,pp.3159, 3160); Dr Michael Bassett (NZPD, 1975,399,pp'2768,

2769);derald o-'Brien 6tizro, 1p,15,'i99,p.2806); Hon. Joe Walding(NZPD, 1975,399,p'2824)'
i* 3"" 1974 submissions of the following: Gay Liberation (Victoria University of Wellington) and Gay

Liberation Front (Massey University); Methodist Church ofNew Zealand Public Questions Committee;

NZHLRS, p.l0: National Archives: ABGX Acc. W3706, Box I I'
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orientation was almost, if not totally, impossible.'e7 Holdiog such a view could then

incline one to the vierv that no moral culpability should be attached to homosexual acts.

In 1974 it was probably still politically risky to express such a view, but one

parliamentarian who was moving in such a direction was Dr Martyn Finlay: '[I]t is a

futile exercise to condemn something for which a person is not really responsible'.1e8

Such a perspective could then lead to the argument that there should be equality as

between homosexual and heterosexual acts, that the age of consent should be 16 (as for

heterosexual acts), and not 20 or 2l.tee The promotion of such a perspective evoked

d.eep reaction from opponents of the bill. Commonly their view was that there were

aspects of choice in one's ultimate orientation and behaviour,2oo and that there were

aspects of fluidity and uncertainty for adolescents.t0l If the age of consent were to be

lowered, lulnerable young people might be seduced or otherwise drawn into a lifestyle

that they might formerly have avoided.2o2 The outcome would be greater risk for

adolescent males, and an increase in the number of homosexuals.203 A major aspect of

te7 Submission of New Zealand Sociological Association, p.l5; submission of D.R. Russell, Co-

ordinator, Gay Liberation (Dunedin): National Archives: ABGX Acc. W3706, Box I l. See also

sratemenr of Dr Michael Bassett (Waitemata) that oan important point influencing the majority on the

select committee [who supported decriminalization] was the fact that anything else that might have been

done ro help the homosexual looked doomed to failure': NZPD' 1975,399,p.2768.
reE NZPD, 19i4,392,p.3160.
ree See the 1974 submissions of the following: Members of the Faculty of Law of the Victoria

University of Wetlington; the New Zealand Association of Social Workers (inc.); New Zealand

Sociological Associaiion; also joint submission of New Zealand University Students' Association and

Victoria University of Wellington Law Faculty Club: National Archives: ABGX Acc. W3706, Box I I'
200 For example, Air Commodore Gill: 'I feel that sometimes a bit of strength of character or personal

discipline at the right time might have resulted in a different end product.' NZPD, 1974,392, p-3164.

Also D. Thomson, NZPD, 1975,399,p.2775
201 Dr Cerard Wall, for example warned of 'way-out groups' who would suck in older teenagers 'who

are not firmly fixed in their mental outlook': NZPD, 1974' 392' p'3160'
202 So Dr Walt: ,common sense also tells us that where sexual orientation is not firmly established it

can be influenced': NZPD, 1975,399,p.2787.
203 Assefied in the submissions of thefour Hamilton Baptist Churches, and of the Christian Lawyers

Group: National Archives: ABGX Acc. W3706, Box I l.
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opposition to law reform, then, was concem for young males.z0a This meant that for a

number of the opponents of reform the issue was not what was to be done regarding

homosexuals, but how sociefv, and especially young people, should be protected. For

some. the proposed legislation lvas just the thin end of the wedge: 'I do not want to be

emotional but the gay libbers want the age of consent brought down to 16';205 '[i]f, by a

change in the law, this practice is given a cloak of respectability, it will not stop with

20-year-olds or l6-year-olds; it will be boys next'.206 Such a view meant that the

decriminalization legislation could not be viewed in stand-alone fashion, because after

it was passed, groups would seize the opporrr-rnity to propagandize and seek a further

lowering of the age of consent.2oT

Aware of societal concern over protection of youth, Venn Young in his reform bill had,

in addition to decriminalization of male adult homosexual acts, increased penalties for

acts of those over 2l with male children under 16 - maximum imprisonment was lifted

from 10 years to 14 years. Felix Donnelly strongly criticized this aspect of the bill: 'I

find the child molesting clause confuses the issue and just compounds what most

people believe - that homosexuals are child molesters.'208 This comment has added

significance because Donnelly himself had earlier associated homosexuality with

paedophilia. Speaking of the 1950s he recalled: 'I was aware that some nasty men did

204 Specific concern for young people was articulated by M. Connelly, NZPD, 1974,392, p.3167; G.

ChristL, NZpD, 1974,392, p.3168, NZPD, 1975,399,p.2179; P. Blanchfiel4 NZPD, 1975,399.

p.2783; L.R. Adams-Schneider, NZPD, 1975,399,p.?782; G. Wall, NZPD, 1975,399, p2788; W.R.

Laney, NZpD ,1g7s,399, p.2809; P.l. Wilkinson, NZPD, 1975,399, p.2810; L'F. Sloane, NZPD, 1975'

399, p.2818.
205 Faddy Blanchfield (West Coast) opposing:NZPD, 1975,399,p'2712'
206 Hon. Michael Connetly opposing: NZPD, 1975, 399, p'7179'
2o'1 Frank O'Flynn (Kapiti), indicating he would abstain from voting: NZPD, 1975,399,p.2783.
20s Gay Liberitor, Maich'1975, pp. 3-+. Donnelly was a vice-president of NZHLRS for most of the

period of ttre sociery's existence, and had ciose links with various gay liberation movements, for

example, being a vice-president of Gay Liberation Auckland in 1974: LAGANZ MS papers 028, Folder

2.
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nasty things to young boys. I'd been wamed by my parents, but never thought of it in

any sense or saw it as any direction in sexuality . . . . I was very ignorant of the whole

situation and only saw these people as molesters of young children and was not aware

of anything beyond that.'?0e That p<>werful association of homosexuals with molested

children was deeply embedded in the national psyche.

Tension over supporting law reform, while protecting the young and reaffirming social

disapproval, was strongly felt by Dr Gerard Wa[.210 He proposed an amendment to the

Young bill to the effect that people could be imprisoned for up to two years if they

wilfully asserted to an under-twenty-year-old that homosexual behaviour was normal,

or distributed material containing such views to such a youth, or sought to recruit such

a youth to an organization that promoted such a view.2ll Clearly the proposed

amendment was far too threatening to free speech for society to accept.2l2 Wall's

proposal did not come to a head in parliament as it was ruled out of order because it

would require expenditure for its implementation that the government was not prepared

to recommend.2l3 The fact that Wall proposed such a draconian measure indicates the

degree of tension he felt with regard to the bill as a whole. In the end, despite that

anguish, Wall voted for the biil at the point when it was lost on its second reading.

The reform measure was lost in parliament because it lacked support in the nation as a

whole. While this statement may seem to be at variance with polls indicating that a

majority of the corurtry now favoured decriminalization for adults, nevertheless that

20e Transcript of interview of Felix Donnelly by Laurie Guy, 23 July 1999, p' I '
2ro NZPD, r9i4,3gz, p.3l6o.
2rr NZPD, lg75,3g'7,p.1132. See also Baumber, 'Gay Liberation', p'130'
2tz See, for example, the Dominion, 28 May 1975, p.6'
213 See 'Amendment is Axed', Christchurch Star,23 June 1975'
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majority was not passionate about retbrm. A Netv Zealand Herald editorial, for

example, noted that 'pressure for change was not strong enough to convince members

that the country really wanted one'.214 MPs needed to feel that pressure for reform, to

give a sense of assurance that support tbr reform would likely enhance their political

future rather than wreck it.2l5 NZHLRS was aware of the task of engineering a more

active public support. lts secretary stated in 1977, 'It is clear to the Society, which

samples public opinion at large over most of New Zeaiartd, that little has changed at

"grass-roots" level amongst the average New Zealanders. In fact there is really only a

larger group of thinking people of the so-called "Intelligentsia" calling for general law

reform. We have to be honest and realise that all of us have yet to reach the average

New Zealander.'216

Newspapers generally sensed, though, that just gening the matter before parliament,

and then having a parliamentary outcome that was fairly evenly divided on the issue,

was in itself substantial pro$ess for the reform cause.ttt Given the changing climate of

opinion in New Zeahand, the question of homosexual law reform was bound to

.eappear.2l8 R"form success, however, probably needed more intense nass agitation

than the cautious NZHLRS approach could provide. This raises the question whether

NZHLRS ultimately contributed much to the reform process.

2t1 Editorial. 'Decision on Homosexuality', Nsv' Zealand Herald,5 July 1975, section l, p.6.
2r5 See the comment of Mike Waghorne in 1974 re NZHLRS that 'their lack of national organization

meant that they had not educated the public sufficiently to be abte to present law reform as a political

good which would produce benefits for M.P's [sic] who showed support for it.' M. Waghorne,

'Comparison', p.50.
116 Letter ollien McGrath, secretary of NZHLRS, published in New Zealand Gay lfaws, May-June

1977. Because the context of the letter was to protest reporting of an apparent Gay Liberation - NZHLRS

split in relation to constitutional changes within NZHLRS, the content of the letter needs to be assessed

with caution.
2t7 The Napier Daily Telegraph, S luly 1975; New Zealand Herald editodral,5 July 1975, section l,
p.6.
:18 Auckland Star editorial, 7 luly 1975; Sunday Times 6 July 1975'
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The significance of the New Zealand Homosexual Law Reform Sociefy:

From a more recent perspective, NZHLRS efforts in its first years may seem timid and

subservient: going cap in hand to seek a few fragments of bread from the table of the

dominant majority. The opening quotation of this chapter points to such an NZHLRS

attitude. A second factor in querying the significance of NZHLRS is that, when

decriminalization finally occurred in 1986, NZHLRS was just one of a number of

bodies seeking legislative change; and it was no longer the most prominent of those

bodies. It would therefore be easy to minimize the significance of the society as an

agent ofthat change.

However, one should note that from the early days of NZHLRS it was apparent that

legislative change would come only after there had been major change in public

attitudes to homosexuality. When NZHLRS began in 1967, it needed to undertake a

large amount of quiet, persistent, patient, careful endeavour if it was to change public

opinion which was largely either unaware of, or opposed to, its position. This need for

public attitudinal change was noted back in 1967 by Peter Blizard, lecturer in

psychology at the Victoria University of Wellington, and by the Attomey-General,

Ralph Hanan.2le The need for attitudinal change was further emphasized in the flat

1968 parliamentary rejection of the NHLRS petition, and comment from an array of

newspapers that success would come only after a shift in pubtic opinion.220 NZHLRS

2te Blizard, oThe Law', p.7; New Zealand.Homosexual Law Reform Society Newsletter,2, September

1967; ,No Move to Legalise Homosexuality' , Evening Post, p.7. For similar earlier comment by Hanan,

see 'Homosexuals Stined by Story', NZ Tnth' 6 Decemberl966, p'13'
220 NZHLRS Newsletter, T, December 1968'
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was very significant in jump-starting the major attitudinal shift that took place during

its years of existence.22l

There were several factors in NZHLRS having this role as a shaper of public attitudes.

In the first place it had limited objectives, and therefore did not take a stance that was

excessively radical for that time. Had it done so it would have scared off potentially

inquiring minds. Instead it had the breadth to appeal even to conservative people in

society, so long as they were open-minded. Secondly, its public image drew heavily

upon prominent and conservative leaders, particularly people drawn from university,

church, and other professional life. This also encouraged reflective people to reconsider

the criminalization of homosexuality. Thirdly, NZHLRS over a long period of time

carefully plugged away at bringing the issue of reform before the public and parliament

in a thoughtful manner. Thus, although much of NZHLRS efforts occuned behind the

scenes, the society was a major influence in leading to the legislative reforms that

ultimately took place. In the 1974-5 parliamentary debate, for example, several

National MPs made reference to the National party caucus committee on social affairs

having several meetings with NZHLRS,t" and several other MPs particularly

commended the society.223 The exercise of such influence is a significant reason for

giving major attention to the society in this thesis.

NZHLRS was at the height of its influence in 1975. However, it no longer occupied the

platform of reform on its own. Activism from the recently emerging gay liberation

ut For gay liberation perspective acknowledging the early NZHLRS role in influencing public opinion

see Tumer, 'Gay Folitics', p.8.
??2 L.R. Adanx-schneidei, NZPD, 1974,392,p.3167;G.F. Gair, NZPD, I974,392, p.3169, NZPD'

1g75,3g2,p.2812;W. Birch, NZPD, 1975,399,p.2820; J. Bolger, NZPD, 1975,399,p.2822.



groups was by now bringing the issue

consciousness. The crucial issue now- was

such propaganda persuasive or off'ensive.
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of homosexuality f'ar more into social

whether the public would ultimately find

223 C.R. Marshall, NZPD, tg74,3g2,p.3l73,NZPD, 1975,399,p.2716: C.R. Mayson, NZPD, 1974,

392, p.3 I'72; L.F . Sloane, NZPD, 197 5, 399, p.2817 .
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CHAPTER TTIREE: .GAY IS PROUD': THE ADVENT AND

INFLUENCE OF GAY LIBERATION MOVEMENTS, 1972-84

I|/e demand that the oppression oJ'gay people stops . . . . IVe do not intend to askfor anything.
lf/e intend to stand firm and assert our basic rights. Remember - Gay is good. Gay is beautiful.

Gay is angry. Cay is proud.'

Originating in the United States of America, gay liberation groups sprang up in many

Western countries. While there are major linkages and continuities between the

American movement and the New Zealand movement, one cannot assume that the New

Zealand, movement w'as simply an American clone. The social context of Americ4 the

size and level of openness of the American gay conrmunities, and the political linkages

and modus operandi of Americffir gay liberation, all warn against a simplistic

assumption that the New Zealand movement was identical. On the other hand, huge

attitudinal shift was occurring in Western societies on numerous social and moral

issues, and there was clearly international connection and influence on many of these

developments. While the catalyst for gay liberation in New Zealand was a local

incident, early local Auckland gay rights marches were held to commemorate the

American catalyst, the Stonewall riots.z This suggests that the New ZeaLand movement

cannot be studied comprehensively without consideration of the earlier developments

in America, but that one ought not to assume a simple equivalence between the

movements in the two nations.

Auckland Gay Liberation Front Manifesto, May 1972: reproduced in Glamuzina, Out Front,p.35-

Transcript of interview of Brett Sheppard by Laurie Guy, 7 December 1999,p.2'
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The origins of gay liberation internationally:

When police raided gay bars at Stonewall in Greenw'ich Village, New York, in June

1969, there was unprecedented mass gay resistance. The ensuing Stonewall riots

triggered the formation of a radical Gay Liberation Front in New York within a month.3

The movement was a self-proclaimed revolutionary organization in the style of the

New Left.a Similar movements soon sprang up across America and many countries in

the Western world including New Zealand. Gay liberation radically challenged societal

assumptions. While mainstream sections of society were beginning to wrestle \ryith the

issue of whether 'deviant', '!ud', or at least questionable behaviour should incur

criminal sanctions, gay liberation refused to accept that agenda. Belittled or worse over

the centuries, gays now mounted a counter-response to that belittlement5 - an

affirmation of gay lifestyles as valid, as positive, as acceptable - gay is proud.

The gay liberation organizations were quick to recognize in the 1970s that what they

were seeking was much deeper than legislative change, and at heart required

fimdamental societal attitudinal change. In regard to the Gay Liberation Front,

Christchurch, Mike Waghorne stated h 1974,'There is a very strong feeling in the

group that they are seeking moral approval from Society.'6 Similar views were

expressed in the New Zealand, Gay News in 1975, referring to 'the work which is

t D'Emilio , Sexual Politics, P.231.o lbid., p.23 l.r See general cornment by sociologist Robert K. Merton on the deep need for belittled powerless

collectivities to engage in iollective self-glorification when they acquire a socially validated sense of
growing power. euoied in W.J. Wilson, When Work Disappears: The World of the New Urban Poor,

New York, 1996,P.173.6 M. Waghorne, 'Comparison', p. 27. Emphasis in the original'
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necessary if we are to achieve an aim more important than law reform - that of a truly

revolutionary change in social attitudes'.7

The in-your-face strength of gay liberation lvas soon felt by the American Psychiatric

Association (APA), leading it to vote to remove homosexuality from tts Diagnostics

and Statistics Manual of lulental Disorders in 1973. This was a major victory for the

gay cause? contributing a great deal to removing the association of homosexuatity with

mental disorder/sickness from popular consciousness. This decision did not directly

affect New Zealand, its professional body of psychiatrists having already come a year

earlier to the same position as the APA.8 The significance of the APA decision for New

Zealand, is that the APA change came primarily through direct gay action, particularly

through the disruption of annual conferences of the APA in 1970 and 1971, not through

new understandings of homosexuality.e It was a signal that the advent of gay liberation

meant radically new views on gayness, and radically new politics in relation to those

views. New Zealand society, get ready for challenge and change!

Why did a gay liberation movement emerge at the end of the 1960s? One factor is that

relative affluence and increasing urbanization in the post-war period created an

environment in which gay urban subculture could take root. Without this, a mass gay

7 Blackley, 'Towards a Radical Perspective', p. 6'
8 The Rustralian and New Zealand|ollege of Psychiatrists resolved n 1972 that homosexuality should

not be regarded as a medical condition: P. Parkinson, 'Homosexuality as a Medical Condition', ms,

Wellingt6n, 1985, p.5: LAGANZ: PAM 176 PAR. See also Australian and New Zealand College of
psychiitrists, Clinical Memorandum, no. 6, October 1973, p.4, which asserted, 'The psychological

adjustment of homosexuals and their psychiatric treatrnent are made unduly difficult by existing

co-mmuniry a$itudes. The acceptance of homosexuals by society is slowly increasing but could and

should be facilitated by reforrnof existing laws against homosexual acts between consenting.adults in

private.'6 Buy"., Homosuuality.pp.4, 102, andpassim;LeVay, QueerScience,pp.2llff.;Weeks, Against

Nanri, p. t 04; Gr.rnbeig,-The Construction p.430; C. Silverstein, A Family Matter: A Parents' Guide

to Homosexualiry, New York,1977, pp.l78-85.
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movement was unlikely to develop.'o Moreover, 1969 lvas a time when Western

ferment and protest was at its peak. The previous year had witnessed turbulent scenes

of student protest across the Western rvorld. The anti-war movement was in full

strength. It was the era of the hippie movement: the Woodstock festival took place two

months after the Stonewall riots. Within a month of the birth of gay liberation in

Auckland, founding member Craig Fraser drew connection between that movement and

the hippie movement: oThe o'hippie" movement evolved slowly to mean a universal

demand for social and moral change of drastic proportions. We have now reached the

stage where the clouds of revolution are gathering over society-'ll

In a decade of agitation, the time was ripe for radical protest on homosexual issues.

Barry Adam noted linkage between gay liberation and movements of wider protest in

America: 'The proliferating social movements of the decade, which came to be known

as the New Left, engendered a militancy in the gay cofirmunity that overturned the

homophile approach.' l2

Likewise, when gay liberation sprang up in New Zealand, it immediately drew

connection between its aims and those of blacks' and women's liberation.l3 New

Zealatd gay liberation activists studied the approaches and outcomes of the black and

feminist movements.la Involvement in earlier feminist political action meant that some

lesbians made major contributions to the gay rights struggle in New Zealand and to the

r0 D'Emilio, MakingTrouble,pp.l0, 107; Altrnan, The Homosexualization,pp.a8-51.

" Craccum, XLVI, 5, 6 APril 1972,P.5.tz Adam, Tie ntse,' p.68. For linkage between gay liberation and teft wing groups in New Zealand see

M Waghorne,'ComParison', P. 12.ir 
Se-e urtici" by Ciaig Fraser, Craccum, XLVI,5,6 April'1972,p'5' See also Heald,'Notes', p.6.

14 Transcript oiint"*i.* of Brett Sheppard by Laurie Guy, 7 December 1999' p.4.
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eventual achievement of decriminalization.'t Ar activist Linda Evans commented, ''We

did bring quite a long experience in various potitical activities - in feminist organizing

and, of course, in our own lesbian organizing.''u Guy businessman Brett Sheppard

made similar comment. Noting that police raids on his gay sauna in February 1980

precipitated open gay protest, he observed, 'The rallies took place and people got

involved and one of the things that we did find was that the women were far ahead of

the men. Because the women had been involved in feminist activities. And they were

quite prepared to chain themselves to the lamp post on the corner of Queen and

Victoria Street and light bonfires in the middle of the street - so in other words they

were real radical, way ahead of the men.'17 Thus gay liberation, both in America and

New Zealand, must be viewed in the context of other protest movements.

Gay liberation linkage with the New Left provided allies from other groups who also

shared a cornmon ideology of struggle in regard to their own oppression and that of

other oppressed groups.ls Such linkage meant a drawing on the rhetoric of revolution.

The founding statement of the New York Gay Liberation Front, formed immediately

after the Stonewail riots, used such rhetoric: 'We reject society's attempt to impose

sexual roles and definitions of our nature. We are stepping out of these roles and

15 Transcript of interview of Robin Duff by Laurie Guy,23 September 1999, pp.3-4; tanscript of
interview of Gavin Young by Laurie Guy, 9 October 1999,p.3.
15 Transcript of interview of Linda Evans by Laurie Guy, 8 October 1999, p'3'
t7 Transcript of interview of Brett Sheppard by Laurie Guy, 7 December 1999, p.4.
r8 Adam, ih" Rit", p.I64. For a similar sense of left-wing linkage expressed in New Zealand, see

statement by Auckland Gay Liberation Front, Craccttm, XLVI, 20, 12 August 1972,p.7:'Gay Liberation

challenges not only traditionat sex roles, but together with otler liberation movements of women,

studenti radicals and blacks, it refuses to accept the traditional standards of our capitalist society.' See

also Turner, 'Gay Politics', p.9, noting the dominant Mantist ideology of gay liberation in New Zealand

in the period 1973-6.
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simplistic my.ths. WE ARE GOING TO BE WHO WE ARE . . . Babylon has forced us

to commit ourselves to one thing - revolution.'le

The advent of gay liberation marked a radical, activist shift on homosexual issues.

Those at the core of the burgeoning gay liberation movement would no longer depend

on liberals to bring about reform on their behalf; they would do it themselves, and they

'"vould sneer at more cautious efforts and what was sometimes perceived as patronizing

attitudes of homophile organizations.2o Venn Young's decriminalization measure in

lg74-5, for example, was denounced by a Wellington member of gay liberation as'the

humiliation of the pallid tokens of liberal tolerance', a'mediocre concession to appease

your conscience'.2t Clearly there was early tension between gay rights proponents and

NZHLRS over the 'Uncle Tom' attitude of NZHLRS with regard to the social standing

of homosexuality. The newer movement tended to look down on what they saw as the

cautious timidity and compromise of a movement largely made up of heterosexual

liberals and closet gays.zz Jack Goodwin of NZHLRS articulated reservation at the new

gay liberation attitude rn 1973:

Perhaps this is the place to comment on one of the new dirty words - dirty, that

is, to the more impatient Gay Libbers who become indignant at the suggestion of
toleration instead of the acceptance they crave. We all love to be loved - but

blessed are they who expect little, for they shall not be disappointed. Can we

demand acceptance any more than we can demand love?23

For gay liberation, however, relief from suffering would no longer be sought; rather

justice would be demanded: 'We are demanding law repeal and thus equality for

re 
Quoted in Weeks, Coming Out,p.l88. Emphasis original.

20 ettrun, The Homosexnalization,pp. 113-4; Weeks, Coming Out,p.l 86. NZHLRS Newsletter,2l,

April 1973 noted that the Society had been criticized by a spokesman for the Gay Liberation Front at

Auckland for not knowing any homosexuals as well as for not promoting reform with consent at age 16.

?r A. Seymour, 'Open Letter to Venn Young Mp.', Salienl, 6 September 1976'
22 Turner, 'Gay Politics', p.8.
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75,000 Ner,v Zealand citizens.'24 No longer would homosexuality be presented as a

plight to be pitied; rather it would be proclaimed as a position of pride. While older

liberal views could advocate room for homosexuals in an increasingly pluralistic

society, arguing trom the views of John Stuart Mill for individual rights and freedom,

without necessarily accepting homosexual behaviour or lifestyle, gay liberation in

contrast celebrated homosexuality.tt No longer would there be endorsement of societal

structures, with an attempt to make them a liftle more inclusive to also embrace those

who were homosexual. The problem was not just laws but societal attitudes. There

could never be justice while 'heterosexism' was the norm - the 'patriarchal family'

must be challenged.26 Recognizing that family was at the core of heterosexual ideology,

some advocates of gay liberation were prepared to challenge and seek the overthrow of

family as it was traditionally conceptuaIized.zT 'Oppression usually begins with the

suffocating tightness of the nuclear family, viz: the family group as we understand it.'28

Sharlene Forbes, vice-president of Gay Liberation Auckland, expressed similar

sentiment at the 1973 National Gay Liberation conference: 'The nuclear-family itself is

society's most self-inhibiting structure and as such gives rise to much of ow

discrimination. . .'2e

?3 Goodwin,'Some Considerations', p.2.
24 New Zeaiand Gay Liberation Front press release reported nGry Lib News,May 1973: LAGANZ

Serials. Stack l. See a similar demand ripeated in J. Lusk & R. Lake, 'The Laws conceming Gays', Pink

Tr iangle, 49, September/October I 984' p.7.
25 Weeks, Seruality and Its Discontents, pp.53-6.
26 Ibid., p.l ll; Coming Out, p.232;the Gay Manifesto, Craccum, XLVI, I l, I June 1972' p'6. Note

Altman's definition of tf,e term'heterosexism': the 'ideological stnrcture that assumes heterosexuality as

the norm and homosexuality as deviant and indeed, despicable': The Homosexualization,p.lll-
21 D'Emilio, Making Trouble, p. 193; Weeks , Sexuality and Its Discontents, p.232'
?8 Commeni in the iiaugural issue of the New ZealandGay Lib Nslts, November 1972: LAGANZ

Serials, stack L Similar comment was made by Michael Ross in Gty Liberation Fronts Newslener

number 8, [December?] 1973: LAGANZ MS papers 028, Folder 4'
it ;Sha''l'sharleen Foibes], 'Conference Spelch', Gay Libbrator, September/ October 1973, pp.l8-19

at p.19.
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Gaining legal acceptance tiom existing mainstream society ceased to be a primary

objective, as far as the dominant ideology of gay liberation was concerned. Rather there

was commonly a deliberate in-your-face affront to society.30 lnstead of a disciplined

and respectable, behind-the-scenes, lobby-group fype approach, there was a less-

centralized, more radical, and frequently direct-action approach - pickets, protests and

placards as occasion demanded.3l

The new self-chosen term 'gay' exemplified this note of defiance and pride in self.3z

Originally applying to female prostitutes, the term came into homosexual subcultures

in the twentieth century. With the advent of gay liberation, 'gay' quickly became the

prefened term of self-identification.33 This usage exemplified gay liberation's

challenge to and disturbance of society - its willingness to arouse rather than to soothe

fears. It took on society head-on: only a revolutionary overthrow of traditional Judeo-

Christian values could bring about homosexual liberation.3a No longer would

endeavour be primarily a behind-the-scenes approach. The focus was on'coming out' -

if every gay man and lesbian came out in public acknowledgement of their gayness

then gay oppression would cease.3t There would be a snowball effect: as gays came

r0 See Weeks, Coming Out, p.ll',noting the superseding of the homophile organizations.that 'tiptoed'

through the liberal 1960s, with gay liberation in the 1970s stressing'openness, defiance, pride, identity -

and, above all, self-activitY'.
I I For similar comment in Auttruliu commenting on gay liberation as a social movement in contast to

earlier liberal lobbying groups, see Willett, "'ln Our Lifetime"', p.5. See also comrnent on the strength of

informal social newoiks with regard to coordinated collective action in S. Tarrow, Power in Movement:

Social Movements and Contentiius Politics,2nd edn, Cambridge, 1998, p'5 l. See Turner,'Gay Politics',

p.8 for reference to painting slogans on buildings as an example of gay radical action'
32 Weeks, Sex, p.286.
33 Boswell, ChristianitY, P.43.74 ftid., p. t86.
15 Weeks, Sexuality and lts Discontents,p.4.
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out, others would also gain confidence to come out, and the visibility of gays would

gradually dissolve old prejudices.36

Coming out meant the burning of bridges in terms of self-identification. One should no

longer seek to conceal oneself within dominant 'straight' society, but rather to stand

over against that society. Coming out meant a heavy investment in the success of gay

liberation, providing the movement with a mass army of recruits. It is for this reason

that D'Emilio described the fostering of coming out as a 'tactical stroke of great

genius'.37 Coming out was commonly not simply the act of isolated individuals. Rather

it was associated with coming together, of joining a community, providing a sense of

solidarity and strength through collective endeavour.3s This new sense of identity was

fostered through consciousness raising groups, exploring issues of gayness.3e The

changes brought about by gay liberation meant that homosexuals were now a visible

and militant minority - and there were lots of them.ao

Coming out challenged marginalization and the informal censorship that kept

homosexuals invisible. Wellington lesbians, for example, challenged Wellington City

over the rejection of bus advertising for the Wellington Lesbian Centre as a contact

point for lesbians. In Linda Evans' recollection, the iszue was over the right of lesbians

to be visible.ar Coming out also personalized the issue of homosexuality. Instead of

being remote shadowy perverts, homosexuals would more likely be perceived as

i6 For the ,snowball' image see transcript of interview of Gavin Young by Laurie Guy, 9 October 1999,

p.l.'st 
D'Emilio, Making Trouble, p.244; D'Emilio & Freedman, Intimate Matters, p.322.

38 Weeks, C om ing Out, p.l9 | ; Altrnan, The Homosexualization, p'l 18'
3e On consciousness raising groups see Adam, The Rise, p,77.
40 Altman, The Homosexualization,p.3'
'rr Transcript of interview of Linda Evans by Laurie Guy, 8 October 1999, pp.l-2.
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someone's son, brother, neighbour, fellow-worker.l2 This in nrrn would tend to lessen

feelings of prejudice and hostility.

An enormous shift was to occur in relation to gay self-image. We have already noted

the furtiveness of the Dorian Society in the mid-1960s. The threat of criminal sanctions

and the enorrnous amount of negativity in society towards opoofters' both combined to

foster a concealing of homosexuality. A group from the Lesbian/Gay Rights Media

Collective noted how reluctant people were to publicly identifu as gay when gay

liberation first came to New Zealand in 1972 and how much this changed in the

subsequent decade.a3 ln particular they noted that at the fust National Gay Rights

Conference 'only one or two people were prepared to be seen on television coverage,

while in 1981 those not wishing to be filmed for television were the exception rather

than the rule'.44

Through gay liberation, the distinction of homosexual identity was now added to the

distinctions of behaviour and orientation. The significance of this was explained by

Altman: 'The greatest single victory of the gay movement over the past decade has

been to shift the debate from behavior to identity, thus forcing opponents into a

position where they can be seen as attacking the civil rights of homosexual citizens

rather than attacking specific and (as they see it) antisocial behavior.'4s

G. Wotherspoon, City of the Plain: History of a Gay Sub-Culture, Sydney, t99l' p.177.

Greaves, East, Molloy, & Young, 'The Gay Rights Movement"
rbid.
Ibid., p.9.

.14

45
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The advent of gay liberation in New Zea,land:

Increasing globalization of fashions, ideas and movements, made the emergence of a

gay liberation movement in New Zealand after the Stonewall riots largely a matter of

time. In addition, the post-war growth of large urban populations in Auckland,

Wellington and Christchurch created a climate for the emergence of a visible gay sub-

culture, a necessary prerequisite for gay liberation.a6

The catalyst for gay liberation came in 1972. The New Zealand Students' Association

nominated Ngahuia Volkerling for a United States government funded tour to United

States' campuses.4T ln compteting paper-work for the proposed trip, Volkerling

indicated that as 'a homosexual Maori Woman' she wished to look at the American

Gay Liberation and 'Red Power' (i.e. Native American) movements. The process of

issuing the visa stalled. lnformal information seemed to indicate that Volkerling was

being blocked from taking up the scholarship because of her lesbianism. Having

fronted up at the United States consulate on 15 March 1972, and finding out that

grounds for declining visas included the category of 'sexual deviance', Volkerling then

went to the University of Auckland campus and made a fiery speech challenging

students to be open about their homosexuality. As a result an inaugural meeting of gay

liberation took place on the university campus on 2l March 1972. ^I\e movement

quickly snowballed, and Volkerling's visits to Christchurch and Wellington in May

46 Phillips, A Man's Country7,.p.275.
47 Ngatruia Volkerling *ur 

-on"i 
married to Michael Volkerting. She is now known as Ngahuia Te

Awekoruku and is professor of Maori Studies at Victoria University of Wetlington.
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1972 immediately led to gay liberation groups being established on the university

campuses in those two cities.as

From the beginning the movement was public and provocative. On 1l April 1972 a

'Gay Day' was held in Albert Park, Auckland, adjacent to the statue of Queen Victoria,

with street theatre chanting the refrain, 'Will Victorian morality ever die?'ae The

American consulate was picketed on 26 April 1972J0 On 18 May 1972 Volkerling

organized a'zap'to disrupt a public meeting of Patricia Bartlett's SPCS. t' One group

of disrupters at the meeting chanted, 'War is the ultimate obscenity' while the

Volkerling group was storming onto the stage carrying a 'Gay Liberation' banner and

shouting 'What about us?'52 Volkerling was physically ejected from the meeting.53

The first arnual conference of gay liberation was held at Auckland in August 1972.54

By this time Volkerling was no longer involved in the gay liberation movement,

directing her efforts rather to Maori activism through Nga Tamatoa.55 Although she

withdrew from activism in gay liberation, her short fiery involvement had been a

sufficient catalyst for the long-term establishment of gay liberation. Early member

Bobby Pickering described her as being a 'detonation' rather than a 1eader.56 He drew

attention to her action-stirring speech at the University Forum at Christchurch in May

48 For descriptions of this inaugural period of gay liberation in New Zealand see Baumber, 'Cay

Liberation', pp.8-:7,Gtu-iin4 Out Front, pp.l7-19, B. Pickering, 'Where Have All', at p'4' For

personal recoiiections of the inauguration of Gay Liberation in Christchurch see transcript of interview of

Robin Duffby Laurie Guy, 23 September 1999, p.l.
4e Pickering,'Where Have All', p.4; Baumber,'Gay Liberation', pp'29'30'
50 Baumber, 'Gay Liberation', P.9.5r Pickering,'Where Have All', p'4;Craccam' XLVI, I l, I June 1972'p'6'
sz Auckland Star, 19 MaY 1972.
53 Pickering, 'Where Have All', p-4; Craccum, XLVI, I l, I June 1972,p'6'
54 Baumber, 'Gay Liberation', P.52.
55 lbid., p.37. Lact of tmst between the two stre:rms of radical protest meant that she had to choose

between the fwo groups: Pickering, 'Where Have All', p'4'
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1972: 'Why do we have to be thrown out of our homes, spat on in the streets, lose our

jobs, simply because we have chosen, and make no mistake we have no option but

choose, a way to love we prefer? Why should we beg and plead for what you, as square

people, simply take for granted every minute of your life - the right to accept love and

affection and to give it?'s7

The radical and fragile nature of the early gay liberation movement:

Clearly the new movement was going to have a radical edge, a marked contrast to

NZHLRS. No longer was there necessarily the same sense of caution, the same sense of

careful husbanding of goodwill. NZHLRS secretary Jack Goodwin wrote to Robin

Duff, one of the key figures in the early gay liberation movement in Christchurch

regarding their manifesto:

I'm speaking now as a journalist with some experience of political activity. ln
this field, one of the easiest ways to discredit an opponent or to rubbish them is to

point out their mis-statements. These will almost certainly be tnre in part, but

over-stated and too sewwping [sic] as generalisations. If I were devil's advocate,

I might find it all too easy to make that kind of objection to so much of the

manifeste....

Do you think that someone with your understanding as well as academic

experience ought to discuss with the manifesto's compilers its many half-truths -
statements which may produce a warm glow for many readers but a cold chill

when someone is put on the spot and asked to justiff them for the sake of the

cause.58 -

56 Pickering, 'Where Have All', P.4't't lbid.
58 Letter Jack Goodwin to Robin Duff(Canterbury Studerits Association), I I July 1972: LAGANZ' MS

Papers 083, Series I / 8'
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Robin Duffs reply accepted Goodwin's concems: 'As for the Manifesto, I agree with

everything you say - I hope that wiil soon be scrubbed. It was written before I came

into the group"and, forrunately, has not been distributed much yet'.ie

The idealism of gay liberation meant that it was going to be difficult to develop

institutional structures that would be necessary for long-term continuance and

influence. Often there was marked reluctance to develop a hierarchical leadership

structure. This stance was a point of pride for the fledgling movement. The report of

the inaugural meeting at Auckland glowed at the non-hierarchical oneness manifest at

the meeting: 'No one was needed to chair, co-ordinate or stand over us; everyone

unfolded an idea, a suggestion . . . . There was no tension, no antagonism. A group of

waiting people had met at last - we united and felt a togetherness and power, and

energy and force which sustained a solid two-hour rap session.'60 Similatly, when the

University branch of Gay Liberation Front, Wellington, corlmenced, it made a decision

not to have a chairperson or leader, but rather to elect a 'troika' which would share the

positions of chairpersono treasurer and secretary.6l Lack of structure and accountability

soon led to financial iregularities with regard to profits from a gay dance. The outcome

was a special general meeting of the organization, resulting in a more defined

leadership: president, vice-president, secretary, treasurer, and committee of three-62

Clearly, idealism would need to be tempered with realism'

5e Letter Robin Duffto Jack Goodwin,22 July 1972: LAGANZ, MS Papers 083, Series I / 8.

60 N. Volkerling, ,Gay Lib', Craccum, XLVI, 5, 30 March 1972 [wrongly listed by the newspaper as

l97ll, pl0.;i :A if irtory of Gay Liberation in Weltington as Remembered by Barry Neels', ms: LAGANZ, MS

Papers 077, Series L
67 lbid.
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Tensions between idealism and political effectiveness, between spontaneity and

structure are common in fledgling social movements.63 According to Jo Freeman such

movements commonly begin spontaneously in response to a galvanizing crisis.6o They

have a degree of informality on a person-to-person netlvorking basis.65 However, such

spontaneous groups are likely to have a short shelf-life unless they are welded into a

stable organization.u6 If they are to be effective in influencing society or in engaging in

political lobbying they have to develop centralized direction.67 There needs to be a

'routinization of communitas'.68 Organization, however, can lead to stultification -

hence sociologist, John Wilson's comments: 'A social movement does not sustain

momentum for long qua social movement if it slips entirely out of the politics of

disorder. If too much emphasis is placed on the use of orthodox channels, the

movement becomes mundane, slow moving, and gradualist.'6e This then seems to

undermine the sense of spontaneous vitality with which the movement bega/o - hence

the fragility and in-fighting which marked much of early gay liberation history in New

Zealand.Tl

There was marked lack of gay movement structure and coherence at national, as well as

at local level. It was to remedy this that Robin Duffpushed at the 1976 Gay Liberation

Conference for the establishment of a National Gay Rights Coalition that could

53 J. Freeman, 'lntroduction', in J. Freeman (ed.), Social Movements of the Sixties and Seventies,New

York, 1983, pp.l-5 at p.2.i+ l. p.""*an, 'On the Origin of Social Movements' in J. Freeman (ed.), Social Movements, pp.8-30 at

pp.21,26.
65 lbid., p.9.
66 lbid., p.26.
6? R.N.'Cortoin, 'Representing Women: The Transition from Social Movement to Interest Group', in E.

Boneparth (ed.), Women, Power and Policy, New Yorh 1982, pp' 19-3 6 at pp'21-2'
68 P. Burke, History and Social Theory, Cambridge, 1992, pp'89-90'
6e J. Wilson, Introduction to Social Movemenls, New York, 1973, p'230'
70 tbid., p.21.
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evaluate, set policies, and plan. DutT was damning of the effectiveness of gay liberation

in its first few years of existence: 'My feelings about the gay rights movement until

recently have encompassed frustration, depression and desperation. This is in the wake

of five years showing little tangible benefit, the low numbers of people involved in the

movement, the rapid turnover of both people and resources, and a positive refusal by

New Zealand gays to exert any leadership or develop any coherent vision or policy to

guide their actions.'72 While Duff was successful in raising up the NGRC as a

structured organization, its effective life w'as only about five years. Behind its in-

fighting and ultimate disintegration lay the question of structure, with people like

Robin Duff and Mike Waghorne urging the need for such organization, and supporters

of paul Reynolds wanting a much looser and more decentralized approach.T3 Such

divisions were a major factor in NGRC's demise'

The radical nature of gay liberation inevitably meant difference over goals and strategy

between more moderate pragmatists and more thoroughly radical idealists. Should the

focus be on in-house consciousness raising or on changing societal opinion?74 Should

the focus be on influencing legislators or on influencing the public?7s Was the priority

',t 
For gay liberationist acknowledgment of early fragility, factionalism and in-fighting see Turner, 'Gay

Politics', pp.8, 10.
72 New Zialand Gay News,November/ Decernber 1916,p.3. For further reflection on NGRC's

inauguration, see transcript of interview of Robin Duffby Laurie Guy,23 September 1999,p'2'
73 Email Mike Waghorne to Laurie Guy, 26 April 1999.
74 See a 1973 articL on 'radical' and 'moderate' tendencies in the Auckland movement on this issue

reproduced in Baumber, Gay Liberation, pp.61-3.
it' An editorial ,Reform - Reject!' in Gay Liberation Front (Christchurch) Newsletter, early April 1974'

in arluing against a Wolfenden-type reform bill, asserted that there was only one way aheadl 'Massive

.e-eJucation, and then a total repeal of the antiquated laws': LAGANZ MS Papers 028, Folder 4. The

co-ordinating committee of Gay Liberation Front Wellington, in their annual report in 1977, having

noted their unsuccessful lobbying of MPs i4 regard to the Human Rights Commission Bill, felt that

tobbying was not the most 
"ff..tiu" 

strategy: 'lnstead we should conduct a public campaign aimed at

"aucatiig 
people about Gay Rights, and once public opinion is overwhelmingly on our side, politicians

will soon ihange their views': LAGANZ, MS Papers 077, Series 2, Folder 13.
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on changing the larv or on changing society?76 Would measures for partial legislative

reform be supported, or was it a case of equality or nothing?t7 All these issues were in

the metting pot of debate during the fust decade of gay liberation in New Zealand. The

restrlt of this diversity was a movement fraught with division and leadership clashes.Ts

On the r,vhole gay liberation was a movement of the young, 'a changing of the

generations'.7e Generational attitudes commonly separated its members from both

NZHLRS and wider society. In a circular letter to NZHLRS vice-presidents, committee

members and others in August 1974, Jack Goodwin noted how newspapers were

suggesting that gay radical activism was alienating key societal members and members

of parliament, and that 'some of their "activists" bring out the worst in me'. But then

Goodwin put an astute spin on the situation: oln the words of William Pitt, they have

committed the damnable offence of being young and have thereby incurred the

resentment of some oldies as well as being made the scapegoat for that NZ inability to

come to terms with sexuality."o

One thing to emphasize, however, is that gay tiberation was not simply a more radical

or more youthful version of NZHLRS. Divergence between the two groupings was

76 See article by Paul Reynolds in the Prrt Tank,Dvnedin, March 1980: 'Notes Towards a Political

Philosophy for the Gay Rights Movements in New Zealand'(LACANZ MS Papers 088, Box l)'
Reynolds argued that itre aim of a gay movement should be 'to bring about a society in which sex and

sexuality arJa non-issue and the vilue of the human person is fundamental'. He w€nt on to assert that

*nrtinj to*urds law change is not only a waste of time in terms of bringing about such rights, but goes

directfagainst such un ui-t 'law change priority implies acceptance o-f the status quo' The above

statement shows total rejection of the status quo.' Reynolds was co-ordinator of the NGRC conference in

1980 where a resolution was passed unanimously, 'that the NGRC put as liftle effort as necessary into

legislative issues': LAGANZ MS Papers 077, series 10.
tt- See H. Gaw,'Equality orNothing', PinkTriangle' l7 September 1979'
18 ir" a"kno*i"agemenl of this, foiexample, in the homosexual magazine Out! 'lnlewiew with Gay

Rights Activist - Bill Logan', Out! 62, August-September 1985, pp.20-21at p.20.
?e - Transcript of interview of Gavin Young by Laurie Guy,.9 October 1999,p.2.
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much more than questions of style, position on the radical/conservative spectrum, or

background of supporting constituency. The two movements or organizations

addressed quite significantly different issues. This was acknowledged early on by Jack

Goodwin of NZHLRS: 'the Society had been concemed with the very nalrow area of

discrimination in law against gays, whereas Gay Liberation took on the fight against

much wider areas of discrimination'.81

It is important to recognize that gay liberation was fundamentally not about law reform.

It was a movement by gays for gays, to liberate their own kind in every way possible.

Its concerns for gays were holistic.82 This meant providing social help services,

especially counselling support;83 it meant focusing on changing public attitudes to

gays;s4 above all it meant giving gays dignity and pride.ss It is only through recognizing

this focus on holistic concerns, and especially on gay pride, that one can understand the

complex relationship between gay liberation and NZHLRS, and the otherwise puzzling

stands often taken by gay liberation in relation to law reform.86 One aspect of this was

public challenge to the NZHLRS position in relation to limited law reform.87 Noting in

January 1973 thatproposed legislative reforms were likely to be for adults only, Gay

80 Circular tetter of Jack Goodwin to NZHLRS offtcers 2 August 1974: LAGANZ, MS Papers 083,

Series l, Folder I l. See also his earlier complaint that gay acceptance within society would more likely

be impeded rather than advanced by gay rights demonstrations: Goodwin, 'Some Considerations''
8r .Gays: up against the Repressive society" salient, xxxvll, 7,17 Apil1974,p.l.
82 Forih" biou-a"r aims of day Liberation Christchurch at its inception see transcript of interview with

Robin Duff, 23 September 1999, P.l.cr The combinedsubmission ofbay Liberation (victoria University of wellington) and cay Liberation

(Massey University) to the Venn Young Bill in 1974 noted NZHLRS having its sole aim as law reform

and noibeing concerned with the sociai situation ofhomosexuals. In contrast the gay groups sought to

improve the life and social welfare of gays, and ran a telephone counselling service: LAGANZ: MS

Papers 077, Series 6, Folder 3.tt'it 
" 

report of the inaugural meeting of the Cay Liberation Movement in Auckland recorded the main

concern ofthe meeting wai 'getting thJ public used to the fact of homosexualiry" N Volkerling, 'Gay

Lib' , Craccun, XLVI, 5, 30 March 1972, p.10.
t; - ii" report'noted io me preceOing footnote ended with the words, 'And remember, "Gay is Proud"''
86 For example, the resoluiion at the annual conference 1980 'that the NGRC put as linle effort as

necessary into legislative issues': LACANZ: MS Papers 077, Series l0'
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Liberation Christchurch, drew the conclusion: 'So we must be careful that legislation

for "adults" does not get through without heavy opposition for it will be difficult to

make further changes in the foreseeable future. Let us stand firm on our policy - we

want nothing less than a repeal of all anti-gay legislation and the equality and respect

we rightly deserve!! Keep the pressure on!'88

Simply calling for the age of consent for homosexual acts to be set at sixteen was in

itself a radical demand for that time. The New Zealand Truth, for example, in noting

delays in initiating law reform proposals in parliament, noted that 'extreme' demands

in the area of law reform could alienate MPs.8e What demands were extreme? Truth

could work that one out: 'Some groups . . . want the age of consent as low as 16. No

MP will accept this.'eo

The more holistic concerns of gay liberation explain why its groups were often more

interested in human rights legislation than in decriminalization. It was the former

legislation that would have more immediate impact on the life of the average gay

person. Brett Rawnsley, for example, recollected that fellow gay activist, Gavin Young

owas always arguing that the criminal law would only get changed once the human

rights legislation covered gays'.er As early as 1975 Auckland Gay Liberation was

demanding that'all discrimination against gays be made illegal'.e2 Such an outlook led

to sigrrificant lobbying by gay liberation for 'sexual orientation' to be made a

87 See, for example, 'Repeal Wanted of Laws on Homosexuals', Evening Post, 5 April 1973.
88 Gay Liberatiin Newsletter,(Christchurch) January 1973: LAGANZ, MS Papers 083, Series l,
Folder 9. Emphasis original.
Ee .Homoseiual Law Change: Who Witt Take a Stand?', NZ Truth,25 June 1974.
eo lbid.er Email, Brett Rawnsley to Laurie Guy, 14 February 2000, p-3.
n' 

Quoted n New Zealand Gry Liberator,April/May 1975, p-9.
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prohibited discrimination with regard to provision of public services in the Human

Rights Commission Bill, 1977 " despite male homosexual acts remaining a crime in

New Zealand.e3

The charismatic nature of gay liberation leadership, reluctance to work to bureaucratic

patterns, and divergence over aims, contributed to infighting and power struggle within

the movement. A stormy NGRC annual meeting in 1980 which saw both a provisional

expulsion of NZHLRS from the movement and a walkout and resignation of some

Iesbian groups when their demands for veto rights within the organization were

rejected,ea was succeeded by an equally stormy meeting in 1981. As it came to a close,

both the co-ordinator and the secretary resigned, the former after launching a stinging

attack on 'the renegade faction in Christchurch' who had exercised 'emotional

blackmail' in boycotting the meeting, and on Robin Duff - 'on a power trip' - in

particular.es Robin Dut?s view was that this was in some way the culmination of

policy differences within NGRC with activists such as Robin Duff and Mike Waghorne

wanting a powerful centralized body, and others such as Gavin Young, Paul Reynolds

and Kevin Green wanting to decentralize and encourage more ad hoc gxassroots

initiative.e6 Gavin Young, however, has argued that there was not such a sharp

e3 The annual report of Gay Liberation (Victoria University of Wellington) n 1977 noted that the main

political activiry for the year had been lobbying MPs in relation to the Human Rights Commission Bill:

LaCaUZr MS papers 077, Series 2, Folder 13. Both Gay Liberation (Victoria University of Wellington)

and NZHLRS lodged submissions seeking inclusion of prohibition of discrimination on the grounds of
sexual orientation, The attempt at such inclusion was not successful until 1993.
s4 LAGANZ: MS papers, 7b, Box 5, NGRC l0/1. For comment on that walkout see transcript of
interview with Robin Duffby Laurie Guy, 23 September 1999, Pp'34'
s5 lbid. The two resignation, 1ly"r" withdrawn a week later in a letter of the secretary, Kevin Green, 28

April 1981. For more reasonable explanations of the alleged'Christchurch boycott', but with

acknowledgment of a 'battle' in NGRC leadership and direction, see transcript of interview with Robin

Duffby Laurie Guy, 23 September 1999, p.5. Forother comment on the issue see transcript of interview

with Gavin Young by Laurie Guy, 9 October 1999,p-4.
e6 Observation Jf noUin Duff: transcript of interview with'Robin Duffby Laurie Cuy, 23 S€ptember

1999, p.5.
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centralization-versus-decentralization split. and that more personal factors were at play,

with former leaders finding change under their successors difficult to accept.eT

The overall impression of gay liberation co-ordination is one of fragile unity coupled

with a great deal of factionalism and fragmentation. An example of this was the call of

Kevin Green, co-ordinator/chairperson of NGRC, in 1981 for the organization to die as

it was a 'bureaucratic machine without a program and was preoccupied with internal

politics rather than being gay'.e8 In the words of activist, Phil Parkinson, 'NGRC

gradually alienated its supporters and engaged in destructive intemecine fights just like

the Trotskyite activists of which it was often composed'.ee The miracle is that such a

fractious, fragile and fragmented movement could be so united when the

decriminalization issue again came to a head in 1985-6.

Fragility can also be seen in the rise and fall and rise again of local gay liberation

groups. This rise and fall helps explain the multitude of names under which gay

liberation organizations went. Sometimes there might be two organizations in the

largest cities, one for town and one for ogown' (the university). In addition groups

underwent name changes, or died, often to be rebom a short time later. The first flush

of enthusiasm at the inauguration of the gay liberation movement in New Zealand was

buoyed by the hope of homosexual law reform with Venn Young's Bill, 1974-5, even

though there was significant misgiving that the proposed age of consent was 21

s7 Wrinen communication Gavin Young to Laurie Guy February 2000'
e8 Minu**, of Planning Meeting of tIGRC 25 October l98l: LAGANZ: MS Papers 79, Box 5, NGRC

l0/2. Amotion that NGRC be dissolved was lost 7 to24. The organization finally became defunct in

1983.se Email phil parkinson to Laurie Guy, 5 February 1999. The MarxisVTrotskyite connections were also

acknowledged by heterosexual, gay liberation member Mike Waghorne, though he placed most gay
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(reduced to 20 after the select committee hearings) rather than 16 (i.e. equality with the

age of consent for heterosexual sex).100 Failure of the bill was discouraging to gay

liberation and was quickly follor,ved by the collapse of a number of gay groups. New

Zealand Galt News in November/ December 1975 noted a sense of 'general apathy' and

commented that 'all the downs have come at once and some just haven't made it up

again'.ro| This mood persisted into 1977 with biting comment by Robin Duff at the

Fifth Gay Liberation Conference in 1976:'When w'e consider our efforts in education,

welfare and the media, we see how pathetically little we have achieved. The gay

movement takes on the appearance of warts on a camel's bum, and is almost as

useful.'loz

The establishment of the National Gay Rights Coalition to provide co-ordination:

The formation of NGRC in1977 was a significant step forward for a few years in terms

of co-ordinated gay liberation action. tts early effectiveness can be seen in the 1978

Election: Zap Pack.ro3 11it seven-page pamphlet prepared by NGRC provided gay

people with a resource that was very usefut in the election that year. T\e Zap Pack

urged consistent focus on one issue: 'gay rights is an aspect of human rights'.I0a

Persistent activism was needed: 'Remember Saturation must seep into the

liberation members as being 'non-aligned lefties' and doubted whether there was much MarxisU

irotskyite influence in the irovem"nias a whole: email Mike Waghorne to Laurie Guy,27 April 1999'
ro0 For opposition to the reform see Gay Liberation Front Navsletter (chistchurch) Early April 1974'

editorial ,R.fon]] - Reject!' which argued that acceptance of an age limit 'would be perpetuating the

myth that homosexuality is dangerous' sinful, evil'.
1d i"* Zealand Gaylr'orr,liou"rnber/ December 1975,pp.6-7;Neels, 'A History'; Glamuzina, Ozr

Front, p.39;Pickering, 'Where Have All', p.6; Baumber, 'Gay Liberation', p.93 noting that there had

been no Gay Pride week or similar activity in Auckland since 1974.
t02 New Zealand Gay News,November/December 1976,p'3'
ror 

See University oiAuckland New Zealandand Pacific Pamphlets Collection'
ro4 I97B Election: Zap Pack,p.l'
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consciousness ultimately.'lot A massive letter-writing campaign to prominent

individuals, MPs, candidates, bosses, trade union figures and the media, was urged:

'One letter a week from May 25 to November 25 would only amount to 26 letters each

at 10 minutes each is less than 5 hours but nationally would amount to thousands of

letters.'106 Specitic sample questions were supplied to bring gay issues to the fore at

election meetings. An example of an astute sample question, aimed at challenging an

unreflectively Christian foundation for criminalization was the following: 'In the Bible

the same word is used for women wearing hair (Paul) and for homosexual acts; namely

"it is an abomination". Would you support the passing of legislation that would

regulate hair styles in N.Z?'107 htelligent questions, persistently 
1ade, 

would

eventually bring New Zealand to 'saturation' point. When that occurred, homosexual

law reform would be an issue whose time had come.

In addition to urging members to be active, NGRC, as a body, was active with its own

propaganda activity.l08 A sample of 1978 election advertising follows:

ro5 lbid. Emphasis original.
106 lbid., p.2.
ro7 lbid., p.6.
roE h today's world of political correctness, some may object to the-term 'propaganda' being used in

relation to th. gay cause. However, gay activism was not always careful in relation to the nuth (and

commonly neither were other groupi ana individuals holding various perspectives on thl Sa_V debate)'

Sigrrificantly, the cautious on.1n twenty figure ofNZHLRS'was inflated to one in eight in the

advertisement that follows.
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Gay rights are human rights.

One in every 8 New Zealand adults is homosexual. But
because gay people are ordinary people they aren't obvious in
such numbers.

Because of the social stigma attached to homosexuality, it's
only understandable that gay people remain invisible. The

National Gay fughts Coalition exists to work for the human

rights of gay people. During the election campaign the National

Gay Rights Coalition asks you to think about the issue of human

rights for Lesbians and Gay Men.
We believe that gay people are entitled to the same things as

any other member of the community. No more, no less. We

believe that gay rights are simply human rights. They cost

nothing except our time and energy and your support and

understanding.

Think about if.tos

This text was used for radio advertisements. Several stations refused to accept

advertisement on the grounds that it contravened broadcasting rules, but it went to

on two of New Zealand's commercial stations.ll0 Broadcast refusal gave aboost to gay

liberation, controversy over the advertisement heightening its profile.tt' Guy Liberation

(Wetlington) regarded 1978 media coverage of gay issues as ounprecedented', noting

that in the two Wellington papers there were a number of letters to the editor, two

photographs, press statements from the organization, and independent articles.ll2 Two

years later a Pink Triangle editorial made this assertion: 'In January 1980, in New

Zealand,, there can not be any person who has not heard of homosexuality and the Gay

Rights Movement. Not everyone agrees with what we are doing, of course' but at least

the

air

roe National Gay fughts Coalition of New Zealand, A Report to the Members of the International Gay

Association on Conditionsfor Lesbian and Gay Men in New Zealand, Wellington, 1980' p'7'
ll;- National Gay fughts ioalition of New Zealand Newsletter,November 1978' The stations that

accepted the advirtisement were Radios Waikato and Hauraki. Those that declined were Radios Avon

and Windy.
I I t Tranicript of interview with Oavin Young by Laurie Guy, 9 October 1999, pp'l'2.
t12 Annual R.po.t 1978: LAGANZ MS Papers 077, Series 2, Folder 13'
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they know of us. and are therefore int'luenced by our acknowledged existence. This has

been the major achievement of the 1970's [sic]'.rlr

NGRC gave further advice on persuading public opinion in the next election year,

1981. with a pamphlet on how to work with the media.rra The pamphlet urged use of

the media as a priority because of the role of the media in not only reflecting but also in

forming public opinion: 'In our efforts to bring about a social revolution, by changing

society's structure, eliminating sexism and sex role stereofping, promoting full civil

and Human rights for Lesbians and Gay Men and positive public attitudes towards us,

we must make the most effective use of what may well be_our most powerful aid - the

mass media.'lls The pamphlet went on to recommend that each group appoint a media

contact person to act as a liaison with the local mediq and then gave detailed advice on

how to handle media issues and get gay material before the public eye via the media.

Tensions between gay liberation and homosexual law reform approaches:

From the begirurin g gay liberation argued for a policy of equality between homosexuals

and heterosexuals.tl6 This meant that the movement would not accept a modest

Wolfenden-style reform for adults only. Rather, the age of consent must be 16 for

homosexual acts as it was for heterosexual acts. Any lesser reform would be an implicit

acknowledgement that homosexuals were somehow tainted or blighted'

r13 H. Gaw, editorial, Pink Triangle, 7, January 1980, p.4.
r14 How to Workwith the Media: A Manualfor Lesbian and Gay Rights Groups, Wellington' 1981.

rr5 Ibid., p.3.
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In contrast, the NZHLRS approach, with its seeking decriminalization but with an age

of consent older than 16, carried the implicit concession that homosexual acts might be

immoral, or at least not as acceptable as heterosexual acts. Gay liberation would not

countenance that concession. If 'gay is proud' was the first step towards liberation,ll?

how could gay liberation accept a lesser measure r,vhich in any way suggested that

homosexuality was more problematical than heterosexuality? Gay liberation commonly

saw the difference between its approach and that of NZHLRS as repeal, in contrast to

reform.lls With social acceptance being a major sub-text of gay liberation struggle,lle

its relationship with NZHLRS was going to be uneasy as long as NZHLRS held to its

more conservative approach.

From the beginning there was criticism of NZHLRS from gay liberation ranks.

NZHLRS was an oUncle Tom-ish' organization with a ocloset' mentality.l2o It might

even be charged with being 'antigay'.121 NZHIRS, for its part, tended to view gay

liberationists as being immature, idealistic and impractical,l22 saboteurs of progress. ln

resigning from NZHLRS in December 1980, Don Mathieson asserted that 'NGRC

stridency and disgraceful tactics have worked against, if not wrecked, Parliamentary

initiatives."t3 Chtis Parkin, then president of NZHLRS, writing 20 August 1979 after

I 16 Gay Lib News, December 1972:'We believe we have the right to demand EQUALITY'; New

Zeatani Gry Liberator, April/May 1975, p.9: 'We want rights not concessions.' LAGANZ Serials, Stack

l. Emphasis original.
tt7 Asserted inGay Lib Nsws,July 1973.
tt8 Ibid.; Nelv Zealand Goy Liberator, April/May 1975, p.9.
tte H. young, .Stonewall - a Kiwi Celebration?' Man to Man, Issue 53, p.9, implied criticism of
NHLRS with ihe following comment: 'Their argument (at least in public) was only for law reform, not

any kind ofsocial acceptance ofgay men or lesbians'.
r20 Pickering,'Where Have All', p.9.
r?r Wetlington Gay Liberation Nausletter,May 1977.
t22 Report-of Jack Goodwin, chairman of NZHLRS, to annual general meeting of NZHLRS, I October

1979: LAGANZ: MS PaPers I09.
tz3 Lefter of resignation l6 December 1980. See NZHLRS Newsletter,5 l, February l98l '
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the collapse of the Freer initiative,l24 to Robin Duff, co-ordinator of NGRC,

highlighted the cross-purposes of the two organizations: 'We did not expect the NGRC

to give Lrs more than qualified, perhaps very forcefully qualified, support. We did not

expect the proverbial knee in the groin - and without warning!'lzi

Earlier still, there was significant gay liberation feeling against the NZHlRS-supported

Venn Young bill in 1974. Rejecting the notion that gay liberation groups should 'cool

it', the editor of the Gay Liberation Front newsletter, threatened vociferous gay

liberation opposition if an NZHLRS-type Bill went before a select committee.126 Still

earlier, when gay liberation was in its first months of existence in New Zealand, the

Gay Lib News published an article i*irting on equality and rejecting any notion of

Wolfenden-type legislation. Noting that NZHLRS was seeking such legislative change,

the article darkly commented, 'We might have to work on them first.'127

Gay liberation endeavours to change the direction of NZHLRS' 1975-7:

One way of changing NZHLRS was to stack the society with new members and seek to

change its constitution. Gay activist Gavin Young recalled this tactic: 'a lot of us were

members of the Homosexual Law Reform Society and we had gone along and stacked

meetings and tried to get their policies changed and all sorts of things like that'-r28 This

sort of activity was linked with an on-and-off two-year stnrggle to change the direction

of NZHLRS 1975-7. At the 1975 annual general meeting of NZHLRS there was a

r24 On the Freer initiative, see later in this chapter'
t25 LAGANZ: MS Papers 077, Series 6, Folder 5.
126 Cuy I,iU"rution Front (Christchurch) Newsletter, Early April 1974,p.1: LAGANZ MS Papers 028,

Folder 4.tzl Gay Liblfaas, December 1972: LAGANZ Serials, Stack l'
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suggestion of a name change so that NZHLRS would become the New Zealand

Homosexual Repeal Society. The recollection of John Blincoe, then General Vice-

president of the New Zealand University Students' Association (NZUSA), was that he

argued to keep the name, but suggested that the underlying spirit of the proposal would

best be met by bringing NZHLRS policy into line rvith NZUSA policy of seeking a

common code governing male and female sexual behaviour. It should be noted that

NZUSA had been a member of NZHLRS from the 1960s, and had formally expressed

support for gay liberation as early as May Ig73,t?e supporting from May 1975 a

'common code governing sexual behaviour for male and female, in which objectively

similar types of behaviour, whether homosexual or heterosexual, are treated

consistently'.130

After the 1975 meeting Blincoe understood that there would be a special general

meeting to explore this, with a view to possible constitutional change. When this did

not eventuate, Blincoe, then NZUSA president, circulated a position paper at the 1976

annual general meeting raising the matter.l3l At the same time the executive committee

of NZHLRS introduced constitutional amendment proposals, including one requiring

constitutional amendments to succeed only with a two-thirds majority, rather than with

a straight majority. Blincoe interpreted that as an attempt by the NZHLRS executive

committee to head offmore radical proposals.l32 Tension over the NZUSA proposal at

128 Transcript of interview with Gavin Young by Laurie Cuy'. ? 
October 1999, p.3.

r?e Minutes NZUSA Council meeting May 1913. Copies held by John Blincoe, l5 Richmond Avenue,

Nelson, and bY Laurie GuY'
r3o M'inutes iqzuse Council meeting May 1975. Copies held by John Blincoe, l5 Richmond Avenue'

Nelson, and by Laurie GuY.
i3'i - J 

'Blinco!, ,A position Paper for AGM of NZHLRS', 28 October 1976: LAGANZParnz37 '75

BLI.
t3? Written communication by John Blincoe to Laurie Guy, 8 February 2000.
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that meeting led to a challenge to NZUSA's membership on the grounds of its

subscription being in arrears. The deficit was paid on the spot.

To cope with the tension, the matter of the proposed constitutional amendments of both

NZUSA and the NZHLRS executive committee rvas referred to a special general

meeting.r33 That meeting, held on24 February 1977. stlll did not consider the NZUSA

proposal, as it had allegedly not been sent to the secretary in proper constitutional form

prior to the meeting.'lo Th" situation was quite murky, Blincoe arguing at the meeting

that NZUSA notice had been properly given at the 1976 AGM and stood in the absence

of any compromise proposal agreed to since with the executive committee. The

chairman rejected Blincoe's argument.

A further clash arose over a proposed constitutional amendment that NZHLRS 'does

not make moral judgements on adult homosexual relationships'. This was successfirlly

amended to delete the word 'adult'. However, the substantive change was then lost by

20 votes to 14. Clearly NZHLRS was not ready to alienate its more conservative wing

with an explicit statement on the moral neutrality of homosexual acts.

The requirement that future changes to the NZHLRS constitution have a two-thirds

majority was addressed at the meeting. Blincoe moved an amendment that the words

.of two-thirds' be deleted. This was lost 13 to 14, and the original proposed change was

carried 14 to 13. Confusion surrounds what happened subsequently. The minutes

record that after the chairman had declared the meeting closed Blincoe demanded that

r33 Minutes of AGM of NZHLRS held 28 October 1976'
r34 Minutes of special general meeting 24February 1977 '
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the matter be re-committed. Blincoe's o\rm recollection is that as the chairman was

about to close the meeting, Blincoe moved that the matter be re-committed.l3s This

time the change to a two-thirds majority lvas defeated by 20 to l5.116

Given the climate of tension at the time, the direction of the meeting as a whole

appears to have been an attempt by NZHLRS to minimise the risk of gay liberation

forces taking over their organisation. 'Libran' implied this a couple of months after the

February meeting when, in an article attacking NZHLRS, he asked, 'Is NZHLRS afraid

of new blood?'l3t From a gay liberation perspective, the process indicated fundamental

division in NZHLRS, with two camps ('them' and 'us') within the movement.l3s In

reply to gay liberation charges on the issue, the NZHLRS secretary, Ken McGrath, saw

a threat of gay liberation take-over, asserting that 16 gay liberation members caucused

for an hour before the February meeting to decide how they would vote.l3e Although

Wellington Gay Liberation denied such caucusing,lao earlier minutes of their co-

ordinating committee indicated that they would act as a block at the special meeting'lal

The saga seemed set to continue, with NZUSA indicating that it would bring its

proposal to the next annual general meeting (October 1977) and urging non-members

to join NZHLRS and attend that meeting in order to vote the proposal in.la2 There was,

however, another angle to the struggle. Robin Ouff, dting to John Blincoe in

t35 Written communication by John Blincoe to Laurie Guy, 8 February 2000.
136 lbid.
t3't Wellington Gay Liberation Newsletter, May 1977.
r38 New ZeqlandGay News, March-April 1977,pp.22-3.
r3e New Zealand Gay News, May-June 1977, pp.2-3.
r40 Wellington Gay Liberation Newsletter, May 1977: LAGANZ: MS Papers 077, Series 2,Folder 27.
r'f r Gay Liberation Front (Victoria Universiry of Wellington) Co-ordinating Group Committee Meeting

minutes l5 February 1977: LAGANZ; MS Papers 077, Series 2, Folder 4'
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December 1976, noted the important role of NZHLRS because of its having a broader

base of support than gay liberation, and warned, 'To alienate them by a "takeover" will

create resentment that will take years to repair.'tai This angle may partly explain the

abrupt ending of guerrilla warfare. Minutes of a general meeting of Gay Liberation

(\rIJW) recorded the tbllowing on 15 September 1977:'NZHLRS: What has happened

to the amendment. Lindsay has sent it in but it is not on the agenda. Drop the issue.'

Radical enthusiasm appears to have been outsmarted by cunning conservatives going

by the book, or perhaps even manipulating it to their own ends.

Continuing tensions between gay liberation and NZHLRS:

Overlapping concerns and diverse objectives meant that NZHLRS and gay liberation

would continue to bump against each other. When NGRC was set up in January 1977,

Gay Liberation (VUW) objected to NZHLRS's application for full membership of

NGRC on the grounds that the timited objectives of NZHLRS fell short of NGRC

aims. The aims of NGRC were:

,1. To liberate Gays by promoting a social environment free from repressive laws;

discrimination; social attitudes causing fear, guilt, shatne and loneliness; sexism;

sexual stereotyping.

02. To work for the rights, interests and well-being of all Gays'

'3. To support the liberation of other $oups oppressed in terms of (l) above''

14? 
New Zealand Cay News, March-April 1917 . Gay Liberation Front (Victoria University of

Wellington) Co-ordinating Group Meeting rninutes 15 February 1977: LAGANZ: MS Papers 077, Series

2, Folder4.rdr Letter Robin Duffto John Blincoe, 3 December t976. Original held by John Blincoe, l5 Richmond

Avenue, Nelson. Copy held by Laurie Guy.
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Gay Liberation (VUW) felt that NZHLRS should be granted associate membership

only.raa While Gay Liberation (VUW) withdrew their objection at a subsequent

meeting,lai the fact that objection was made in the first place indicates ongoing friction

betrveen the two groupings.

Tensions behveen elements within NZHLRS and within gay liberation were not only

over aims, but also over tactics and style. Use of the word 'gay' for homosexuals was

viewed as offensive to some in NZHLRS.Ia6 'Liberation' was another problematical

term for more conservative homophiles because of overtones of radical protest

contained in that term.l47 It was not that NZHLRS was exceptionally reactionary at

that time in relation to language. An editorial in Salient (the student newspaper of

Victoria University of Wellington), in expressing support for gay rights, criticized their

'devaluation' of the original meaning of 'gay' as well as their inappropriate use of the

term 'liberation'.1a8

NZHLRS material was more careful than gay liberation in its claims. For example, it

commonly claimed five, or five to ten, per cent of the population as being homosexual,

in contrast to the inflationary propaganda spiral of gay liberation claims that ten per

r44 Minutes of general meeting of Gay Liberation CVUW) l2 May 1977: LAGANZ MS Papers 077'

Series 2, Folder 6.
r45 Minutes of general meeting of Gay Liberation ryUUD 26 May 1977: LAGANZ MS Papers 077'

Series 2, Folder 6.iro tatit refened to as a point of concern by 'some of us' as tate as 1980 by Jack Goodwin: Letter Jack

Goodwin to Chris parkinlT November 1980: LAGANZ MS Papers 083, Series l, Folder 19.

ili ittir point was made even within gay liberation circles. An unsuccessful attempt was made to change

the namebf Gay Liberation (Victoria University of Wellington) to Wellington Gay Rights Association

because of .the rather unfortunate reactions we get from both straights and gays when they hear the name

[liberation]'. Minutes of general meetings of Gay Liberation (Vic1o1a University of Wellington) 23 June

\gll ana i0 November 1977: LAGANZ: MS Papers 077, Series 2, Folder 6'
ioi gaito.iul, ,Not so Gay', Salient,XXXVII, g, Z+ nprit 1974, p.3 ' For gay liberation replies to such

criticisms, see letters to thl editor in the next issue of Sa/ienr, XXXVil, 9, I May 1974,p.9; also in

Salient, X)O(VII, I1,29 May 1974, p.13.
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cent, or more, of the population were homosexual.lle Moreover, NZHLRS was careful

not to offend potential supporters - church support, for example, was valued. Gay

liberation proponents were much readier to make claims irrespective of public

sensitivities. Gay liberationist, Craig Fraser, minced no words in 1972 in attacking the

church, writing of the 'bestial efforts of Christianiry' which had brought about a

negative societal view of homosexualit)'.150 Similarly, Roger Blackley made direct

aftack on Christianity in 1975: 'More than any other single agency, the Christian

church has been responsible for the persecution and murder of countless gays' and the

subjection of entire populations by means of a system based on sexual guilt.'ltl These

sorts of statements indicate that tiom early days gay liberation was patently going to be

far more confrontational in achieving its goals than NZHLRS had been.

Radical strands sometimes created a dangerous perception for gay liberation in the

public mind, of linking the whole movement with their radical views. For example,

some gay liberation members pushed sexual rights to the extent of claiming them for

children, thus exposing the movement as a whole to charges of advocating paedophilia.

An example is the following motion, which came before the NGRC annual meeting in

1980: .That the Coalition acts on the premise of the right of all humans to sexual

expression and therefore to the abolition of the concept of the 'age of consent' and

r{e Numerous materials from NZHLRS personnel exercise such caution. tnterestingly, at'its beginnings

some gay liberation material rvas also cautious, but this approach wzrs soon abandoned for more reckless

claimsl ior initial gay liberation caution see Gay Lib News, March l9?3, which used Kinsey data of 4o/o

exclusive male and 2Yo femalehomosexuality to argue that 75,000 New Zealanders were homosexuals:

LAGANZ Serials, Stack l. See also Doctor Henry i. Heald, 'Notes on the Sociologl of Homosexuality

in New zeaLand, (a revised version ofa paper presented at a gay liberation teach-in June 1972),

Craccum,XLVI, 20, l2 August 1g72,p.5, observing that Kinsey's estimate of homosexualtty was

'usually regarded as rather high''
r50 C. fraser, 'Hornosexual Love', Craccum,XLY\ 5, 6 April 197?,p'10'
15r Blackley, 'Towards a Radical Perspective', p.6.
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insists on complete redraft of all laws relating to sexuality and sexual acts'.152 Though

the motion 'uvas lost, a rider was added to the minutes that the motion be given priority

for discussion at Planning Conference. This suggests that there was at least some

support for the proposal. The gay magazine Or.fi! camed a regular column from NGRC.

The purpose of the column was not to convey otficial NGRC policy but rather to be a

tbrum for stimulating debate. The April/May 1981 issue carried an article from Peter

Nowland CHE (Campaign for Homosexual Equality) claiming that 'age of consent

laws are simply repressive ageism to keep children asexual and powerless', and that

gay men supported such legislation 'to purposely perpetuate the oppression of

paedophiles'.1'3 While such views can in no way be considered representative of gay

liberation, the more open and radical nature of the movement allowed for their

expression. Such material exposed the movement as a whole to the charge of

advocating child sex.lsa

It is not surprising then, that many members of NZHLRS wanted to distance

themselves from gay liberation perspectives, and that such feeling was commonly

reciprocated. When nine gay liberationists picketed the National Party conference in

July 1976, Venn Young advised them, 'You people are doing more harm than good to

15? Minutes of annual meeting of NGRC, Easter 1980.
r53 p. Nowland, ,Child Sexuality and You', Out!36, April/May 1981, p.14. CFIE was established

primarily by Robin Duff in Christchurch in 1973 to promote full homosexual equality. It was active for a

nu-U"r of years, putting out a newsletter 19?5-81. The organisation was revived in 1985 in order to

provide a body und.r *tti.h radical direct action could be taken independently of the Wellington Gay

Task Force, even though there was great overlap of personnel between the fwo bodies. For material on

CHE see LAGANZ: MS PaPers 001.
r!+ Bacon, The Social Effec*, p.22 warned of homosexual advances toward young children if reform

was effected. Credo Society Incorporated Secretary Barbara Faithfull made a similar warning in the

Society's submission on ttre tggs-HLRB, supporting her claim byreference to the Nowland article:

LAGANZ: MS papen 098. For an earlier attack by Barbara Faithfull on NGRC 'in its grotesque

publicity about "sexual rights" for children' on the basis of the Nowland article see her letter to the
'Eastern 

courier 9 December 1981: LAGANZ: MS Papers 083, Box 5, Folder 12.
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the cause. Why don't you just go away?'r55 The rhetoric and tactics of gay liberation

were clearly upsetting at least to the conservative wing of NZHLRS.I56 They may also

have provoked some degree of backlash in parliament and in society at large. In the

1985 debate Frank O'Flynn, Labour MP from Island Bay, in announcing he would

support Part I of the proposed legislation, indicated that he had abstained from voting

on the 1975 Bill because of 'the behaviour, actions, and statements of some of its over-

enthusiastic supporters. They were trying, as indeed they are now, to say that this is a

permissible alternative life-style, or even that it is a good life-style.'r57

Fracas over the Freer initiatives, 1979-80:

Tensions between the different approaches came to a head over law reform initiatives

by Mp Wanen Freer in 1979 ard, 1980. Freer had met privately with members of

NZHLRS, and had also met with members of NGRC. He had strong NZHLRS support,

but NGRC refused to support him because his proposed bill had age 20 as the

minimum age of consent for homosexual acts.l58 While that age was conservative, the

intended strategy was to start with 20 so that the bill got a smooth start in parliament,

and later have another member move an amendment to lower the age of consent to

r55 Socialist Actian, 6, August lg76,as reported in Glamuzina, Out Front,p.39.
t56 -fris 

eottit ger's letter-of resignation as vice-president of NZHLRS, 5 December 1980, referred to

now being 'less tolerant of the shriiler voices claiming human "tightt::'' Tony Taylor's letter of
resignatio-n, 3 December 1980, criticized the 'petty idialism' of gay liberation. Don Mathieson's letter of
resiirration, l6 December 198b, spoke bitterty of 'NGRC stridency and disgraceful tactics': LAGANZ

MS Papers 077, Series 6, Folio I'
157 NZPD, 1985,466, p.7607 .

r58 NGRi claimed thai in their first discussions with Freer he indicated that his bill would seek an age

of I6, but that after sounding out parliamentary opinion he reteated to the age of 20: H. Gaw, 'Equality

or Nothing', Pink Triangl", 
-4, 

l7 S.pt.mber 1979, pp.l -2. Reasqns loi gay opposition to the 
-F_reer

initiative iere also arric-ulated uy tvt. oetderint<, '20, 18 or l6?' PinkTriangle, 3' 6 August 1979' p'l'
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18.15e NGRC polted its member groups twice in relation to the stance it should take on

the Freer initiative, Only 2 out of the 35 groups were prepared to support the bill.160 In

the light of such widespread opposition NGRC decided to actively oppose the bill.

Their grounds of concern lvere that any age other than l6 implied there was something

wrong and inferior about homosexual acts, that younger homosexuals were not being

helped just at the time when they most needed it, and that support for the bill would

give credence to the myth that gayness could be caused by seduction of a minor.16l

Groups within NGRC sabotaged the bill before it ever saw the light of day in

parliament. Just prior to its proposed introduction, gay activists picketed Freer at the

Auckland airport on 20 August 1979, demanding he drop the age of consent to 16'162

According to NZHLRS personnel, groups within NGRC had already leaked the issue to

the press, despite Freer's indication that the bill must be kept under wraps until it was

introduced into parliament.t63 tn addition NGRC had written to 16 MPs most

sympathetic to reform, urging them not to support the Freer proposal.lff Freer felt let

down by .the attitude of a vociferous group', with its demand for 'more than

parliament or the New Zealand society is prepared to endorse', and with its pressure

tactics for 16 causing a 'swing against reform from some members'.lut He therefore

decided not to proceed with his plans to introduce a private member's bill. In his

r5e Circular ofNZHLRS to NGRC members 24 September 1979 by G. Turnbull (secretary): LAGANZ:

MS Papers 077, Series 6, Folder 5.
160 lbid.r6t tUia. etso circular of Mike Waghome, national secretary ofNGRC, to all memben of gay ,i4tt- 

--
groups within the coalition: LAGAN2: MS Papers 077, Series 5, Folder 5' See also comments of Dr I'K'

lcott, northern region representative of NGRC, in NZ Herald, l8 August 1979, Section l, p'3'
l-e;- a;;lar it ilu- l.ieels, 'The Facts Behind the Freer Bill', n.d., LAGANZ: MS Papers 077, Series

6, Folder 5; transcripi of interview of Robin Duffby Laurie Guy,23 September 1999,p'4'
163 Ibid.
t64 Gaw,'Equality', p.l.
165 presi reliase otWu.."n Freer22 August 1979: LAGANZ: MS Papers 077, Series 6, Folder 5'
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words, 'l fblt that there was no alternative but. to take this step in order to protect our

opportuniry to move again at a later date'.166

Bitter private and public communication then took place between NZHLRS and

NGRC. Interestingly, in the correspondence that tbllorved, two of the key office holders

in NZHLRS asserted that NZHLRS policy was ultimately one of full equality. Chris

Parkin, President of NZHLRS, stated, 'We all know that full across-the-board equality

is not to be had in one fell swoop, though it does not cease to be our ultimate goal. My

conclusion is that the NGRC is defending an age of consent at 16 as though that were

the ultimate goal of gay (legal) rights, instead of being one of the many milestones to

be passed on the long and painful road to fuIl equality'.'u' Likewise NZHLRS

chairman Jack Goodwin asserted, 'Our committee members in Wellington and I at an

NGRC regional meeting in the Manawatu have stressed that we all share the ultimate

goals, and differ only in the timing and tactics of achieving them.'168 What is

significant about these two statements is that they indicate that NZHLRS ultimate goals

were for legislative equality between homosexual and heterosexual acts, though such,

explicitly, was not the constitutional position of NZHLRS al the time. This

foreshadows later internal divergence and division within NZHLRS over the question

of constitutional change on this matter.

Some members were now increasingly sympathizing with gay liberation aims, even

though they were frustrated at NGRC's absolutist position that insisted on equality

t66 Letter, Wanen Freer to Jack Goodwin, 22 August 1979: LAGANZ: MS Papers 077, Series 6,

Folder 5.
167 Lefier, Chris Parkin to Robin Duff, NGRC co-ordinator, 20 August 1979: LAGANZ: MS Papers

077, Series 6, Folder 5. Emphasis original.
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tiom the outset.l6e Such NZHLRS members had fundamental disagreement with

NGRC's idealism and its tailure to be pragmatic.rT0 Age 16 was not, in their view, a

politically viable option at that time.tTr NZHLRS chairman, Jack Goodwin observed in

his report in October 1979: 'While idealists refuse to accept that any reduction in

inequality is an increase in justice, the reality is that thousands of men lost the best

chance offered in years to live and love free from fear and blackmail. That chance may

not recur for many years unless it is accepted that politics is the art of the possible'.172

Gay liberation's principled approach was, however' formed by an element of

pragmatism. Britain had decriminalized at age 2l in 1967. Subsequently legislation had

stuck firm at rhat age. Gay liberationists commonly felt that if New Zealand likewise

decriminalized at an age older than 16, legislation would freeze at such an age - it

would be difficult to arouse political will to change to a lower age later. If age 16 was

the goal, one would get there faster by holding out for that from the beginning rather

than seeking to get to the goal in two steps.l73

t68 Letter of Jack Goodwin to Warren Freer, 20 August 1979: LAGANZ: MS Papers 077, Series 6,

Folder 5.
169 Robin Duffexpressed this nothing more, nothing less view so strongly that he even stated,'Yes,

we would reject an age of consent of l5 because it discriminates against straights.' Letter Duffto Parkiru

z+ septemuir 1979. Emphasis original. LAGANZ: MS Papers 077, Series 6, Folder 5-
r7o iension between NZHI"pS anA gay liberation over pragmatism versus principle was noted in

transcript of interview by Robin Duffby Laurie Guy, 23 September 1999, p.3'
t?l Freer indicated thai he knew of no MP who was prepared at that time to move an amendment for the

age of consent to be 16 years: Circular of NZHLRS to NGRC members 24 September 1979 by G.

furnUutt (Secretary): LAGANZ: MS Papers 077, Series 6, Folder 5'
nz f.tZfl-nS chairman's report I Octoter 1979: LAGANZ MS Papers 109. For firther re-iteration of
the phrase, 'politics is the arrof the possible, see circular of NZHLRS to NGRC members 24 September

1979 by G. Turnbull, Secretary: lRbeNZ: MS Papers 07?, Series 6, Folder 5. See also recollection of

Jack Goodwin's frequent reiteiation that 'politics was the art of the possible' in transcript of interview of
Robin Duffby Laurie Guy, 23 September 1999, p.3.
r73 Expression of this perspective is found in the transcript of interviews by Laurie Guy of Cbris Parkin'

28 January 1999, p.4; Rolin Ouff,23 September, 1999, p.3; Linda Evans, 8 October 1999, p.l; Gavin

Young, 9 October 1999, P.2.
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Tension between the two views came head-to-head with a second Freer parliamentary

initiative in 1980 seeking decriminalization. This time the proposed age of consent was

18. Surely after twelve years of fruitless effort at reform NGRC members would not

sabotage a bill with a margin of difFerence of only two years from what they sought. At

their stormy annual meeting in April 1980 in which NZHLRS was provisionally

expelled. NGRC had nevertheless resolved, 'That the NGRC take no active action in

opposing the introduction of the Freer Bill and that this Motion remain con{idential to

member groups'.174

While NGRC took this position, publicly-unknown persons (radicals within gay

liberation), obtained copies of the privately circulating draft bill. They posted a copy of

the bili, now satirically doctored to alter the proposed age of consent to all sorts of

provocative ages, such as 5, 10, and 30, to each MP.l75 This created a great deal of

upset. Freer saw this action by 'all or nothing' groups as an attempt to confuse and

anger MPs to 'kill the bill'; as a consequence he advised that he was not proceeding

with the proposed measure.lT6 While the perpetrators were then publicly unknown,

Robin Duff has acknowledged in more recent times that he and two or three others

were behind the action.lTT

t74 Minutes of Annual General Meeting of NGRC Easter 1980: LAGANZ: MS Papers 79, Box 5,

NGRC l0/2.
r75 NZHLRS Newsletter number49, July 1980.
176 Statement of Warren Freer to parliament 20 June 1980: NZPD, 1980, 430, p'834.
t77 Transcript of interview with Robin Duffby Laurie Guy,23 September 1999,p.4.
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Equality endeavours 1980-3:

The experience of the Freer initiatives indicated that co-operation from the gay

community as a whole was vital if any decriminalization initiative was to be introduced

successfully into parliament. It also demonstrated that such co-operation was very

unlikely unless the proposal was an equality proposal with an age of consent of 16. The

result was that the Freer proposals were the last significant attempt to introduce

Wolfenden-type reform - thereafter reform proposals were drawn up from a starting

point of homosexual and heterosexual equality.

The first of these endeavours was the Equality Bill Campaign, which emerged out of

the Auckland Gay Task Force in the early 1980s. Dr Don McMorland of the University

of Auckland Law School oversaw the drafting of an equality bill to amend the Crimes

Act to place male and female heterosexual acts on an equal footing, and to make

homosexual acts criminal only to the same extent as heterosexual acts were.lts The

draft also proposed to amend the Human Rights Commission Act to add the words

.sexual orientation' as a prohibited ground of discrimination.lTe

The organizers of the Campaign prepared some publicity in the middle of 1982,

including a pamphlet, 'The People approve. A Bill is ready. Why delay?' While the

campaign did not grab the attention of the media,r80 it did have the attention of

Wellington Central MP, Fran Wilde. However, after first indicating willingness to

r?8 LAGANZ MS Papers 296. Also 'The Road', Out! Iune-July 1996, pp'24-31 atp.25.
r?e For earlier unsuccessful NGRC attempts 1979-8 I to perzuade the Human fughts Commission to

support legislative amendment to make sexiral orientation a prohibited ground of discrimination see

.Homosexual Law Change Urged', NZ Herald, l0 January 1981. Also Dominion, 14 January 1981.
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sponsor an equality bill, she subsequently indicated her decision not to proceed in May

1983.t81 The derailing of reform endeavour again came from within the homosexual

community, this time from lesbians who objected to the possible danger the bill posed

for lesbians, with certain lesbian actions now at risk of becoming crimes: 'It recognizes

our existence and our sexuality (at least partially) only for the purpose of enabling us to

be prosecuted.'l82 Such opposition made it politically inexpedient for Fran Wilde to

introduce a private member's bill at that time. However, the aborted preparations were

not a total loss: there was thereafter a continuum of behind-the-scenes activity which

later came to fruition in the 1985-6 legislation.rs3

The failure of the 1983 moves underscored the message that gay liberationists had veto

rights over initiatives that were unacceptable to them. They may not have had

legislative and social acceptance, but they clearly had power. They were not going to

accept concessions and crumbs.l8a It was to be a whole loaf or nothing. Their future

status at law, the issue of whether any bread was to appear on their table, was now to a

significant extent in their hands.

Crunch time and change time for NZHLRS:

Tension within the diverse reform groups, and particularly between NZHLRS and the

gay liberation mainstream, catne to a head at the NGRC conference and annual general

r80 Chris parkin, president ofNZHLRS, noted the Equaliry Bill Campaign in his report, 14 July l98l'
but felt that it lacked any momentum: LAGANZ: MS Papers 109'
r8r Minutes ofNZHLRS committee l3 June 1983.
r82 Statement issued by Lesbiar/Gay Media Collective: PinkTriangle,Issue 43,p.5.
r8l Comments of Fran Wilde in telephone conversation with Laurie Guy, l0 April 2000.
t84 C *, ;gq*firy or Nothing', Pi;kTriangle,lT September 1979, p.2, rejected the idea of 'accepting

crumbs from the smight liberals"
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meeting in April 1980, in the period befween the wo Freer initiatives. In many ways

the clash lvas a flexing of gay liberation muscle, a power shift, an assertion that gay

activists would take the lead in future larv reform effort, and it would be on their

terms.t85

NZHLRS knew in advance that the meeting was going to be difficult for them, and that

moves would be made to expel them from NGRC, though they thought this would be

unsuccessftll.ls6 Their optimism as to the outcome was wrong. Shortly after the

opening of the annual meeting, Paul Reynolds, co-ordinator of the conference,

launched a broadside against NZHLRS because of Jack Goodwin's issuing a press

release which, in stating NZHLRS policy on law reform, ws claimed to be

undermining of NGRC. Reynolds sought censure, resignation and expulsion of

NZHLRS. A censure vote was passed by 36 to 8, with 15 abstentions, and an ensuing

expulsion vote was then passed 33 to 23, with 8 abstentions-t8t The meeting then

resolved, 'Since NGRC believes that sexual orientation is morally neutral, it is bound

to insist that the laws of N.Z. should be framed in such a way that the sexual

orientation of those to whom the laws apply should be irrelevant'.188

The decision to expel NZHLRS required ratification by the constituent bodies in

membership with NGRC.l8e Such ratification appeared to be given, but one group was

rE5 Robin Duffsaw the April 1980 clash as the 'flexing of a linle bit of muscle' and the taking of
initiative , into our own hands' : nanscript of interview of Robin Duff by Laurie Guy, 23 September I 999,

p.3. Gavin young saw the process as a opower shift that was going on': transcript of interview of Gavin

Young by Laurie Guy, 9 October 1999, p.3.
186 fiZfflns 

"*."utiu. 
committee minutes 25 March 1983: LACANZ: MS Papers 109'

r8? Notes of Jack Goodwin on annual meeting 1980: LAGANZ: MS Papers 077, Series 10. See also

NGRC 1980 Arurual Report: LAGANZ: MS Papers 79, Box 5' NGRC l0/2'
t88 lbid.
r8e NZHLRS Executive Committee minutes 17 April 1980: LAGANZ: MS Papers 109'
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omitted in the polling of members. When that group was given its voting papers and

exercised its vote, the previous vote to terminate NZHLRS membership was reversed,

and NZHLRS remained in membership by the narrowest of margins.tto Ho*"uer, at the

time of that re-instatement, the NZHLRS executive committee, facing a hostile

atmosphere in NGRC, and noting that NZHLRS membership might have lapsed for

non-payment of its subscription, passed a resolution, 'That because of the uncertainty

of the Society's relationship with NGRC we consider membership is terminated and act

accordingly'.'e' Significantly, two of the committee, Parkin and Rawnsley, abstained

from the vote.le2 By this stage Parkin was strongly committed to a gay liberation

approach and would have thrown his lot in with that grouping if he had had to choose

between the rival approaches.le3

It was Parkin who as much as any NZHLRS leader drove constitutional changes

through NZHLRS that allowed for a rapprochement between NGRC and NZHLRS.

Even prior to the crises precipitated by the two Freer initiatives and the 1980 NGRC

provisional expulsion of NZHLRS, Parkin, then president of NZHLRS, sensed that the

climate was changing and that this called for changes in NZHLRS. In a letter to Jack

Goodwin in July lgTg,Parkin noted that NZHLRS was still wedded to Wolfenden-type

reform twenty years after the Wolfenden report had come out.le4 Noting several factors

calling for age of consent at sixteen, Parkin drew attention to the firndamental

significance of the presence of the gay rights movement: '[T]he case for law reform

teo The matter was reported 
-n 

Pink Triangle, October 1980, p'2'
rer NZHLRS Executive Committee minutes, 5 October 1980: LAGANZ: MS Papers 109'
rez lbid.
re3 Transcript of interview of chris Parkin by Laurie Guy, 28 January 1999, p.4.
re4 t-etter Ci.,ris [parkin] to Jack [Goodwin], l8 July 1979: LAGANZ MS Papers 083, Series l, Folder

17.
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must now be made in the new political context evinced in the growth of a gay rights

movement co-ordinated in and through the NGRC'.Ie5

The events of 1979-80 'ffere a clear pointer that future legislative reform endeavour of

NZHLRS would likely be undermined by NGRC. That being the case, was there any

point in NZHLRS continuing in existence? This issue was raised within NZHLRS after

the collapse of the first Freer initiative: 'It is clear that at this point our relationship

with the NGRC, our credibility to our supporters and to Parliamentarians, and indeed

our continued existence aS a Society have been called into question.'le6

The issue was felt even more strongly after the second Freer debacle. Parkin, president

of NZHLRS, was quick to raise the matter a month later at an executive committee

meeting on 16 July 1980. In his judgment NZHLRS had three options:

. Carry on as before, seeking initiative similar to that already undertaken by Freer.

r Wind up the society in view of its objects having been overtaken by developments

in social ideas and attitudes since its formation.

o Revamp the objects of the society, retaining a morally neutral stance on

homosexuality but emphasize equal rights of citizenship not withstanding sexual

orientation and focus less direct concern on the criminal law.le7

Clearly parkin's preferred option was the third one. ln September members were polled

on this and other matters. 75o/o of the 141 members responded to the poll. 81% wanted

to reformulate the aims and strategy, 160/o to continue as before, and 3% to go into

recess. Despite the overwhelming support for change, this stopped short of

re5 lbid.
re6 NZHLRS executive committee minutes, 5 September 1979: LAGANZ: MS Papers 109.
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overwhelming support for equality. 44% supported altering the aims to include full

equality,4g% favoured the active promotion of l6 as the age of consent, 28% preferred

18 as the age of consent but would not object to 16, and23Vo would support ages above

1g.le8

Several matters stood out from the result. One was that while there was overwhelming

support tbr change, this did not mean full support for a gay liberation demand for

equalify. In fact only 9o/o wanted an all-or-nothing approach to legislative change, while

91oZ favoured a step-by-step approach.lee The sense of distance from gay liberation

was shown in that only l3oh indicated that NZHLRS should actively seek renewed

NGRC membership, while 40Yo felt that NGRC membership should be renewed only if

NGRC members withdrew their opposition, and 47o/o recommended that NZHLRS

should not seek renewed membership in NGRC. As well as support for change along

with equivocation as to how far that went, the poll indicated a much more conservative

position of many of the vice-presidents compared with the membership as a whole.200

This difference should not have been surprising given the fact that conservative, often

church, figures were chosen in the first place in part because they had those very

qualities, such qualities and types of person making the society's aims more acceptable

to a conservative public in those earlier years after the society's formation'

The outcome of the polling results was the calling of a meeting to alter the constitution

of NZHLRS by amending clause 3 and deleting clause 4. The new wording would

tsl NZHLRS executive committee minutes 16 July 1980: LAGANZ: MS Papers 109.
re8 LAGANZ: MS Papers lo9.
ree lbid.
200 Noted in NZHLRS executive committee minutes 5 October l9E0: LAGANZ: MS Papers 109'
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simply state: 'The object of the Society is to promote the reform of the law whereby

homosexual acts shall be subject to no greater constraints than heterosexual acts, but

this shall not prevent the society from proposing or supporting legislative changes

which change the law such that this aim is more closely but not completely met.'201

Such change would mean NZHLRS could now support an age of consent at 16 instead

of decriminalization for adults only. It would also mean that NZHLRS no longer

avowed that it was not seeking moral approval for homosexual acts (such avowal

carrying the connotation that such acts might be morally wrong).

There was no smooth passage of the constitutional changes. Don Mathieson voiced

strong opposition to the proposed changes at the original meeting on29 October 1980

which ran to such a late hour that it was adjourned to 26 November 1980, at which

meeting the changes were accepted.2ot The divisive nature of the process is highlighted

in Jim Robb's concern at the 'particularly petty and mean-minded attack' on Don

Mathieson at the second meeting.203 Parkin as president wrote to all the vice-presidents

on 3 December 1980, explaining the change and asking them whether they were happy

to continue in their office.2oa As at l1 December 1980, 12 indicated they were happy to

continue, while four in addition to Mathieson wished to resign their office, and l1 had

yet to reply.2o5

20r LAGANZ: MS Papers 109; NZHLRS Newsletter,5l, February l98l'
2a? [bid.
20r Lefter Jim Robb ro Chris Parkin I December 1980: LAGANZ: MS Papers 083, Box 5, Folder 3.

Robb was a supporter ofthe changes. Another not necessarily averse to the change but also concerned at

the .attack on Don' was Jack Coodwin: letter Jack Goodwin to Chris Parkin, 27 November 1980:

LAGANZ: MS PaPers 083, Box 5, Folder 3.
204 L,A.GANZ: MS Papers 077, Series 6, Folder l.
205 NZHLRS executive committee minutes I I December 1980: LAGANZ: MS Papers 109.
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The changes seem to have given Mathieson no choice but to resign. Mathieson, an

avowed Christian, held the position that homosexual behaviour was 'a sin', but, from

his days as a lecturer in jurisprudence in the law school of the Victoria University of

Wellington, had been a strong proponent of legislative change on the basis of making a

sharp distinction between law and morality.?06 What Mathieson kept apart (law and

morality) lvere now so blurred in the objects of the NZHLRS that Mathieson felt he

could no longer remain within the society.

Why were such changes pushed through NZHLRS despite the likelihood of major

division? The politicat difficulties of working on issues alongside gay liberation had

clearly precipitated this major shift in NZHLRS aims. NZHLRS opponents of the

change felt this. Mathieson, for example, in setting out the reasons for his resignation,

referred in his first point to NZHLRS 'acquiescing in a principal demand of the

NGRLF'.20t Patkin, key proponent of the change, significantly justified it on the basis

of its acceptability to gay liberation, noting that the revision aided law reform,

'removing the very obstacle which, twice in twelve months, successfully nipped in the

bud a reform proposal along the lines of the status quo'.'0t

The significance of the constitutional change with regard to NZHLRS relationship with

NGRC was quickly apparent. Despite the NZHLRS decision in October 1980 to

withdraw from membership of NGRC, it was represented at the NGRC annual general

meeting in Easter 1981.20e Around that time NZHLRS had informal talks with NGRC

206 Transcript of interview of Don Mathieson by Laurie Guy, 20 October 1997, p.3.
2o7 Lefter of resignation 16 December 1980. See NZHLRS Newsletter,Sl, February 1981.
?0t parkin's circilar letter to all vice-presidents, 3 December 1980: LAGANZ: MS Papers 077, Series

6, Folder l.
20e NZHLRS Newsletter,52, June 1981.
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representatives and was able to report to its constituency that the constitutional change

meant that it was now much easier to share common strategy with NGRC.2I0 In his

chairman's report in July 1981, Parkin reported othe resolution of the difficulties in our

relationship with the National Gay Rights Coalition', and asserted, 'We may now with

confidence predict wide support within the gay community for our drive to eliminate

tiom the sexual offences section of the Crimes Act discrimination based on difflerences

of gender and/or sexual disposition.'2lr

The change was a victory for NGRC. lts effective veto over NZHLRS action led to

NZHLRS bringing its aims much more into line with those of NGRC. Was the change

a victory for NZHLRS as an organization? One has to wonder whether the struggle,

frrst with NGRC, and then within its own ranks, somehow knocked the stuffing out of

the NZHLRS. The following can be noted:

. The 1982 annual general meeting of NZHLRS was held successfully only on its

third attempt, the first two meetings failing for want of a quorum.2l2 The fact that

there is no record of this happening on previous occasions suggests that NZHLRS

was now struggling in regard to its identity and support.

o Chris Parkin, chief proponent of the change, having been active in NZHLRS from

its beginnings in 1967, was largely inactive in NZHLRS by 1985, being more

closely aligned with gay groupings and with the HUG organization (Heterosexuals

Unafraid of Gays) which was started that year.

2ro lbid.
2tr NZHLRS chairman's report 14 July l98l: LAGANZ: MS Papers 109'
ztz NZHLRS Newsletter,53, January 1983'
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MPs proposing legislative change, 1983-6, looked much more to gay networks and

groups, especially the Wellington and Auckland Gay Task Forces, for their support

and guidance, than to NZHLRS.

Of the eight members of the NZHLRS committee at October 1984, two were from

the Wellington Gay Task Force (Bill Logan and Ewen Paynter), three were gay

activists (Richard Bowman, Brett Rawnsley and Mike Waghome), and only three

were from the earlier era of NZHLRS (Jim Robb, Neville Carson and Barry

Neels).213 This indicates a significant fusing of the two streams, but it also indicates

a loss of NZHLRS distinctiveness.

From this one could argue on the one hand that NZHLRS might have rejoiced in the

fusing of streams as it furthered the cause of reform. On the other hand, old hands of

NZHLRS could argue that their movement had been hijacked by forces that were not

altogether sympathetic to the original and more limited objectives of the society, and

that in the process NZHLRS had ceased to be at the spearhead of the reform

movement. Gay liberation had significantly pulled NZHLRS into its orbit. The funue

of the reforrn movement was clearly now not with gay sympathizers, but rather with

gay activists. They now spearheaded their own cause. In addition to particular change

in the NZHLRS position, a lot of pro-reform heterosexual activists sensed about this

time that their leading roles in the reform movement were largely over, that they

needed to take a lower stance, and leave the main agitation to gays themselves.2l4 A

2t3 The committee was listed in NZHLRS Newsletter,6l, October 1984. The classification of the

members was provided by Phil Parkinson, prominent gay activist of that period, and current curator of
LAGANZ: oral communication with the aulhor October 1997'
t. -n**g 

those who recogrrized this were Chris Parkin, Max Abbott, Felix Donnelly: nanscripts of

interviews by Laurie Guy wiih Chris Parkin,28 January 1999, p.5; Felix Donnelly,23 July 1999,p'4;

Max Abbott, l5 June tebe, p.S. Mike Waghome, secretary ofNGRC for a number of years, similarly
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co,usequertce of this rvrras a shift ftom pragnratism ito princip,le. Domin6pse of the reform

position by: gay liberation meant that next tirne the isEup catrte before parliament there

was going to be less chance of compromi.se, little or no opportrrnity to find middle

gr.owtd^zlt

stepped backfrorn nrr4jor NGRC involvenent abo.ut 1"981 or 19S2i *S.irlsilging lhat the fto-nt

leadership musr bo ire,-al-Iy gayt : email Mike waglorng to laurie Guy; 26 Aprll 1999' na"
zrt 4 piirn,OirAnsea ii tangcript of ,intenriew o{Ahd-s P4!Sn by Laurie Guy,; 28 lanuaty tr999' B,5.




